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ACRONYMS (Continued)

MWLID Mixed Waste Landfill Integrated Demonstration
MWIP Mixed Waste Integrated Program
MWPP Mixed Waste Pilot Project
NDA Non-Destructive Assay
NREL National Renewable Energy Laboratory
NV DOE Nevada Operations Office
OR DOE Oak Ridge Operations Office
ORNL Oak Ridge National Laboratory
OTD Office of Technology Development
PCT Product Consistency Test
PEG Polyethylene Glycol '
PETC Pittsburgh Energy Technology Center
PI Principal Investigator
PNL Pacific Northwest Laboratory

PPE Personal Protection Equipment
PRDA Program Research and Development Announcement
PSU Pennsylvania State University
PUREX Plutonium-Uranium Extraction

R&D Research and Development
RAD Radiation Adsorbed Dose

RCRA Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976
RDDT&E Research, Development, Demonstration, Testing, and Evaluation

RF DOE Rocky Flats Operations Office
RFP Request for Proposals
ROA Research Opportunity Announcement
ROD Record of Decision

RSL Remote Sensing Laboratory
RSM Radioactive Scrap Metal
RTDP Robotics Technology Development Program
SBIR Small Business Innovation Research

SB-TIP Small Business Technology Integration Program
SCWO Supercritical Water Oxidation
SF DOE San Francisco Operations Office
SNL Sandia National Laboratory - New Mexico
SNLCA Sandia National Laboratory - California
SR DOE Savannah River Operations Office

STRC Savannah River Technology Center
STL Special Technologies Laboratory
TBD To Be Determined

TCLP Toxicity Concentrate Leachate Procedure
TPA Tri-Party Agreement
TPO Technical Program Officer
TRU Transuranic Waste

TSG Technical Support Groups
TI'P Technical Task Plan

VOC Volatile Organic Compound

WHC Westinghouse Hanford Company



FOREWARD

This Technology Development Needs Summary was compiled from a January 1994 call for technical
task plans to define work activities at the U. S. Department of Energy (DOE) sites. DOE's Office of
Environmental Management (EM) seeks to implement its Research, Development, Demonstration,
Testing, and Evaluation (RDDT&E) program by involving the best talent in the national science
community. Partnerships among the National Laboratories, private industry, and academia are

encouraged.

This needs summary is not a solicitation. However, DOE recommends that interested parties contact
technical program coordinators ang principal investigators for further information about specific
programs. Please refer to section 5.0 of this document, "How to Get Involved," for details about
mechanisms available for participation in the RDDT&E program. A list of available publications is
also included.

vi
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Historic activities of the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) during the period of nuclear weapons
development, and disposal practices of that time, resulted in the discharge of chemical and radioactive
materials to the environment at many DOE facilities and sites. The Department has now focused a

major technical effort on mitigating the effects of those discharges through an environmental
restoration program. The unique chemicals involved and the circumstances surrounding the
discharges could lead to prohibitive costs if conventional technology is applied for remedi',d action. In
order to hold costs to an acceptable level, the Office of Environmental Restoration and Waste

Management's (EM) Office of Technology Development (OTD) has been directed to initate a national
program to develop and demonstrate faster, better, cheaper, and safer means of restoring the DOE
sites to conditions that will meet state and federal environment regulations. Key elements of the OTD

initiative are the Integrated Programs tips) and Integrated Demonstrations (IDs). These
components work together to identify possible solutions to major environmental problems.

When a new technology enters the OTD Research, Development, Demonstration, Testing and
Evaluation Program, an Integrated Program serves as a technology filter or incabator." Through
bench-scale and field-scale experiments, data are produced to evaluate a technology for full-scale
demonstration. An Integrated Demonstration is an established program at an actual site, which
demonstrates, tests, and evaluates related technologies individually or as a complete system to correct
waste management and environmental problems from cradle to grave. IDs are funded to raaimain the
necessary infrastructure to ensure that tests can be performed in a rapid and acceptable manner. Each
ID demonstrates the application of all aspects of a clean-up, including characterization, assessment,
remediation, and monitoring to regulators, host communities, and other stakeholders to expedite
public and regulatory knowledge and acceptance of a technology.

IDs are comprised of technologies with reliable bench-scale data and full-scale demonstration
capability within two years. IPs encompass technologies that require more study and further testing.
A project originating in an IP may gradually move into an ID, or a Comprehensive Environmental
Response, Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980 treatability study, if new data indicate that the
technology is faster, better, safer, or cheaper than currently used, baseline practices.

In an effort to coordinate the environmental Research, Development, Demonstration, Testing, and
Evaluation (RDDT&E) efforts within EM, joint Office of Waste Management, Environmental
Restoration, OTD, and F,._ility Transition and Management Focus Teems were recently formed to

address five problem areas:

High-Level Waste Tank Remediation
Mixed Waste Characterization, Treatment, and Disposal
Landfill Stabilization
Contaminant Plume Containment and Remediation

Facility Transitioning, Decommissioning and Final Disposition
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These Focus Teams will coordinate EM research to ensure that technology development projects

address urgent end user needs and to eliminate duplication of effort. The Focus Teams will review
proposals recommendect_for funding, coordinate the listing of site needs, and integrate EM technology
development program_:i_Technologies developed within other DOE divisions, such as the Offices of
Energy Research, Energy Efficiency, and Defense Programs, etc., and outside of DOE (academia and
private industry) will be used to provide stronger scientific bases for OTD RDDT&E efforts. The
goal is "seamless" technology development, from fundamental science through applied engineering, to
find practical solutions to DOE's clean-up problems.

The ultimate goal of this OTD initiative is for demonstrated technologies to be available to the end
user when they are needed at DOE sites. Technology transfer to private industry is an essential part
of the process. Special consideration is given to activities that:

• clearly relate the outcome of the proposed work to end user needs;

• present a realistic plan for transferring technology to end users and to industry;

* emphasize applied research and development requiring less than 3 years for field
demonstration;

• identify technologies developed outside DOE that require only slight
reconfiguration/augmentation for use in the EM clean-up mission;

• demonstrate the direct involvement of other EM Divisions, including joint

demonstration, testing and evaluation activities; and

• collaborate with National Laboratories, universities, and commercial entities.
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2.1 Mixed Waste Landfill Integrated Demonstration

The Mixed Waste Landfill Integrated Demonstration (MWLID) is evaluating new technologies to
clean up chemical and mixed waste landfills. This will be accomplished by emphasizing in situ
technologies that minimize landfill disturbances. The MWLID approach to solving these
contaminated waste site problems begins by first characterizing the source of contamination, including
the types of pollutants and the precise location of the problems. Geologic and hydrologic properties
must also be determined so scientists can accurately predict how the contaminants behave
underground. The MWLID attempts to gather this information through new methods of drilling,
ground-penetrating radar, electromagnetic measurements, and infrared thermal imagery.

New methods to remediate the landfill sites are also a major focus of the MWLID. Few in situ
technologies are presently available to remediate contamination from heavy metals and complex
chemical mixtures in the critical area under a landfill between the surface and the groundwater -- the
"vadose zone." MWLID scientists test new extraction technologies to remove harmful metals and
volatile organic wastes from soils. They seek to isolate contaminants and-develop subsurface liners to
better contain wastes in place. Stabilization technologies, using polymers or cements to ensure that
wastes will not migrate, are examined. The "transformation process" has been recommended to
change chemical forms of contaminants to reduce toxicity and/or mobility.

Since a single technology will not address all problems, the MWLID encourages the integration of
mature and innovative technologies from universities, industry, and research institutes. Additionally,
the MWLID is aggressively developing partnerships with these groups as well as state, local, and
tribal governments in New Mexico to broaden the knowledge and use of its technology achievements.

Questions about the program can be addressed to:

Skip Chamberlain Jennifer Nelson
MWLID Program Manager Technical Program Coordinator
U.S. Department of Energy Sandia National Laboratory
(301) 903-7248 (505) 845-8348
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NEEDS STATEMENT: ML-1

ID/IP: Mixed Waste Landfill Integrated Demonstration

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.01.03

Focus Area: Landfill Containment

Description of Need: Vadose Zone Post-Closure Monitoring

Post-closure monitoring is required for virtually all remediated sites. Standard practice monitors
groundwater wells for the presence of contaminants. This approach may be problematic at a site with
a relatively great depth to groundwater; at the Mixed Waste Landfill Integrated Demonstration
(MWLID) sites the vadose zone extends nearly 500 feet deep. By the time contaminants are detected
in the groundwater, significant vadose zone contamination may have occurred. Monitoring the vadose
zone beneath the remediated site instead of the groundwater would permit earlier detection of a
contaminant release, with a smaller contaminated volume, and result in a less costly additional
remediation effort.

The proposed work will lead to the development of a system for post-closure monitoring in the vadose
zone beneath the MWLID sites. A monitoring system will have many of the same features and
technologies as the characterization system: for example, directionally drilled holes for access under
the remediated site, and in situ sensors for detection of contaminant migration to minimize active
maintenance and sampling. Efforts should focus on filling needs for long-term monitoring, and
evaluating the feasibility and adequacy of applying available technologies to a post-closure vadose
zone monitoring system. Comparison to baseline monitoring technology should be identified and used
to direct development efforts. The monitoring technologies should be a modification of the
technologies used during characterization. The technologies should be tailored for the contaminants
of concern at landfill sites, including metals, radioactive wastes, and organics. The monitoring
system must be compatible with subsurface access systems. Data acquisition should be configured for
periodic, automatic query.

Window of Opportunity: FY 95 through FY 97, depending on successes and funding outlooks.

Other Applicable IDs or IPs: Monitoring could be applicable to all IDs or IPs as a verification tool
after treatment, containment or extraction of the contaminated areas.

Currently Related Tasks:

Tas..._kk Principa,l Investigator PI phone TPO

Post Closure Monitoring K. Bostick (LANL) 505-665-0253 P. Saxman (AL)
Tech Demo & Evaluation

Landfill Characterization B. Floran (SNL) 505-844-6268 P. Saxraan (AL)
\Monitoring System

Deep Vadose Zone Moni- C. Williams (SNL) 505-844-5722 P. Saxman (AL)
toting Tech Emplacement

Borehole Permeameter for J. Sisson (INEL) 208-526-0875 T. Williams (ID)
Site Monitoring
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NEEDS STATEMENT: ML-2

ID/IP: Mixed Waste Landfill Integrated Demonstration

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.01.03

Focus Area: Landfill Containment

Description of Need: Containment Assessment Technologies

Subsurface containment technologies are being developed as interim measures, in conjunction with
remedial action, and as part of long-term waste containment strategy. Emplacement technologies,

including permeation grouting, jet grouting, and soil-heating-based grouting, are being investigated.
Grout materials under consideration include cementitious materials and thermosetting materials. The
most important issue regarding the applicability of sub-surface barriers is verifying the continuity of
the emplaced barrier. Techniques evaluated to date include: ground penetrating radar, cross-hole
seismic tomography, electromagnetic induction, neutron probe, and down-hole temperature logs.
There is a need to develop, demonstrate, and evaluate additional technologies that can be used to
assess barrier continuity. Verification technologies could include non-intrusive, hydrologic and direct
physical techniques. The technologies should permit continuity verification of subsurface barriers on
the order of a few square meters in dry vadose zones to a depth of 10 meters. We seek technologies
that have as small a resolution as possible, but at least on the order of decimeters. Technologies that
require no disruption of the waste site are more desirable. In addition, technologies should be
available for commercialization within two years.

Window of Opportunity: FY 95 through FY 97 depending on successes and funding outlooks.

Other Applicable IDs or IPs: Buried Waste, Underground Storage Tanks

Currently Related Tasks:

Tas...._kk PrincipalInvestigator PI Phone TP..__OO

Subsurface Barrier B. Dwyer (SNL) 505-845-9894 P. Saxman (AL)
Emplacement

Verification of Subsurface W. Stewart (PNL) 509-372-0459 D. Trader (RL)
Barriers
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NEEDS STATEMENT: ML-3

ID/IP: Mixed Waste Landfill Integrated Demonstration

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.01.03

Focus Area: Landfill Containment

Description of Need: Subsurface Containment Technologies

Landfills typically contain waste materials that include solid waste materials, such as construction
debris and off-spec manufacturing intermediates or final products. Residual radioactivity and
chemical contamination on these items do not warrant excavation and ex situ treatment, nor in
situ stabilization treatments. Development of secondary subsurface contaminant features that
modify existing subsurface conditions may provide additional contaminant mobility reduction, in
combination with surface covers, to further minimize the risk of residual contamination.
Technologies are sought that will provide long-term residual contaminant migration control with
passive m_thods that may include inducing a negative subsurface water balance, or ventilation
methods to reduce the build up of contaminant vapors. Small-scale field demonstrations are more
desirable with data collection systems that support computational based engineering models.

Window of Opportunity: FY 95 through 97 depending on successes and funding outlooks.

Other Applicable IDs or IPs: Monitoring could be applicable to all IDs or IPs as a verification
tool after treatment, containment or extraction of the contaminated areas.

Currently Related Tasks:

T_k PrincipalInvestigator PI Phone TP.__QO

Dry Barrier Applications J. Stormont(SNL) 505-845-9347 P. Saxman(AL)
for Landfill
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Table 2.1 Mixed Waste FY 94 Characterization/Monitoring Activities.

Hill i

MIXED WASTE LANDFILL INTEGRATED DEMONSTRATION

Integrated Demonstration Coordinator - Jennifer E. Nelson, 505-845-8348

FY 94 Characterizaffon/MonitoringActivities

Project Leader: Bob Floran, 505-844-6268

Title Facility P I

Post-Closure MonitoringTechnology Demonstration LANL K. Bostick
and Evaluation 505-665-0253
AL-1410-01

i

Landfill Characterization& Monitoring Systems SNL B. Floran
AL-2211-07 505-844-6268

Deep Vadose Zone Monitoring Technology SNL C. Williams
Emplacement 505-844-5722
AL-2211-15

Hybrid DirectionalBoring and HorizontalLogging SNL B. Wemple
AL-2211-16 505-844°2230

Cross-Borehole Electromagnetic Imaging SNL D. Borns
AL-2211-23 505-844-7333

MagnetometerTowed Array SNL J. Cochran
AL-2310-03 505-848-0415

EnvironmentalDecision SupportSystem SNL B. Knowlton
AL-2410-04 505-844-5777

ii i

MeasurementWhile Drilling SNL B. Floran
AL-2410-07 505-844-6268

Optimizationof SamplingStrategiesfor Containment ANL R. Johnson
Delineation and Risk Management 708-972-2023
CH-2211-02

Borehole Penneameter for Site Monitoring INEL J. Sisson
ID- 1410-02 208-526-1118

i

In Situ Determinationof Radionuclides& Metal PNL R. Brodzinski
Contaminants C. Shepard
RL-3211-13 509-376-3529

i

On-Site Analysis of Metalsusing ASV PNL K. Olsen
• RL-3211-12 509-376-4114

ii i ii
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Table 2.2 Mixed Waste FY 94 Remediation Activities.

MIXED WASTE LANDFILL INTEGRATED DEMONSTRATION
,,, , , ,,,,, ,, i , ,,

FY 94 Remediation Activities

Integrated Demonstration Coordinator - Jennifer E. Nelson, 505-845-8348

Project Leaders: ExtractionTreatment Jim Phelan, 505-845-9892
ContainmentStabilization John Stormont, 505-845-9347

i ii ,,,i i ,,,i

TITLE FACILITY PI
,i ,. i , ii , i i i ii, ii ,,

Migration BarrierCovers forMixed Waste T.zmdfills LANL K. Bostick
AL-1212-11 505-665-0253

i , , llJ

PrototypeDSS to Select MWL BarrierCover Systems LANL K. Bostick
AL-1310-01 505-665-0253

GeochemicalControls on ChromiumMobility SNL J. Phelan
AL-2211-08 505-845-9892

,,.,, ., , i,.,, i ,,.,.

Effects of Site Capping on Contaminant Transport SNL J. Phelan
AL-2211-11 505-845-9892

,,, , v,. , ,,

Remedial OptionsStudy SNL J. Phelan
AL-2211-20 505-845-9892

Thermal EnhancedVapor ExtractionSystem SNL J. Phelan
AL-2211-21 505-845-9892

Dry BarrierApplications for Landfills SNL J. Stormont
AL-2310-02 505-845-9347

SubsurfaceBarrierEmplacement SNL B. Dwyer
AL-2310.-04 505-845-9894

, ,, , , ,,,

Demonstration of Electrokinetics Remediationof SNL E. Lindgren
Chromium from UnsaturatedSoil 505-844-3820
AL-2410-01

i

Advanced Landfill Cover Demonstration SNL J. Stormont
AL-2410-03 505-845-9347

,,,, , , ,,, ,, ,

In Situ Containment and Stabilization of BuriedWaste BNL L. Kukacka
CH-3211-01 516-282-3065

i i , ,

Verification of SubsurfaceBarriers PNL/WHC W. Stewart
RL-4410-10 509-372-0459
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2.2 Uranium in Soils Integrated Demonstration

Objective of ID:

The Integrated Demonstration develops and demonstrates methods to remediate soils contaminated
with radionuclides, principally uranium. Traditional excavation, transportation, and radiological
waste disposal methods are difficult and expensive, because of the large volume of soil to be treated. I

The ID approach establishes optimal techniques for each step in a remediation effort (e.g., real-time J
field characterization and monitoring, precise excavation, physical size separation, chemical treatment,
disposal) as an overall system on the basis of efficiency, cost, risk, applicability range, and
community/regulatory acceptance for remediation of large surface areas contaminated with uranium.
The focus is on technologies for (I) real-time analysis to detect and map contaminant locations, (2)
treatability studies to decontaminate soils, (3) precise excavation techniques, and (4) secondary waste
treatment. These technologies will have applicability at DOE and other sites. They can be
transferred potentially to Oak Ridge, Paducah, Portsmouth, Savannah River, Idaho, Los Alamos, and
Richland for cleanup of radionuclide contaminated soils at these locations.

Status:

The Uranium in Soils ID was initially funded in FY 91. The Fernald Environmental Management
Project (FEMP) was selected as the host site. Analysis of Fernald soil determined that the uranium
exists predominately in the particulate form, associated primarily with the sand and silt fractions.
Some soil also has a significant amount of uranium associated with the clay fraction. The uranium
found was associated with the more dense fractions of the soil components; however, significant
variations were noted. The uranium exists principally (80-90%) in the hexavalent oxidation state. In
general, hexavalent uranium has greater solubility than uranium in other oxidation states.

Much of the particulate uranium exists in discrete, crystalline mineralogical phases. Uranium bearing
phases identified include: (1) uranium adsorbed onto iron oxides; (2) uranium silicates; (3) uranium
phosphates; (4) uranium oxides; (5) calcium uranium oxide; and (6) uranium contained within a
calcium fluorite phase. Particles of uranium [IV] phases have also been identified: (1) uranium
silicide and (2) uranium oxides.

Characterization of residual uranium waste forms in treated soils show a slightly higher ratio of
tetravalent to hexavalent uranium. This suggests the extracts being applied are less effective at
removing tetravalent uranium. There is a decrease in size of particulate hexavalent uranium. In
particular, a phase identified as meta-autunite was never seen in treated soils. All treatment
technologies seem to lead to a more dispersed, finer-grained contamination.

Removal of uranium from heavy.textured soils by conventional soil washing (defined here as a
physical separation process that relies on size fractionation and concentration of contamination in the
fines) is ineffective because of the sorption of uranium on the high silt and clay content of these soils.
True restoration of soils with a high fraction of fines is highly dependent on the application of a
chemical extraction technique that will selectively extract uranium from soils without impairing them
with serious physicochemical damage. The effectiveness of uranium extraction will depend upon how
well the particular chemical reagent can contact and dissolve the specific uranium form. Extractants
that alter the oxidation-reduction potential of the extraction environment may be useful in that such
changes weaken crystalline structures enhancing the dissolution of uranium from mineral phases.
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Treatability tests are being conducted on the following processes: (1) carbonate, citric acid and CBD
(sodium citrate/sodium carbonate/sodium dithionite) leaching (ORNL); (2) aqueous biphasic separation
(ABS)(ANL); extraction utilizing organic chelators (LANL); (3) the Westinghouse/SEG soil washing
process; bioextraction (INEL); and (4) column leach tests to allow comparisons between batch
extraction and heap leaching (LANL). The Environmental Restoration program at Fernald has been
investigating sulfuric acid. Lab-scale tests (using soil initially at approximately 500 ppm uranium)
resulted in the following approximate extractions: (1) 80% with carbonate (2) 65-70% with citrate (3)
95% with CBD (4) 95% with sulfuric acid (5) 80% with ABS involves the selective partitioning of
either solutes or colloid-size particles between two immiscible aqueous phases (6) polyethylene glycol
being one of the phases.

ABS can successfully separate particles ranging from 50 #m to 20 nm. Effectiveness is dependent
upon the degree to which uranium is present as discrete particulates), 65-85% with TIRON (TIRON
combined with the reducing agent dithionite was able to remove 85%). Heap leaching using
potassium bicarbonate/carbonate or sodium bicarbonate/carbonate was able to remove approximately
80-85% of the uranium after a 24 hr leach. The SEG process combines physical separation equipment
with ammonia carbonate extraction. SEG tests indicate uranium was soluble in sodium
hypochlorite/ammonia carbonate solutions. Microorganisms indigenous to Fernald soils were
investigated; however, no beneficial effects to uranium extraction were detected. Tests of the
microorganism ThiobaciUusferrooxidans, a bacteria, show enhanced (slightly faster) sulfuric acid
extractions.

In FY 93, a task was initiated to address the feasibility of treating effluent from carbonate and citric
acid leaching of uranium from contaminated soil. Tests were run to determine unit processes that
might apply to steps such as: (a) filtration; (b) clarification; (c) washing; (d) uranium concentration or
precipitation; (e) recovery and reuse of chemicals; and to study discharge volumes and composition of
solution. This effort is continuing in FY 94, with focus on dewatering soils extracted with carbonate,
feasibility of removing the uranium/citric acid complex by ion exchange or chemical means, and
applicability of a biodegradation/photodecomposition process for citric acid treatment developed by
Brookhaven National Lab.

Prior to FY 94, investigations were not conducted on treatment of extractants from the other
decontamination processes. Ability to treat the uranium impregnated extracts as well as the cost to do
so is critical to the evaluation of decontamination processes. Efforts are being initiated in FY 94 to
investigate the ability/cost to break the uranium-TIRON bond and recover the TIRON for recycling,
the ability/cost to recycle the polyethylene glycol utilized in ABS, and the ability/cost to selectively
remove the uranium from sulfuric acid while leaving the iron and other metals in solution. Treatment
of the extracts is the focus of FY 95 activities.

The following field screening characterization technologies have been supported by this ID: (1) PNL
surface and subsurface gamma spectroscopy, (2) AMES mobile laser ablation inductively coupled
plasma-atomic emission spectroscopy, (3) PNL beta scintillation detector, and (4) LANL long range
alpha detector. A FY 94 demonstration will include: (a) gamma spectroscopy, (b) mobile laser
ablation inductively coupled plasma-atomic emission spectroscopy, (c) beta scintillation detector; long
range alpha detector, (d) FIDDLER, (e) shielded sodium iodide detector, and (f) portable x-ray
fluorescence.
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FY 95 Planned Activities

• Demonstrate at the pilot/field scale soil decontamination in a batch reactor operation and in a
heap leach operation using leaching agents identified as most effective in bench-scale studies.

• Demonstrate the complimentary secondary waste treatment processes for the leaching agents
used to recover and concentrate the uranium in the leachate and to potentially reuse/recycle
the leaching agent.

• Deselect decontamination strategies to maintain a research effort only for select techniques
that offer potential for significantly improved performance.

• Conduct cost/benefit evaluations for characterization devices demonstrated during FY 94.

• Demonstrate a real-time in-field characterization device of mature development, if warranted.

• Conduct demonstration of precise excavation tool.

• Initiate evaluation of ID system: assessing limitations/range of applicability of available and
demnnstrated technologies, as well as implementation costs and regulatory requirements.

FY 96 Planned Activities

• Complete the evaluation of technologies demonstrated and investigated and issue final reports.

• Provide cost, efficiency, range of applicability and regulatory requirements information for
technologies to needy sites. Continue facilitating the transfer of technologies into ER

activities for implementation.

• Transition research-level technologies funded in FY 95 that offer promise for significant
advantages to appropriate programs.

FY 95 Technology Needs

G_ner_! Needs:

The ID seeks innovative r J-time uranium characterization devices or decontamination technologies.

The technologies should be _ufficiently mature to facilitate field scale demonstration prior to the end
of the fiscal year (summer of FY 95). Decontamination technologies for uranium in soil at the
developmental state will be evaluated in partnership with the Efficient Separations and Processing
Integrated Program.

Specific Needs: Leachate treatment technologies.

For more information contact:

Kim Nuhfer Michael Malone

Technical Program Coordinator Program Manager
FERMCO U.S. Department of Energy
P.O. Box 398704 EM-551
Cincinnati, Ohio 45239-8704 Washington D.C. 20585-0002
(513) 648-6556 (301) 903-7996
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NEEDS STATEMENT: US-I

ID/IP: Uranium in Soils Integrated Demonstration

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.01.05

Focus Area: Contaminant Plume Containment and Remediation

Description of Need: Citric Acid Recycle

Use of citric acid for soil decontamination is very expensive compared to the other competing
extractants. The ability to recycle citric acid could reduce the overall cost of chemicals and may have
a substantial impact on the overall process cost. A technology is needed that can break the

uranium/citrate complex down without destroying the citric acid ability to complex uranium, allowing
citric acid to be further utilized for extraction purposes.

Other Applicable IDs/IPs:

Currently Related Tasks:

Task _PrincipalInvestigator Pl Phone TPO

Biodegradation of Citric A.J. Francis (BNL) 516-282-4534 S. Webster (CH)
Acid

Selective Extraction/ C.W. Francis (ORNL) 615-547-7257 J. Moore (OR)
Leaching of Uranium from
Soil

Effluent Treatment from M.R. Alley (ORNL) 615-574-8003 J. Moore (OR)
Carbonate and Citric Acid J.A. Apps (LBL) 510-486-5193
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NEEDS STATEMENT: US-2

ID/IP: Uranium in Soils Integrated Demonstration

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.01.05

Focus Area: Contaminant Plume Containment and Remediation

Description of Need: TIRON Recycle

TIRON is very expensive, compared to the other extractants being evaluated for use in treating
uranium contaminated soils. The ability to recycle TIRON will reduce the overall cost of chemicals,
which may have a substantial impact on the overall process cost. A technology is needed that is
capable of breaking the uranium-TIRON bond without destroying the ability of TIRON to bond with
uranium, therefore allowing it to be further utilized for extraction purposes.

Other Applicable IDs/IPs:

Currently Related Tasks:

Task PrincipalInvestigator _

Selective Extraction/ J.R. Brainard (LANL) 505-667-0150 P. Saxman (AL)
Leaching
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NEEDS STATEMENT: US-3

IDqP: Uranium in Soils Integrated Demonstration

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.01.05

Focus Area: Contaminant Plume Containment and Remediation

Description of Need: Polyethylene Glycol (PEG) Recycle

Polyethylene glycol is used in the Aqueous Biphasic Extraction process. Immiscible aqueous
solutions containing PEG are mixed with uranium contaminated soil. Following mixing, particulate
uranium selectively partitions to one phase, while soil partitions to the PEG phase. Removal of soil
from the PEG is difficult. A technique is needed to efficiently remove clean soil from PEG for
recycle of the PEG to reduce chemical costs, to reduce secondary waste treatment/disposal burden for
spent PEG solutions, and to facilitate production of clean soil suitable for landscaping purposes.

Other Applicable IDs/IPs:

Currently Related Tasks:

T_k Princival Investigator PI Phone TPO_

Aqueous Biphasic D.j. Chaiko (ANL) 708-252-4399 S. Webster (CH)
Treatment
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VOLATILE ORGANIC COMPOUNDS- ARID

INTEGRATED DEMONSTRATION



2.3 VOC - Arid Integrated Demonstration

Introduction

The VOC-Arid ID demonstrates, tests and evaluates remedial action technologies for all phases of
remediation of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) in soils and groundwater at DOE arid sites. The
primary site for field demonstrations under the VOC-Arid Soils ID is Hanford. Other DOE arid sites
may be used for demonstrations as appropriate. Activities that integrate demonstration projects with
other environmental restoration projects at DOE and sites, and blend funding from the two programs,
are desired.

Background

It is currently believed that carbon tetrachloride (CCI_)and chloroformresidues at Hanford consist of
dissolved and absorbed chemicals in the saturated zone, and adsorbed, moisture-bound and vaporized
chemicals in the vadose zone. Current data suggest that 21% of the total release of CC14has been
lost to the atmosphere, 12% resides in the vadose zone, and 2% is dissolved in site groundwaters.
Some 65 % is unaccounted for at this time. There may be pockets of pure liquid chemicals (DNAPLs)
present as pools trapped on impermeable strata or as tendrils in the capillary fringe. If DNAPLs are
present, they have not been positively identified, but are indicated by the observation of vapor
concentrations near the limit of saturation. Their continued presence would extend any cleanup
activity because of their ability to serve as long-term sources of dissolved and/or vaporized
contaminant. The highest concentrations of CC14observed to date are associated with fine-grained
sediments at a depth of 35 to 40 meters.

The VOC-Arid Soils ID team is interested in new technologies or new applications of old technologies
that can drastically reduce the cost of remediating VOC contamination when compared to the baseline
technology. For large DOE sites, remediation can be viewed as a three-phase process:

1. Containment - Measures taken to stop continued migration outward in the vadose zone,
downward to the saturated zone, and outward in the saturated zone.

2. Primary Removal - Measures taken to remove and destroy the bulk of the contaminant mass.

3. Long-Term Care - Measures taken to reduce low residual contaminant levels to concentrations
that pose acceptable levels of risk.

The current baseline approach for VOC contamination is to complete extraction wells in the saturated
and unsaturated zones, withdraw contaminated groundwater or soil vapors, concentrate the vapors,
and destroy them through combustion. For groundwater, the concentration process includes separation
in an air stripper followed by adsorption on granular activated carbon (GAC). For the unsaturated
zone, the vapors are concentrated directly on GAC. Destruction is accomplished through thermal
regeneration of the carbon. This approach is largely responsive to the second phase of remediation.
Some degree of containment is achieved through plume control, but that containment is achieved only
through active pumping. Pump and treat remedies may ultimately reduce VOC residues to acceptable
levels, but the time and cost associated with reaching those levels will be extensive.

As the program has begun to develop promising alternatives to the baseline technology, greater
priority is being placed on approaches that will address co-contaminants of the VOCs. These
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technologies could be relevant to any of the three phases of remedial action and should facilitate
extraction, treatment, or immobilization of chromium, uranium, technetium or nitrate in the presence
of VOCs without being incompatible with the preferred remedy for the VOCs. Since in situ
technologies for VOCs have shown promise (bioremediation and in-well stripping), alternatives to
pump-and-treat are of greatest interest (i.e., there is little motivation to remove uranium contaminated
groundwaters and treat them after developing approaches to circumvent pumping of VOC
contaminated groundwater). As a consequence, special emphasis in placed on addressing in situ or
in-well treatment of co-contaminants.

Further information on the VOC Arid Soils and currently funded projects can be obtained by
contacting:

David Biancosino Steve Stein
VOC-Arid ID Program Manager Technical Program Coordinator
U.S. DOE Pacific Northwest Laboratory
(301) 903-7961 (206) 528-3340

Tom Brouns
PNL Program Manager
VOC-Arid ID
(509) 376-7855
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NEEDS STATEMENT: VA-1

ID/IP: VOC-Arid Integrated Demonstration

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.01.02

Focus Area: ContaminantPlumeContainmentand Remediation

Description of Need: EnhancedRemoval of VOCs

Improvements in baseline technologies are neededfor primary removal of VOCs and co-contaminants
in the saturated and unsaturated zones. At the host site, it is currently believed that carbon
tetrachloride (CCI,) and chloroform residues consist of dissolved and absorbed chemicals in the
saturated zone below 200 feet ground-level, and adsorbed, moisture-bound, and vaporized chemicals
in the 200 foot thick vadose zone. The current baseline approach for VOC contamination is to
complete extraction wells in the saturated and unsaturated zones, withdraw contaminated groundwater
or soil vapors, concentrate the vapors, and destroy them through combustion. Vapor extraction
systems are currently in use where VOC vapors are pulled from extraction wells and contaminants are
then loaded in granulated activated carbon (GAC) canisters. Water treatment is currently planned
using pump-and-treat methods, which also involve the use of GACs or above-ground air stripping
systems for removing the contaminants.

Barring effective means of physical, chemical, thermal or biological destruction in place, technologies
are sought for a means of improving the extraction of chemical contaminants from the saturated and
unsaturated zone. Emphasis is placed on low permeability media and non-aqueous phase (DNAPL)
residuals for which the baseline is particularly ineffective and improvements are needed. A
remediation technology is needed to remove and collect subsurface DNAPL fluids without having to
know their exact location, since there are no economic means for locating DNAPL pools at this time.
There may be pockets of pure liquid chemicals present as pools trapped on impermeable strata or as
tendrils in the capillary fringe. If DNAPLs are present, they have not been positively identified, but
are indicated by the observation of vapor concentrations near the limit of saturation. Drilling for
DNAPLs in suspect areas is not acceptable, due to the possibility of mobilizing the contaminants and
spreading them over larger areas. Currently funded efforts for enhanced extraction of VOCs include
soil heating by the use of radio frequency and ohmic heating. The use of surfactants to enhance
dissolution of DNAPLs is also being studied.

Other Applicable IDs/IPs: DNAPLs, MWLID

Currently Related Tasks:

Task PrincivalInvestigator PI Phon_ TP_._Q

Arid EngineeringSystems M. Schlender(PNL) 509-376-8795 D. Trader(RL)

DNAPLRemediationUsing B. Peters(ANL) 708-252-7773 S. Webster(CH)
Foams

Characterization& J. Allwine(PNL) 509-376-8145 D. Trader (RL)
EvaluationMethodfor S. Tomich(PNL) 509-376-9645
PassiveControl
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NEEDS STATEMENT: VA-2

ID/IP: VOC-Arid Integrated Demonstration

Work Breakdown Sstructure Number: 01.05.01.01.02

Focus Area: Contaminant Plume Containment and Remediation

Description of Need: Improved Off-Gas Treatment of VOCs

Improvements on contaminant treatment (separation and/or destruction technologies) are needed for
VOC vapor streams from other remediation technologies in place of using granulated activated carbon
canisters. Tunable hybrid plasma and corona destruction are being evaluated for destruction of vapors
from vacuum extraction or in-well vapor stripping systems. Treatment systems that are cost effective
and that completely treat primary and secondary wastes (acid byproducts) are desired. The plasma
destruction and membrane separation processes are considered representative of free radical and
selective membrane approaches in general. As such, low priority is placed on other similar
technologies as opposed to completely new concepts.

Other Applicable IDs/IPs:

Currently Related Tasks:

PrincipalInvesti2ator PI Phone TPO

Off-Gas Membrane C. King (WHC) 509-373-2967 D. Trader (RL)
Separation

Tunable Hybrid Plasma D. Colin (MIT) 617-253-5524 D. Trader (RL)
T. Brouns 509-376-7855

Off-Gas Corona Destructio,1 B. Heath (PNL) 509-376-0554 D. Trader (RL)
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NEEDS STATEMENT: VA-3

ID/IP: VOC-Arid Integrated Demonstration

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.01.02

Focus Area: Contaminant Plume Containment and Remediation

Description of Need: In Situ Destruction of VOCs

Low energy technologies are needed that provide long-term care using measures to reduce low
residual contaminant levels to concentrations that pose acceptable levels of risk. These measures
should provide for low cost, low maintenance control of low concentrations of VOCs in soil and
groundwater, as well as a better understanding of natural attenuation mechanisms that may reduce the
need for active measures during the last phase of remediation. New concepts are needed that will
provide a means of cost-effectively destroying VOCs in place and thus eliminating the need to
remove, concentrate, and dispose of the contaminant and/or associated chemicals.

A remediation technology is needed to destroy DNAPL fluids without having to know their exact
location, since there are no economic means for locating DNAPL pools at this time. At the host site,

it is currently believed that carbon tetrachloride (CC14)and chloroform residues exist as non-aqueous
phase liquids in the saturated zone below 200 feet ground level, and in the 200 foot thick vadose
zone. There may be pockets of pure liquid chemicals present as pools trapped on impermeable strata
or as tendrils in the capillary fringe. If DNAPLs are present, they have not been positively
identified, but are indicated by the observation of vapor concentrations near the limit of saturation.
Drilling for DNAPL in suspect areas is not acceptable, due to the possibility of mobilizing the
contaminants and spreading them over larger areas.

Ongoing projects in bioremediation and in situ corona destruction are directed to that goal. Chemical
reagents suffer the same mass transport limitations as extraction and may face opposition from
regulators. Techniques that are not as susceptible to mass transport limitations, such as those that
apply energy, will be of higher priority.

Other Applicable IDs/IPs: In Situ Remediation IP

Currently Related Tasks:

T_k Principal Investigator PI Phone TPO

In Situ Bioremediation R. Skeen (PNL) 509-376-6371 D. Trader (RL)
of CC14

Characterization & J. Allwine (PNL) 509-376-8145 D. Trader (RL)
Evaluation Method
for Passive Control

In Situ Corona R. Moss (PNL) 509-376-4658 D. Trader (RL)
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NEEDS STATEMENT: VA-4

ID/IP: VOC-Arid Integrated Demonstration

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.01.02

Focus Area: Contaminant Plume Containment and Remediation

Description of Need: In Situ Treatment of Co-Contaminants

Remediation technologies are needed for in situ or in-well treatment that will address co-contaminants
of VOCs in groundwater and the vadose zone. The primary co-contaminants at the VOC-Arid ID
host site include technetium (TC_), uranium (U_s, U_s), chromium (CR +6), and nitrate (NO3),
Treatment technologies for co-contaminants could be relevant to any phase of remedial action and
should facilitate extraction, treatment, or immobilization of chromium, uranium, technetium or nitrate
in the presence of VOCs, without being incompatible with the preferred remedy for the VOCs. At
the host site, it is currently believed that carbon tetrachloride (CC14) and chloroform residues with the
co-contaminants consist of dissolved and absorbed chemicals in the saturated zone below 200 feet

ground level. Special emphasis is placed on groundwater contamination from these contaminant
mixtures. Greater priority within the VOC-Arid ID is being placed on approaches that will address
these co-contaminants of the VOCs.

Other Applicable IDs/IPs: In Situ Remediation Integrated Project

Currently Related Tasks:

T_k Pfincival Investieator PI Phone TPO

In Situ Bioremediation D. Anderson(PNL) 509-376-9428 D. Trader(RL)

In-Well Vapor Stripping S. Gorelick(Stanford) 415-725-2950

In Situ Chemical Treatment E. Thornton(WHC) 509-376-6107 D. Trader (RL)

In Situ Redox Manipulation J. Fruch_er(PNL) 509-376-3937 D. Trader (RL)

In-Well Separation B. Siegrist (ORNL) 615-574-7286 J. Moore (OR)

! a
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NEEDS STATEMENT: VA-5

ID/IP: VOC-Arid Integrated Demonstration

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.01.02

Focus Area: Contaminant Plume Containment and Remediation

Description of Need: Natural Phenomena Destruction/Removal of VOCs

Remediation technologies are needed that could use ambient thermal or solar energy or similar
phenomena to control and collect VOCs over long periods of time without requiring excessive
resources. At the host site, it is currently believed that carbon tetrachloride (CC14) and chloroform
residues consist of dissolved and absorbed chemicals in the saturated zone below 200 feet ground
level, and adsorbed, moisture-bound and vaporized chemical in the 200 foot thick vadose zone. If in-
place destruction cannot be achieved, approaches to long-term control/care are sought. An evaluation
of the effect of barometric events on atmospheric, soil surface, and soil subsurface vapor movement is
currently under way. Other related activities include passive and active control of cased well heads
for enhanced removal of VOCs, subsurface pressure differential and multi-layer well casing packers
to target removal of VOCs from zones of higher permeability, and surface disturbance using surface
modificatio, or barriers for enhanced surface removal of VOCs.

Other Applicable IDs/lPs: In Situ Remediation IP

Currently Related Tasks:

Task PrincipalInvestigator PI Phone

Characterization& S. Ballard(SNL) 505-844-6293 P. Saxman (AL)
EvaluationMethod
for Passive Control

Arid BarometricPumping N. Rosenburg(LANL) 505-665-0183 P. Saxman(AL)

Arid Passive Venting W. Downs (INEL) 208-526-0754 T. Williams (ID)

Arid EnhancedPassive J. Shinn (LLNL) 510-532-8203 R. Scott (SF)
Soil Vapor Extraction

Passive Control of J. Rossabi (SRTC) 803-725-5220 M. O'Rear (SR)
VOCs Using
BarometricallyPumped
Wells
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NEEDS STATEMENT: VA-6

ID/IP: VOC-Arid Integrated Demonstration

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.01.02

Focus Area: Contaminant Plume Containment and Remediation

Description of Need: Subsurface Access Technologies

Subsurface access technologies are needed for much less expensive placement of characterization tools
by faster and/or cheaper drilling or other subsurface access techniques. At the host site, it is
currently believed that carbon tetrachlorid¢ (CC14) and chloroform residues consist of dissolved and
absorbed chemicals in the saturated zone below 200 feet ground level, and adsorbed, moisture-bound
and vaporized chemical in the 200 foot thick vadose zone. Since installing new wells is extremely
costly, novel methods for extending the use of existing wells, such as sidewall coring for soil
characterization and vapor monitoring, is desired. These methods would include minimally invasive
soil sampling techniques for new or existing steel cased wells.

Other Applicable IDs/IPs: CMST-IP, MWLID

Currently Related Tasks:

Pri_l lnvesti2ator PIPhone TPO

SonicDrilling G. McLellan(WHC) 509-376-2260 D. Trader(RL)
J.Wise(SNL) 505-844-6359 P.Saxman(AL)

Cone Penetrometer G. McLellan (WHC) 509-376-2260 D. Trader(RL)
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NEEDS STATEMENT: VA-7

ID/IP: VOC-Arid Integrated Demonstration

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.01.02

Focus Area: Contaminant Plume Containment and Remediation

Description of Need: Methodologies for Well Placement

Methodologies are needed for systematic decision-making rega(ding the placement of monitoring and
remediation wells. Current procedures are inadequately rigorous. At the host site, it is currently
believed that carbon tetrachloride (CCI,) and chloroform residues consist of dissolved and absorbed
chemicals in the saturated zone below 200-feet ground level, and adsorbed, moisture-bound and
vaporized chemical in the 200-foot thick vadose zone. Conceptual contaminant plume maps have
been made from empirical data obtained from samples during well drilling. New methodologies for
decision-making might include remote sensing, surface geophysics, or enhanced numerical prediction
tools. Most computer models and other software tools have already been utilized, or knowledge of
their applicability to arid sites exists.

Other Applicable IDs/lPs: CMST-IP, MWLID

Currently Related Tasks:

Task PrincipalInv_sti2ator Pl Phone

Data Fusion R. [ewis (PNL) 509-376-9789 D. Trader(RL)
S. Tomich (PNL) 509-376-9645

Engineering Simulator K. Roberson (PNL) 509-376-3514 D. Trader (RL)
I

Cross-hole Seismic G. Elbfing (SNL) 505-844-4904 P. Saxman(AL)
Tomography
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NEEDS STATEMENT: VA-8

ID/IP: VOC-Arid IntegratedDemonstration

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.01.02

Focus Area: Contaminant Plume Containment and Remediation

Description of Need: Locating DNAPLs

Geophysical techniques, tracertest technology, or other appropriatetechniques are needed for the
description of subsurfacechanges in saturationand location of dense non-aqueousphase liquids
(DNAPLs). Emphasis is on minimally invasive techniques, or those that use existing steel cased
wells. Location of the size andextent of DNAPLs is a very high priority. At the host site, it is
currently believed that carbon tetrachloride(CCI,) andchloroformresiduesconsist of dissolved and
absorbedchemicals in the saturatedzone below 200 feet ground level, and adsorbed,moisture-bound
andvaporized chemical in the 200 foot thickvadose zone. There may be pockets of pure liquid
chemicals present as pools trappedon impermeablestrata or as tendrilsin the capillary fringe. If
DNAPLs are present, they have not been positively identifiedbut are indicatedby the observationof
vapor concentrationsnear the limit of saturation.

Other Applicable IDs/IPs: In Situ RemediationIP

Currently Related Tasks: None
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NEEDS STATEMENT: VA-9

ID/IP: VOC-Arid Integrated Demonstration

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01,01.02

Focus Area: Contaminant Plume Containment and Remediation

Description of Need: Subsurface groundwater movement/detection

Technologies are needed for the measurement of circulation field and groundwater flow velocity and
direction in support of in situ vapor stripping and bioremediation projects, Emphasis for this need is
on sensor/monitoring devices that can be placed using less costly subsurface access techniques, such
as a cone penetrometer to depths ranging from 150 to 300 feet. Current cone penetrometer
technology can only allow for sensor packages smaller than 0.9 inches in diameter. Existing steel-
cased wells with diameters from 4 to 8 inches may be utilized for non-invasive technologies, such as
seismic or radar.

Other Applicable IDs/IPs: CMST-IP

Currently Related Tasks:

princin_alInvestigator Pl Phone TPO

Cross-hole Tomography G. Elbring(SNL) 505-8444904 P. Saxman(AL)

GroundwaterFlow Sensor S. Ballard(SNL) 505-844.6293 P. Saxman(AL)
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NEEDS STATEMENT: VA-10

ID/IP: VOC-Arid Integrated Demonstration

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.01.02

Focus Area: Plume

Description of Need: Off-Gas Monitoring

Methodologies are needed for the monitoring of off-gas treatment productsfrom high energy
destruction of chlorinated VOCs. Focus is on both the development or use of commercially available
sampling interfaces for functioning in highly corrosive environments, as well as analytical
characterization and/or monitoring techniques. Particular target analyses include, but are not limited
to, phosgene and dichloroacetyl chloride.

Other Applicable IDs/IPs: CMST-IP

Currently Related Tasks:

_i_ PrinciDalInvestifator _

Tunable HybridPlasma DanCohn (MIT) 617-253-5524 D. Trader(RL)

Off-Gas Corona B. Heath (PNL) 509-376-0554 D. Trader(RL)
Destruction
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DECONTAMINATION AND DECOMMISSIONING OF FACILITIES

INTEGRATED DEMONSTRATION



2.4 Decontaminationand Decommissioningof FacilitiesIntegratedDemonstration

Mission

The DecontaminationandDecommissioningof Facilities(D&D)IntegratedDemonstrationwill (1)
improve,adapt,develop,demonstrateandimplementprocessesthatwillprovidea totalsystems
approachto the transitioning,decommissioningandfinaldispositionof facilitiesandsites acrossthe
Departmentof Energycomplex;and(2) developa comprehensivesystemof characterization,
decontamination,dismantlement,recycle,anddispositionprocessesthatareavailablefor the
transitioning,decommissioning,andfinaldispositionof facilitiesandsites.

FY 94 Program

TheDecontaminationand Decommissioningof FacilitiesIntegrationDemonstrationstartedin
FY 94. Theseactivitiesarecurrentlyunderway:

• Recycleof contaminatedstainlesssteelat SavannahRiverSite.

• Surfacedecontamination/removalof concreteusinga microwaveprocessat OakRidge
Site.

• Bulk/volumetricdecontaminationof concreteusinga electro-osmoticprocessat Hartford
Site.

FY 9S Program

Deactivation,decommissioning,and recycleneeds:

• ContaminatedConcreteRecycle

• Fuel Storage

• GaseousDiffusionPlant

• LithiumProcessing

• ContaminatedMetalsRecycle

• PlutoniumProcessing- Deinventory

• PlutoniumProcessing- Equipment

• Reactors

• UraniumProcessing- Systems

• UraniumProcessing-Asbestos

• Characterizationfor DeactivationandDecommissioning
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• Decontamination

* Dismantlement

* Robotics and Automationfor DeactivationandDecommissioning

• Systems Studies

All suggested TTPs should include assessments of availabletechnologies resulting from a thorough
search of private industryand technicalliterature. TiPs shouldemploy enhanced technologies for
private industry, or utilize industrialpartnershipsto provide solutions to technology needs.
Researcherswill be expected to help develop technologytransferplans for commercializationof their
technologies.

Contacts:

JerryM. Hyde R. Keith Kibbe
U.S. Departmentof Energy Technical ProgramCoordinator
EM-551, Trevion II MartinMariettaEnergy Systems
Washington DC 20585-0002 OakRidge TN 37831-7172
(301) 903-7914 (615) 576-0101
(301) 903-7234 (fax) (615) 241-3390 (fax)
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NEEDS STATEMENT: DD-1

ID/IP: DecontaminationandDecommissioning of FacilitiesIntegratedDemonstration

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.02.03

Focus Area: Facility Transitioning,DecommissioningandFinal Disposition

Description of Need: InternalRadioactive ContaminationDetection (Characterization)

A method is needed for performingnon-destructive,in situ, measurementsto detect radioactive
contamination inside enclosed volumes. These volumes may include, but are not limited to, pipes,
ducts, and process equipment. Contaminantsof primaryinterest include alphaemitters and low-
energy beta emitters. The exteriors of these volumes are often inaccessible, so internaltechnologies
are much preferredto external technologies. Systems with largedynamic range (i.e., four to six
orders of magnitude) are preferred.

R&D Objectives:

Measurementtechnologies must be demonstrated bothin the laboratoryand on actual contaminated
volumes in the field. Resourcesare often limited in decommissionedbuildings, so stand alone
devices are preferable.

The D&D IntegratedDemonstration prefers to fundthe development of versatile radiation
measurement systems that can perform,with minormodifications, in a variety of demonstration
projects. This technology need was identified by the Fuel Reprocessing, Gaseous Diffusion Plants,
Hot Cells, PlutoniumFacilities Deactivation and EquipmentIntegratedDemonstrations.

Window of Opportunity: FY 95 - 96

Other Applicable IDs/IPs: CMST, Robotics D&D IP

Currently Related Tasks:

T_k PrincipalInvesti2ator PlPhone TPO

RoboticsD&D W. Hamel(ORNL) 615-574-5691 J. Moore(OR)
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NEEDS STATEMENT: DD-2

ID/IP: Decontamination and Decommissioning of Facilities Integrated Demonstration

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.02.03

Focus Area: Facility Transitioning, Decommissioning, and Final Disposition

Description of Need: In Situ, Real-Time Radiation Measurement Systems (Characterization)

The D&D Integrated Demonstration has a need for in situ, real-time radiation measurement systems
to support field measurements of tritium, plutonium, uranium, thorium, technetium, transuranic
elements, and/or fission products such as Srgoand Csm. These systems need to have real-time
response, be usable in the field to support decontamination activities, and meet or exceed present
state-of-the-art measurement qualities, such as ease of use, ruggedness, reliability, and reproducibility.

Window of Opportunity: FY 95 - 98

Other Applicable IDs/IPs: CMST-IP, BWID, USTID

Currently Related Tasks:

Task PrincipalInvestigator PI Phon_ TP_...OO

RapidTransuranicMonitor G. Loomis (INEL) 208-526-9208 T. Williams (ID)
System

ElectrothermalHollow S. Weeks (AMES) 515-294-7953 S. Webster (CH)
Cathode Discharge
Spectrometry

Long-Range Alpha Detector D. MacArthur(LANL) 505-667-8943 P. Saxman (AL)

Mobile ICP Spectrometry A. D'Silva (AMES) 515-294-9317 S. Webster (CH)

* Note: The U-Process Systems is interested in becoming the host ID.
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NEEDS STATEMENT: DD-3

ID/IP: Decontamination and Decommissioning of Facilities Integrated Demonstration

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.02.03

Focus Area: Facility Transitioning, Decommissioning, and Final Disposition

Description of Need: Improved Technologies for Metals Cutting (Dismantlement)

Dismantlement of nuclear material processing facilities at DOE sites is a major safety, environmental,
and cost concern. A wide variety of materials and physical dimensions are represented. Many
facilities present the challenge of restricted access and high radiation fields, and necessarily require
remote, robotic and automated systems to complete the dismantlement.

Technology Needs:

Technologies need to be developed and demonstrated that improve the state-of-the-art for metal
cutting (or alternative techniques for size reduction, such as shredding). The dismantlement phase of
D&D requires much cutting of stainless and carbon steels (with occasional massive steel forging and
castings) as well as composite materials of layers of steel and other materials. In particular, more
efficient cutting of steels is required in the dismantlement of fuel reprocessing facilities, fuel storage
facilities, reactors, hot cells and GDP facilities. These improved techniques shall encompass both
thermal and non-thermal techniques. Applications of improved technologies shall consider both
cutting in air and in water. Underwater cutting must be capable at depths of up to 40 feet with metal
thicknesses up to 6-inches for reactor vessels, or for up to 14-inches for castings or forging from
heavy process equipment.

R&D Objectives:

The proposed R&D should develop new technologies and advance the existing technologies as
described in the Technology Needs Statement. Improved non-thermal and thermal technologies are
expected. Efficiencies of underwater cutting are expected to be improved. Cutting of composite
materials that are representative in the DOE complex shall be demonstrated both in air and water as
applicable. Off-gas and debris controls system demonstrations shall also be considered.

Window of Opportunity:

Other Applicable IDs/IPs:

Currently Related Tasks: None
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NEEDS STATEMENT: DD-4

ID/IP: Decontamination and Decommissioning of Facilities Integrated Demonstration

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.02.03

Focus Area: Facility Transitioning, Decommissioning, and Final Disposition

Description of Need: Lead Removal Tooling (Dismantlement)

Dismantlement of nuclear material processing facilities at DOE sites is a major safety, environmental,
and cost concern. A wide variety of materials and physical dimensions are represented. Many
facilities present the challenge of restricted access and high radiation fields, and necessarily require
remote, robotic and automated systems to complete the dismantlement.

Technology Needs:

In the past, lead has been used for shielding at many nuclear facilities. The lead was usually installed
as sheets or bricks, or sometimes cast in place. Since the lead functioned as shielding, it was almost
always used in areas that were highly irradiated, and therefore often contaminated. In some cases the
lead was cast in annui or between steel pipes.

R&D Objectives:

There is a need to develop efficient and safe techniques for cutting lead and for separating it from
other materials. Lead is soft and tends to plug saws and grinding wheels. Flame cutting procedures
are undesirable because of fumes that are produced. Since lead is a hazardous material, it is
important that cutting techniques minimize the spread of contamination.

Window of Opportunity:

Other Applicable IDs/IPs:

Currently Related Tasks: None
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NEEDS STATEMENT: DD-5

ID/IP: Decontamination and Decommissioning of Facilities IntegratedDemonstration

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.02.03

Focus Area: Facility Transitioning, Decommissioning, and Final Disposition

Description of Need: Remote Disassembly, Gripperand ComponentHandling System for Highly
RadioactiveEquipment(Dismantlement)

Dismantlement of nuclear materialprocessing facilities at DOE sites is a major safety, environmental,
and cost concern. A wide variety of materials and physical dimensions are represented. Many
facilities present the challenge of restricted access and high radiation fields, and necessarily require
remote, robotic, and automated systems to complete the dismantlement.

Technology Needs:

A part of the dismantling of nuclear facilities, such as reactors, fuel storage basins, hot cells and fuel
reprocessing facilities, it is necessary to perform remote mechanical disassembly, remove components
or associated structures, and handle highly radioactive debris that is present or is produced by cutting •
operations.

R&D Objectives:

A remotely operated system providing a medley of basic tools (screw drivers, wrenches and others)
will be developed. Metal shears are needed to cut metal structures such as I-beams. A gripper is
needed for picking up components weighing from a few pounds to several hundred pounds. A system
for collecting component segments and debris must be provided. Provisions should be included for
direct transfer of small debris into containers appropriate for storage and/or shipping.

The tooling system must be capable of operating in air or under water at depths of up to 40 feet.
Provisions must be made for rapid repair and maintenance. The overall design of the system should
allow for easy decontamination and reuse at other facilities.

Window of Opportunity:

Other Applicable IDs/IPs:

Currently Related Tasks:
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NEEDS STATEMENT: DD-6

ID/IP: Decontamination and Decommissioning of Facilities Integrated Demonstration

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.02.03

Focus Area: Facility Transitioning, Decommissioning, and Final Disposition

Description of Need: Concrete Bulk Characterization (Concrete)

Contaminated concrete represents a significant media requiring D&D at all DOE sites. Costs
associated with D&D and disposal are a major concern. A wide variety of surface, subsurface, and
volumetric contaminants are represented, including radionuelides and hazardous chemicals (both
heavy metals and organics). In some areas, there is restricted accessibility and/or high radiation
fields.

Methods for real-time, in situ, characterization of radiological contaminants in bulk concrete are
needed. Many radioactive contaminants can penetrate into the volume of the concrete, so surface
characterization methods will not give a true indication of the contamination level of the bulk
concrete. Both alpha- and/or beta-gamma-emitting contaminants may be present in the concrete
(note: this Needs Statement is focused only on _ contamination of concrete).

R&D Objectives:

Characterization technologies will be demonstrated in field conditions on contaminated concrete. The

technology should be applicable to widespread use on diverse concrete structures. Proposed work
should include plans to commercialize the technology for future use.

Window of Opportunity:

Other Applicable IDs/IPs:

Currently Related Tasks: None
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NEEDS STATEMENT: DD-7

ID/IP: Decontaminationand Decommissioning of Facilities IntegratedDemonstration

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.02.03

Focus Area: Facility Transitioning,Decommissioning, and Final Disposition

Description of Need: Decontaminationof ConcreteSurfaces (Concrete)

Contaminatedconcreterepresentssibq_ificantmedia requiringD&D at all DOE sites. Costs associated
with D&D and disposal are a majorconcern. A wide variety of surface, subsurface, andvolumetric
contaminantsare represented,includingradionuclides,and hazardous chemicals (both heavy metals
andorganics). In some areas there is restricted accessibilityand/or high radiationfields.

Technology Needs:

Technologies need to be developed and demonstratedfor both concretesurface decontaminationand
volumetric decontaminationof concrete. Surfacedecontaminationtechnologies includetechniquesthat
addresscontaminatedfloors, walls, columns, ceilings, etc. Hot cells, fuel reprocessing areas
(includingcanyons), reactor biological shields, gaseous diffusion plant buildingstructures,and
facilities handlingmercury (lithium facilities)and tritium are included. Technologies that are capable
of remote operationin high radiationareas are desirable.

Volumetric contaminationof concretehas occurredin manyfacilities throughout the DOE complex
from spills and association with various chemical and hazardous materials. The proposedvolumetric
demonstrationshould address both in situ and ex situ decontaminationtechniques. The in situ effort
must address large-scale volumetricdecontaminationof concreteprior to disassembly of the concrete
structure. The ex situ effort must address large-scale decontaminationof concrete structuresafter
disassembly. This ex situ demonstrationshall considersize reductionof the concreterubble and
concrete rubble decontamination. Techniquessimilar to soil washing should be consideredfor ex site
concrete decontamination.

R&D Objectives:

The proposed R&D should develop technologies for at least one of the following areas: (1) removal
of contaminantsfrom near the surfaceof concrete (e.g., by an electricalpotential)without disturbing
the surface of the concrete; or (2) removingthe contaminatedsurface of the concrete followed by ex
situ decontaminationof the removedconcrete rubble. Technology demonstrationmust address
collection of removed concrete, recycle (preferred)or treatmen_of secondary wastes_ and treatmentof
off-gases includingany vacuum systems. Surfacesshould be decontaminatedso thatthey will meet
the requirementsof NUREG 1.86 for release of radiologicalmaterial, and applicablestandards for
hazardous materials.

The proposed R&D should develop technologiesto improvethe state-of-the-artmethods for surface
and volumetric decontaminationof concrete. Decontaminationfactors shall be calculated showing
ability to decontaminateconcrete, using various methodsfor various contaminantsand levels of
contaminationthatare representativeacross the DOE complex.
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The PrincipalInvestigatorfor this effort will function_ a lead technicalplanner/coordinatorto assist
the D&D ID with planning andcoordinatingthe developmentanddemonstrationactivities. It is
envisioned that this will entail a numbcrof activities at several DOE sites involving several
commercial participants.

Window of Opportunity:

Other Applicable IDs/IPs:

Currently Related Tasks: None
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NEEDS STATEMENT: DD-8

ID/IP: DecontaminationandDecommissioning of Facilities IntegratedDemonstration

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.02.03

Focus Area: Facility Transitioning,Decommissioning, and Final Disposition

Description of Need: Dismantlement- ImprovedCuttingMethods(Concrete)

Contaminatedconcreterepresentsa significantmedia requiringD&D at all DOE sites. Costs
associatedwith D&D anddisposal are a majorconcern. A wide varietyof surface, subsurface, and
volumetric contaminantsare represented,includingradionuclidesand hazardouschemicals (both
heavy metals andorganics). In some areas there is restricted accessibility and/or high radiation
fields.

Technology Needs:

Technologies need to be developed and demonstratedfor improvedcutting methods for the
dismantlementof concretestructures. Conventionaltechniques have difficultyconfining and
segregating contaminatedportionsof concrete rubbleand resultingdust. Additionalproblemsinclude
worker exposure to high radiationfields, industrialsafety hazards, and generationof secondary waste.
Development needs include improvedmethods of concretecuttingand size reduction. These methods
include, but are not limited to, laser ablation,waterjet, explosive cutting,c'_pansivegrout, liquid gas
cutting, anddiamond saws.

R&D Objectives:

For FY 95, work will focus on (1) generatingdetailed specificationsfor desirable improvementsin
cutting methods; (2) issuing a Requestfor Proposal (RFP)to industrycalling for proposals for '
developing/demonstratingimprovements;and(3) analyzing, ranking, andpreparingrecommendations
regarding received proposals. Work will be carried throughto a demonstrationphase at DOE sites.
It is assumedthat existing technology will be appliedas much as possible with limited specific
technology developmentas necessary. The technology shouldbe appliedto waste forms that simulate
the expected DOE materials,with initial work using surrogate(non-radioactive)materials.

Window of Opportunity:

Other Applicable IDs/IPs:

Currently Related Tasks: None
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NEEDS STATEMENT: DO-9

ID/IP: Decontaminationand Decommissioningof Facilities IntegratedDemonstration

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.02.03

Focus Area: Facility Transitioning,Decommissioning, and Final Disposition

Description of Need: In Situ Surface Decontaminationof EquipmentExteriors (Decontamination)

Technologies need to be developed and demonstratedto decontaminatethe exteriors of nuclear facility
equipmentduringFY 95 and FY 96. The equipmentwill be decontaminatedin place at a DOE
facility (in situ). Types of facilities include fuel reprocessingfacilities, uraniumprocessing facilities,
plutoniumprocessing facilities and gaseous diffusion plants. Typical equipment constructionis of
stainless steel, although other materialshave been utilized.

R&D Objectives:

The proposed R&D should develop technologies to remove contaminationfrom the exterior surfaces
of nuclear facility equipment. The range of contaminants includeradiological (plutonium,uranium,
mixed fission products) andhazardous(corrosives, PCBs, oils, heavy metals, volatile organics)
materials. Contaminationlevels range from barely detectableto thatrequiringremote handling.
Equipmentshould be decontaminatedto radioactivedose levels that do not requireremote handling.
Remaininghazardous contaminantsshould meet allowable land disposal requirements. Technologies
that are capable of decontaminatingequipmentsurfacesto meet free release standards are highly
desirable. Technologies thatminimize secondary waste generationare also desirable. Secondary
wastes generatedmust be compatiblewith currentwaste disposaltechniques and also be compatible
with futurewaste disposal activities (grout, vitrification).

Window of Opportunity:

Other Applicable IDs/IPs:

Currently Related Tasks:

A field demonstrationis possible at the FernaldEnvironmentalManagement Project (FEMP). This is
an ongoing environmentalrestorationproject currentlyengaged in decontaminationactivities.
Otheropportunitiesexist at the Idaho NationalEngineeringLaboratoryFuel Dissolution Process plant
andthe Waste Calcining Facility.
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NEEDS STATEMENT: DD-10

ID/IP: DecontaminationandDecommissioning of Facilities IntegratedDemonstration

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.02.03

Focus Area: Facility Transitioning, Decommissioning, and Final Disposition

Description of Need: in Situ Flushing Decontaminationof EquipmentInteriors(Decontamination)

Technologies need to be developed anddemonstrated for the decontaminationof the interior of
nuclearfacility equipment. The equipmentwill be decontaminatedin place at a DOE facility (in-situ).
Types of facilities includefuel reprocessingfacilities (canyons), uranium processing facilities, gaseous
diffusion plants, andplutoniumprocessing facilities. Typical equipment constructionis of stainless
steel, although other materials havebeen utilized.

R&D Objectives:

The proposed R&D should develop technologies thatremove contaminationfrom the interiorsurfaces
of nuclearfacility equipment. The rangeof contaminantsincluderadiological (plutonium,uranium,
mixed fission products)and hazardous (corrosives, PCBs, oils, volatile organics, and heavy metals)
materials. Contaminationlevels range from barelydetectable to thatrequiring remote handling.
Equipmentshould be decontaminatedto radioactivedose levels thatdo not requireremotehandling.
Remaininghazardouscontaminantsshould meet allowable land disposal requirements. Technologies
thatare capableof decontaminatingequipmentsurfaces to meet free release standardsare highly
desirable. Technologies that minimize secondarywaste generationare also desirable. Secondary
wastes generatedmust be compatiblewith currentwaste disposal techniques and also be compatible
with future waste disposal activities (grout, vitrification).

Window of Opportunity:

Basedupon currentEM-60 schedules, field demonstrationsare possible at the Hanford PUREX plant
in FY 95 and FY 96. A maximumof two plutonium/uraniumfeed storage tanksand three waste
disposal tankswill be available for decontaminationdemonstrations. Plutoniumsolution stabilization
activities at Rocky Flatswill provide another favorablesituation for the demonstrationof this
technology.

Other Applicable IDs/IPs:

Currently Related Tasks:

A field demonstration is possible at FEMP. This is an ongoing environmentalrestorationproject
currently engaged in decontamination activities. Otheropportunities exist at the Idaho National
Engineering LaboratoryFuel Dissolution Process Plant. Plutoniumsolution stabilization activities at
Rocky Flats will provide another favorable situation for the demonstration of this technology.
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NEEDS STATEMENT: DD-I I

ID/IP: Decontaminationand Decommissioningof Facilities IntegratedDemonstration

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.02.03

Focus Area: Facility Transitionin8,Decommissioning, and Final Disposition

Description of Need: Dry In Situ Decontaminationof InteriorEquipmentSurfaces
(Decontamination)

Certain complex applicationsrequiresurfacedecontaminationof areaswhere the use of bulk aqueous
solutions is a particularproblem. Specific examples of these are gloveboxes or other equipmentin
plutoniumor enriched.uraniumfacilities where nuclear safety constraintsapply, and applications
where contaminatedliquidsmay lead to uncontrolledmigrationof contamination,such as unlined hot
cells. Decontaminationtechniquesthat are inherentlydry or do not requirethe use of bulk liquids
will substantiallyavoid these problems. Some "dry" techniques,while proven in certainapplications,
have yet to be deployed in a physicallyconstrained or remoteenvironment;additionally,attendant
problemswith control of resultingdusts remainsunresolved. The interiorsof process equipmentto
which this problemappliescontainradioactive contaminantsand both hazardousorganics and heavy
metals. A successful demonstrationof decontaminationusing dry methods, while of overwhelming
benefit to only selected D&D problemareas, has the potentialof broadapplicabilityto other DOE
complex D&D problems.

R&D Objectives:

A successful technologywill address the problemof dry decontaminationin confined spaces, such as
gloveboxes or hot cells, on a systems basis. The technologywill demonstratethe capability to
decontaminatevarious surfaces, such as stainlesssteel, concrete, gasketedareas, plastics, irregular
surfaces, corroded areas, and complex shapes. Appropriatemeasures of the rate anddegree of
decontaminationachieved will be shownbased on surface and/or subsurfacecontaminationremoval.
A successful approachwill provideease of application,use in hard-to-reachor remote areas, and
removal or control of resultingcontaminant-richmaterial. The approachwill addresseither the use of
multipledecontaminationtechniques, or the interactionor synergybetween it andother
decontaminationtechniques.

Integratedwith the performancedemonstrationof the dry decontaminationtechnologies, the planmust
address the system of dust control. The technologywill demonstratecontrol of dust at the source
(i.e. at the point of aggressive decontamination),throughlocal ventilationcontrol, protectionof
glovebox or cell high efficiency particulateair (HEPA)filters, possible generaldust suppression
approaches, or a combinationof the above. The system will address means to minimize spreador
recontaminationfrom dust generationand pluggage of HEPA filters leadingto reducedairflow and
increasedfilter differentialpressure. The system must be evaluatedbased on its applicabilityto
various levels of dust loading.
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The expecteddeliverable will be a deployablesystem comprised of equipmentnecessaryto perform
the above objectives and suitable for use in a highly contaminatedenvironment. The results of the
field testing of such a system will be documentedin a reportdetailingthe efficiency of the
decontamination,success of the dust control approach,andapplicabilityof the systems to the various
sites programsbased on an early evaluationof their specific needs. The FY 95 scope will include the
developmentof criteriaand conceptualdesign of the system, bringingin the differentrequirementsas
necessary to address the site-specific needs.

Window of Opportunity:

Other Applicable IDs/IPs:

Currently Related Tasks: None
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NEEDS STATEMENT: DD-12

ID/IP: Decontamination and Decommissioning of Facilities Integrated Demonstration

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.02.03

Focus Area: Facility Transitioning, Decommissioning, and Final Disposition

Description of Need: Ex Situ Surface Decontamination (Decontamination)

A need exists for decontamination technologies to remove surface contamination from equipment from
surplus nuclear facilities. In some circumstances, ex situ decontamination can take advantage of
economies of scale, and can more easily achieve surface release decontamination levels. The
contaminated equipment is metal of varying shapes, sizes, and complexity; most is stainless steel or
iron. Nickel-lined steel is the most common material of construction at the gaseous diffusion plants.
The contaminated equipment comes from surplus fuel reprocessing facilities, gaseous diffusion plants,
hot cells, plutonium de-inventory and handling equipment, and uranium processing systems.
Contamination levels range from barely detectable to that requiring remote handling. It is desired to
decontaminate the equipment to levels that would allow it to be recycled or disposed of in a sanitary
landfill, rather than a mixed or radioactive waste disposal site. The equipment is contaminated to
varying levels with a wide range of radioactive isotopes, and, to a lesser extent, hazardous materials.
Radioactive contaminants include the full range of fission products (e.g., cesium and strontium
isotopes), activation products (e.g., cobalt and iron), and plutonium and uranium isotopes.

Hazardous materials can encompass the spectrum of heavy metals including lead, chrome, mercury,
and cadmium. Hazardous organics such as PCBs may also be encountered, particularly at the gaseous
diffusion plants.

R&D Objectives:

The proposed R&D should develop improved technology for surface decontamination of
disassembled, contaminated equipment. The technology must be cost effective and c_itically safe with
minimal risk of exposure to workers, the public, or the environment to radioactive or hazardous
materials. Decontaminated equipment should meet the release standards in NUREG 1.86. The
technology should minimize secondary wastes. Technology should be included to treat all wastes to a
form suitable for disposal. The ultimate objective of this task is to fabricate and demonstrate the
proposed technology on a pilot scale as part of the integrated demonstration and to dispose of all
generated wastes. As part of this effort, it will be necessary to ensure that unique site-specific
requirements will be appropriately addressed.

Window of Opportunity:

Other Applicable IDs/IPs:

Currently Related Tasks: None
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NEEDS STATEMENT: DD-13

ID/IP: Decontaminationand Decommissioning of FacilitiesIntegratedDemonstration

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.02.03

Focus Area: Facility Transitioning,Decommissioning, and Final Disposition

Description of Need: Improved, ReusableModular ContainmentSystems (Decontamination)

Technologies need to developed anddemonstrated for the use of containmentsystems thatcould be
readily decontaminatedandreused in the same or other facilities. During the decontamination
process, containment systems are employedto prevent the spreadof contaminantsduring the work.
These systems are currentlyerectedfor eachjob location andthendemobilized, resulting in the
generationof contaminatedwastes. It is envisioned thatreusablesystems would reduce total waste
generation, result in more economic containmentimplementation(customized design not required),
and through standardizeddesign result in more reliable contaminationContainment.

Decontamination activities often fail into two categories: localizedcontainment of individualpieces of
equipment, anduse of a central area to perform decontaminationwork for many pieces of equipment.
ThroughoutDOE, a variety of facilities requiresupportof this technology, including the gaseous
diffusion plant facilities, hot cell processes, plutoniumprocessing facilities, and uraniumprocessing
facilities. Improved containmentsystems would have wide applicabilitythroughoutthese facilities.

R&D Objectives:

Any proposed R&D shoulddevelop technologies for improvedand reusable (readilydecontaminated)
containment systems. The systems should be designed for localized and centralized decontamination
applications. The systems must be designed for easy decontaminationand should be easy to put up
andtake down. Proposeddesigns should include utility and ventilationconnections and allow for
negative pressure work. Materials of constructionshouldbe investigatedfor durabilityand ease of
decontamination, as well as considerationsof nuclearhardeningfor higher radiationfield applications.
Costs of proposed systems shouldcompare favorablywith currentmethods of containment.

Window of Opportunity:

Other Applicable IDs/IPs:

Currently Related Tasks: None
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NEEDS STATEMENT: DD-14

ID/IP: DecontaminationandDecommissioning of Facilities IntegratedDemonstration

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.02.03

Focus Area: Facility Transitioning,Decommissioning, and Final Disposition

Description of Need: Treatmentof Pool Water and Sludge (Fuel Storage)

Improvedprocesses are requiredto processpool water, pool sludge andsludge slurry. Current
processes used to process water and sludgeinclude: (1) clean and filter the water for reuse; (2) treat
the waterby evaporation,filtrationand solidification;(3) vacuum and pump the soft sludge; (4)
remove the hard sludge by sluicing or sparging or by physical removal; (5) dry the sludge in barrels
for burial;or (6) solidify, box (in barrels), and bury sludge.

R&D Objectives:

The proposedplan should address a processto (1) improveworker safety; (2) produce clean water
and clean dirt as end products; (3) generatelittle or no secondary contaminatedwaste; (4) reduce
worker exposure; (5) separatehazardousand radiological materialfrom the bulk material;(6) filter
the contaminatedwater while pumpingout the pool; (7) remove, reduce the volume, and concentrate
the sludge from a remote location; (8) reduce the volume and toxicity concentrationof the waste
produced; (9) meet permitrequirements,tritiumstandards, and drinkingwater standards;and (10)
breakhazardous materials down to their basic elementalform. A three-to-fouryear effort is
envisioned.

A proposed plan should develop theprocess in five phases:

Phase 1: Identifyprocess requirementsand prepareconceptualdesign.
Deliverable - Concept Design Report

Phase 2: Preparedetaileddesign.
Deliverable - Detailed Design Report

Phase 3: Purchaseequipmentand constructthe modularprocess.
Deliverable - StartupTest Report

Phase 4: Test the processundercold conditions;analyze and report results.
Deliverable - Cold Test Report

Phase 5: Test the process underhot conditions; analyze and report resutts.
Deliverable - Hot Test Report
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Window of Opportunity:

The deactivationand decommissioningof N Reactorat Hanfordis the initial target. The current
schedule would requirethe completionof this projectby April 1998.

Other Applicable IDs/IPs: Efficient SeparationsandProcessingIntegratedProgram

Currently Related Tasks: None
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NEEDS STATEMENT: DD-15

ID/IP: Decontaminationand Decommissioningof Facilities IntegratedDemonstration

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.02.03

Focus Area: Facility Transitioning, Decommissioning, and Final Disposition

Description of Need: Surface Characterizationof Wet (Underwater)Concrete (Fuel Storage)

There is a need for in "situ,real-time, radiologicalcharacterizationof underwaterconcretesurfaces.
These contaminants could include, but are not limited to, fission products, corrosion products, fuel
segments, uranium, plutonium,cobalt-60, strontium, and tritium. Adoption of current instruments
andtechnologies is encouraged.

R&D Objectives:

The objectives of this projectare (1) select a conceptualdesign to addressthe need; (2) procure
and/or fabricatethe instrument(s);and (3) test the instrumentsin an underwaterenvironmenton actual
radiological contaminants. Two deliverableswill be required.A Technology StatusReportmust be
submittedwithin sixty days describing the state-of-the-art, any environmentallimitations, and the
conceptual design of the proposed instrument.A HOtTest Reportwill summarize the results of the
test objectives and test results to date.

Window of Opportunity:

Other Applicable IDs/IPs:

Currently Related Tasks: Off-shorepetroleumcharacterization
Salvage and bomb disposal characterization
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NEEDS STATEMENT: DD-16

ID/IP: Decontamination and Decommissioning of Facilities IntegratedDemonstration

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.02.03

Focus Area: Facility Transitioning, Decommissioning, and Final Disposition

Description of Need: NDA technologies to support D&D; improved, reusable modular containment
systems (Gaseous Diffusion Plants)

Gaseous diffusion plant equipment is inherently contaminatedwith U, and, in some cases, fission
products (primarilyTc). The use of Non-Destructive Assay (NDA) technologies (e.g. gamma
spectroscopies, neutron activation analysis) has been classically used to determinethe amount of
uranium deposits (hold-up) that are present in the piping and process equipment. The use of models
to determine absorption and matrix effects in combination with various experimental design criteria
has allowed these measurements to be semi-quantitative. It is known that sometimes the erroron the
measurement of the amount of uranium present can be greater than 100%of the actual value. In
support of D&D, not only is it important to know the amountof uranium present, but it is important
to be able to monitor the removal of the uranium by in situ decontamination methods.

R&D Objectives:

The objective of this project is to optimize existing software and hardware needed to perform
repetitive measurements on duplicate configurations of equipment. This information will be used to
ensure that the in situ decontaminationsystem is optimized for the removal of the uranium product.
Models for specific pieces of process equipment n_d to be developed to provide accurate and
reproducible measurements. Systems are needed to monitorthe decontamination process and to
predict the removal of the total uranium deposit. FY 95 activities should focus on parameter selection
and improved modeling for NDA studies.

This technology development programwill provide a full-scale demonstration of NDA systems to
provide analysis of complex structures. An anticipatedfour-year project will include the procurement
and design of a mobile NDA "platform" that wouldprovide direct support to the D&D activities at
the GDPs.

Window of Opportunity:

Other Applicable IDs/IPs:

Currently Related Tasks:

T_k p...rincivalInvestiRator pI Phone TPO

Gas PhaseDemonstration R.D. Bundy(ORNL) 615-576-0192 J. Moore(OR)
Program
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NEEDS STATEMENT: DD-17

ID/IP: Decontamination and Decommissioning of Facilities Integrated Demonstration

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.02.03

Focus Area: Facility Transitioning, Decommissioning, and Final Disposition

Description of Need: Field Demonstration of In Situ Decontamination Technology (Gaseous
Diffusion Plants)

The gaseous diffusion plant (GDP) process equipment is inherently contaminated with U, and, in
some cases, fission products (primarily Tc). The three GDP facilities in the DOE complex represent
over 10,000 stages of processing equipment (compressors, converters, valving, and piping). The
ability to decontaminate the equipment in situ prior to dismantlement and disassembly will greatly
reduce the radiological risks and waste generation.

It is anticipated that this project will perform a field demonstration on a single cell (8-12 stages) of
GDP process equipment at one of the GDP sites. The project will focus more on demonstrating the
decontamination technique and less on designing and developing a fully deployable system. The
results from this field demonstration should provide insight into the full-scale application of the
demonstrated technology. This program will provide a full-scale demonstration of in situ
decontamination techniques for GDP process equipment. Preference will be given to activities that
rake full advantage of existing equipment and staff (operations, training, and permits).

Window of Opportunity:

Other Applicable IDs/IPs:

Currently Related Tasks: In situ, long-term, low-temperature gas phase decontamination
technologies are currently being developed at the K-25 Site (Oak Ridge) by EM-40 (D&D
Technologies Implementation Project).

PrincivalInvestigator PI Phone TPO

Gas Phase Decontamination R.D. Bundy (ORNL) 615-576-0192 J. Moore (OR)
Program
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NEEDS STATEMENT: DD-18

ID/IP: Decontamination and Decommissioning of Facilities Integrated Demonstration

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.02.03

Focus Area: Facility Transitioning, Decommissioning, and Final Disposition

Description of Need: Remotely Operable, Equipment Size Reduction Tool Technology Development
(Dismantlement)

Dismantlement of nuclear material processing facilities at DOE sites is a major safety, environmental,
and cost concern. A wide variety of materials and physical dimensions are represented. Many
facilities have restricted access and high radiation fields that require remote, robotic, and automated
systems to complete the dismantlement.

Technology Need:

There is a need for improved tools to cut, shred, section, and dismantle processing equipment
(plutonium processing ducts, gloveboxes and tanks). Adaptions of current tools and techniques are
encouraged. The proposed plan will focus on tools and techniques that can be used effectively in a
controlled sectioning or worksite size reduction environment in either the manual (generally hand
held) mode, the manual support mode, or as end-effectors on more sophisticated delivery platforms.

Current types of tooling include cutting (cold, hot), glass handling, and lifting/rigging.
The proposed plan will evaluate tools and techniques based on these factors: (1) ability to support
more extensive segregation (increased cutting); (2) levels of contamination remaining after
decontamination; (3) usefulness of water walled (double walled) gloveboxes; and (4) usefulness of
standard metal shop tools and self-contained duct cutting options.

R&D Objectives: 1. Select conceptual designs to address the need.

2. Procure and/or fabricate the tools.

3. Test the tools in a glovebox environment on actual radiological contaminants.

Two deliverables will be required, including (1) a Techn01ogv Status Report, to be submitted within
sixty days, describing the state-of-the art, any environmental limitations, and the conceptual designs
of the proposed tools; and (2) a H0I Tgst Report summarizing the test objectives and the test results.

Window of Opportunity:

Other Applicable IDs/IPs:

Currently Related Tasks: None
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NEEDS STATEMENT: DD-19

ID/IP: Decontamination and Decommissioning of Facilities Integrated Demonstration

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.02.03

Focus Area: Facility Transitioning, Decommissioning, and Final Disposition

Description of Need: Liquid Handling for Plutonium Solutions (Plutonium - Deactivation)

Facilities previously used for the aqueous processing of plutonium compounds may contain
accountable quantities of plutonium within process equipment piping, tankage, and other equipment,
either as residual liquids or as deposits. Deinventory and system flushing operations are expected to
generate substantial quantities of liquids.

Technology Need:

There is a need for a portable, modular unit that can be moved to the location for flushing and initial
liquid treatment to avoid reactivation of substantial systems equipment. This unit would save
significant time and money.

R&D Objectives:

A successful system would be designed to handle liquids resulting from unprocessed recovery
solutions, pipe and duct cleaning, glovebox decontamination, glovebox internals cleaning, tank
cleanout, dust suppression, etc. it must deal with plutonium concentrations from a maximum of 100
gm/l to very low concentrations, and must handle a limited range of aqueous solutions with acid,
caustic, foaming, and slurry characteristics. It must address nuclear safety concerns. The unit will
need to be modular, small, and portable, to maneuver in process areas and support, incorporate, and
complement the appropriate facility safety systems. Methods will be considered that would allow
sampling and reuse/recycle of liquids such as precipitation/filtration, evaporation, and handling of
resultant solids. Low-level liquid disposal (i.e. 10-4 gm/l Pu) should be assumed.

The proposed plan should consist of three phases:

Phase 1: Develop system criteria, evaluate approaches, identify facility interface methods
and requirements, and develop conceptual design; interface with applicable DOE
sites at various stages to ensure complex-wide applicability.

Phase 2: Design and procure prototype system.

Phase 3: Test system in a hot environment.

Window of Opportunity:

Other Applicable IDs/IPs:

Currently Related Tasks: None
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NEEDS STATEMENT: DO-20

ID/IP'. Decontaminationand Decommissioningof Facilities IntegratedDemonstration

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.02.03
i

Focus Area: Facility Transitioning, Decommissioning,and Final Disposition

Description of Need: Dry In Sit_ Decontaminationof InteriorEquipmentSurfaces (Plutonium -
Equipment)

Certaincomplex applicationsrequiresurfacedecontaminationof areaswhere the use of bulk aqueous
solutions is a particularproblem. Specific examples are gloveboxes or other equipment in plutonium
or enriched uraniumfacilities where nuclear safety constraints apply, and applicationswhere
contaminatedliquids may lead to uncontrolledmigrationof contamination,such as unlined hot cells.
Decontaminationtechniquesthatare inherentlydry or do not require the use of bulk liquids will
substantiallyavoid these problems. Some "dry" techniques, while proven in certain applications,
have yet to be deployed in a physically constrained or remote environment;additionally, attendant
problems with control of resultingdusts remainsunresolved. The successful demonstrationof
decontaminationusing dry methods, while of overwhelmingbenefit to only selected D&D problem
areas, has thepotential of broadapplicabilityto other DOE complex D&D problems.

The interiorsof process equipmentto which this problemapplies containradioactivecontaminantsand
both hazardousorganics andheavy metals.

R&D Objectives:

A successful technology will addresstheproblemof dry decontaminationin confined spaces, such as
gloveboxes or hot cells, on a systems basis. The technologywill demonstratethe capabilityto
decontaminatevarious surfaces, such as stainless steel, concrete, gasketed areas, plastics, irregular
surfaces, corrodedareas, and complex shapes. Appropriatemeasures of the rate and degree of
decontaminationachievedwill be shown based on surface and/or subsurface contaminationremoval.
A successful approachwill provide ease of application,ability to be used in hard-to-reachor remote

_ areas, and removal or control of resultingcontaminant-richmaterial. The approachwill address
either the use of multiple decontaminationtechniques, or the interaction or synergybetween it and
other decontaminationtechniques.

Integratedwith the performancedemonstrationof the dry decontaminationtechnologies, the plan must
addressthe system of dust control. The technology will demonstrate control of dust at the source
(i.e. at the point of aggressive decontamination),throughlocal ventilationcontrol, protectionof
glcvebox or cell HEPA filters, possible general dust suppressionapproaches,or a combinationof the
_ibove. The system will addressmeans to minimize @reador recontaminationfrom dust generation
and p}uggageof HEPA filters, leading to reduced airflow andincreasedfilter differential pressure.
The system must be evaluated based on its applicabilityto various levels of dust loading.
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The expected deliverablewill be a deployablesystem comprisedof the equipmentnecessary to
performthe above objectives and suitablefor use in a highly contaminatedenvironment. The results
of the field testing of such a system will be documentedin a reportdetailing the efficiency of the
decontamination,success of the dust control approach,andapplicabilityof these systems to various
sites' programsbased on an early evaluationof their specific needs.

Window or Opportunity:

Other Applicable IDs/IPs:

C_rrently Related Tasks: None
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NEEDS STATEMENT: DD-2i

ID/IP: Decontaminationand Decommissioningof Facilities IntegratedDemonstration

Work Breakdown StructureNumber: 01.05.01.02.03

Focus Area: Facility Transitioning,Decommissioning, and Final Disposition

Description of Need: Glovebox Sectioning, Transport,and Large-ScaleDemonstration(Plutonium -
Equipment)

There are currentlyhnndreds of plutonium-contaminatedgloveboxes and otherpieces of process
equipmentin the DOE complex thatwill need to be decontaminatedand size-reduced in the coming
decades. The currentapproachdecontaminatesthese gloveboxes for accountabilityand worker safety
purposes only, size-reduces them in place, anddisposes of the resultingpieces as TRU waste. Given
the magnitude of the currentD&D inventoryof gloveboxes andlimited TRU disposition options, this
is no longer acceptable. The concept of a centralizedfacility for decontaminationands_ reduction
may reduce labor costs and TRU waste volumes. In orderto utilize such a facility, equipmentmust
be isolated and initially size-reduced for transport ("sectioned"), andtransportedto the centralized
facility. Centralized facilities for decontaminationand size reductionhave beenused in the past, with
certainproblems.

Technology Need:

Three specific tasks have been identified in an effort to addressthese problems:

Task 1: Develop equipmentand techniquesto improvethe environmentto support
equipmentsection and initialworksite size reduction. This work is currently
performed in enclosures or plastic "tents"in which workers wearingsupplied air
plastic suits performwork involving contaminationlevels in excess of 1,000,000
DPM. Areas of difficulty include flexibility of enclosuresfor use in constrained
locations, and of enclosure decontaminationand reuse, equipmentand personnel
entry andexit, fume anddust control, ventilationcontrol, and interfacebetween
inside work andoutside support.

TJlak2,: Transportequipmentitems from the dismantlementworksite to other locations
where decontamination,size reduction,waste packaging,and other such functions
will be performed. Such transportationof contaminatedequipmentgenerates
secondary waste; it also involves the movementof large (bulky and heavy) pieces
of contaminatedequipmentthroughbothphysically constrained and open-airroutes
(with no buildingto act as a secondary containmentenclosure).

Task 3: Demonstrate a systems approachthatcombinesexisting small-scale techniques with
appropriatelarge-scale equipmentand safety systems to decontaminatewith whole
or large sections of gloveboxes and other process equipmentin a single, controlled
process. Decontaminationtechniques for glovebox pieces that will consistently
reduce these pieces to non-TRU, and, in some cases, even releasable levels have
been demonstrated. However, due to criticalityconstraints they have only been
demonstratedon relativelysmall pieces. To producethese small pieces from the
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largersectioned pieces requireslabor intensive andsomewhatdangerousmanual
size reduction.

lt&D Objectives:

T_L[: Sfctioning_EnclosureImprovements.This task focuses on adaptingcurrenttools
and techniques in the areasof enclosure construction,equipmententry andexit,
personnelentry andexit, and ventilation. Candidateor example equipmentand
techniques are (I) contaminationcontrol/dustsuppression(showers, novel
applicationsof strippablecoatings);(2)fume control (local andat exhaust filters,
prefllters versus electrostaticprecipitators);(3) interfacebetween the inside and the
outside (glovebox arrangements,pass throughs,radios, televisions, windows); (4)
mobile, semi-permanent,anddisposableenclosures; (5) personneland materialexit
contaminationcontrol (showers); (6) reduced secondarywaste (packaging, suits,
tenting);(7) ventilation(airflow versus pressuredifferential, exhaustblowers.
interfaceswith facility ventilation);(8) improvedworkerpersonnel protection
(greaterdegree of contaminationprotection,reduced heat stress).

Othertechnologies thatcan achieve equivalentresults will be considered. The
projectwill select conceptual designs to addressthe need, procure and/or fabricate
enclosures, and test the enclosures andequipmentin a working environmentwith
actual radiologicalcontaminants.

T_: Total MaterialHandlingSystem. System requirementsand design criteriawill be
developed for a wide rangeof facilities andequipment. Extensive involvementof
industrythroughequipmentprocurementand/or researchand development
contractsis expected. Overallsystems integrationof the materialhandling
subsystem into a working mobile transportsystem should be addressedexplicitly.
Selection of a demonstrationsite with a detailedplanfor the test andevaluationof
the prototypesystem must be provided. The system will be demonstratedin a
actualplutoniumdeactivationoperation. The test and evaluationplan should
include provisionsfor the technical performanceevaluation,as well as an
assessmentof the cost/benefitmerits of the concept.

Task 3' _chieve a Working System. This multi-yeareffort will cover initial studies,
prototypedevelopment,and hot testing. The final technical requirementwill meet
the necessary safety criteriafor use at all DOE plutoniumfacilities. The system
must demonstrateconsistent abilityto decontaminateto below TRU levels of
contamination,to handlemultipleconfigurations,and to produce significant
reductionin manualactivities in highcontaminationenvironments. This will
include working examples of all pieces of equipment,procedures, andsystems
engineeringto integratewith preparatoryoperations, supportsystems, and
subsequentwaste handling.

phase 1' Activities are needed to define the project in detail. Deliverable: A task plan and
a detailed requestfor proposalsfor industrialdevelopmentto supportsubsequent
phases. This effort will (a) identifycandidate organizationsandtechnologies, (b)
define task criteria, (c) identifyall site-specific requirementsto supportthe use of
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this approachat each applicableDOE site, (d) develop a systems study to identify
feed, pretreatmentandsupportsystem, and waste handling requirements,(e)
produce a conceptualdesign applicableto each task, (f) involve the public and
industry, and (g) issue a Requestfor Proposalthroughthe site-specific
procurementorganizations.

Phase 2: The second phase, if executed, will consist of additionaldesign (if necessary),
procurement,industrialdevelopment,and prototypetesting of candidate
technologies and equipment.

Phase 3: The thirdphase will consist of a hot demonstration of the system(s), possibly at
the host site. It is anticipatedthat this demonstrationwould take place in
conjunctionwith an ongoing D&D projectinvolving gloveboxes, and would utilize
an existing canyon, cell, or other highly contaminatedcontrol area.

Window of Opportunity:

Plutoniumfacilities at the Rocky Flats Plant, Los Alamos National Laboratory,andthe Savannah
River Site involve ongoing deactivationactivities. Proposedactivities must begin in the FY 95 - 96
timeframe to supportthe initiationof plutoniumfacilities decontaminationactionsand design of TRU
waste handling facilities.

Other Applicable IDs/IPs: EM-50 RoboticsTechnology DevelopmentProgram

Currently Related Tasks:

Task PrincivalInvestigator Pl Phone TPO

RoboticsD&D W. Hamel(ORNL) 615-574-5691 J. Moore(OR)
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NEEDS STATEMENT: DO-22

ID/IP: DecontaminationandDecommissioning of Facilities IntegratedDemonstration

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.02.03

Focus Area: Facility Transitioning,Decommissioning, and Final Disposition

Description of Need: Massive EquipmentSize Reductionand Removal (Dismantlement)

Contaminatedequipmentused to process depleted and low-enricheduraniumrepresentsa significant
D&D problemfor many DOE sites. Cost associatedwith D&D and disposal of this equipmentis a
majorconcern. A wide variety of surface andsubsurfacecontaminantsare represented,including
radionuclidesand hazardouschemicals (both heavy metals and organics). Several representativesites
with significantnear-termD&D plans are Fernald (where D&D is at an advancedstate of planning),
Rocky Flats (which is initiatingD&D planning), and GDPs (which are planningvarious activities).

R&D Objectives:

The massive equipmenttooling for removal andsize reduction technology need must address the
deficiencies of large-scale manual removal of massiveequipmentand its subsequentsize reduction.
Currentmethods are labor intensive, andsubjectworkers to risk of exposure to contaminationand
industrialhazards. Large quantities of massive equipmentwill have to be removed, size-reduced, and
safely handledfrom old and decaying DOE field locations.

Developments from remotely operable, equipmentsize reduction tool technology developmentwill be
scaled up to address this need. Developments from remotedisassembly, gripper, and small
componenthandling systems for highly radioactiveequipmentwill be incorporated. Large end
effectors interfacingwill be defined.

The proposed solution should automate the removal, size reduction,and subsequentsafe handling of
massive equipment for all potential locations. Some low levels of radiological hazardsshould always
be assumed to be present. Maximum benefits of the proposed technology should be worker safety
and contamination control. The size reduction portion will particularly affect the need for
contamination control from the operations. The first year effort should focus on determining the
feasibility of technology and defining the best technology to apply to subsequent demonstrations.
A three-year maximum technology demonstration with potential continued funding based on technical
progress is the goal. The FY 95 effort shouldaddress designing the best available and future needed
technology for this application. The subsequent years will address the lab and field demonstration of
the best technology.

Window of Opportunity:

D&D implementation at the Fernald Site is alreadyunderwaywith CERCLA Removal Actions.
Detailed D&D planning and technology treatability studies to support the CERCLA Record of
Decision (ROD) (draft due in FY 97) have also commencedin the EM-40 program, providing an
excellent opportunity for EM-40/EM-50 teaming in the FY 95 through FY 99 timeframe.

Other Applicable IDs/IPs:

Currently Related Tasks: None
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NEEDS STATEMENT: DD-23

ID/IP: DecontaminationandDecommissioning of FacilitiesIntegratedDemonstration

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.02.03

Focus Area: Facility Transitioning,Decommissioning, and Final Disposition

Description of Need: Dismantlement Tooling Delivery System - ReactorVessel Components
_: (Reactor)

Dismantlementof nuclearreactorswith cylindricalmetalvessels and internalmetal componentsis a
majorsafety, environmental, and cost concern. A variety of facilities at DOE sites have similar
remote dismantlementcriteria and requirements,but may also have certaindissimilar facility
characteristics. Restricted access and high radiationfields necessarily requireremote, robotic, and
automatedsystems to performtasks requiredto complete the dismantlement.

Technology Needs:

In the past, customized, facility-specific tooling was designedto dismantle each reactorsystem.
Development and deployment of this tooling was costly and time consuming. In addition, a
significant amount of manual dismantlementusing long handled tools resulted in excessive, undesired
radiationexposure to personnel. An automatedand remote system is needed to deliver the specific
tooling needed to performthe dismantlement task at the requiredlocation. The delivery system will
need to be capable of changing out end effectors to inspect, map, collect samples, cut metal and
vacuum fine debris either underwater or in air. The systemwill reach, extend, and provide the
computer software or manuallyoperatedinstrumentcontrol motionsrequiredto accomplishthe tasks.

R&D Objectives:

The proposed R&D should develop new technologies and/or advance the existing technologies. The
end objective should demonstrate the successful operationof a generic reactor dismantlementend
effector delivery system that can be cleaned, packaged, and transportedto other DOE reactor sites for
reuse. The system's design featureswill allow use of a single, reusablesystem at all DOE metal
vessel reactors requiringdismantlement.

Secondary objectives are (1) to evaluate DOE fuel reprocessing,fuel storage pools, or other overhead
access facilities within the complex that couldbe dismantled using this overheaddelivery system with
only minimalsystem modifications, (2) to coordinatewith other related "ITP, CRADA, PRDA, end
effector design, or other tasks to assure compatibilityand interfacerequirements,and (3) evaluate
applicabilityand potential use in commercial power reactorapplications.
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Window of Opportunity:

Argonne National Laboratory,near Chicago, Illinois, is currentlydismantlingthe Experimental
Boiling Water Reactor(EBWR), andhas a tentative schedulefor two additionalEM-40-fundedreactor
D&D projects in the late 1990's. One project, the CP-5 reactor, is considered a suitablesite for the
reactor integrateddemonstration. These sites are suitable for demonstratingthe EM-50 Integrated
Demonstration process, and, more specifically, for demonstratingthe reactordismantlementsystem.

Other Applicable IDs/IPs:

Currently Related Tasks: None
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NEEDS STATEMENT: DO-24

ID/IP: DecontaminationandDecommissioning of Facilities IntegratedDemonstration

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.02.03

Focus Area: Facility Transitioning,Decommissioning, and Final Disposition

Description of Need: Fines Removal System - ReactorVessel Bottom(Reactor)

Reactorsundergoingdismantlementmay be filled with water to provideshielding. During
dismantlementactivities, hazardousand activatedfines (e.g. sludge, dirt, corrosion products, and
activated cutting debris) may accumulateon the bottom of the vessel. These fines need to be removed
to maintainwater clarity, minimize the spreadof contamination,and facilitate activities during the
dismantlementprocess.

Technology Needs:

A system is needed to remove the fines from the bottoms of reactorvessels.

R&D Objective:

Modular portablesystem design should take into considerationhigh radiationfields (typically > 100R)
and fines removal at water depthsup to 50 feet. The only componentsto be inserted into the vessel
will be the suction tool (lance) and associatedwater transfer lines. The system should address
collection, fines removal, and recycle of the water back to the reactor vessel. Use of the water
recycle system to sparge debris from the reactorvessel should be an option. Shielding and
monitoring issues for the water collection, filtration,particulate(sludge), and water recycle systems
must be addressed. The overall system design s,._ouldensure minimizationof secondary waste
generationwith minimumneeds for operatorinteraction(e.g. sludge containment,sludge handling,
sludge disposal, and routine contact), and should allow for easy decontaminationand reuse of the
system at other facilities.

Window of Opportunity:

Other Applicable IDs/lPs:

Currently Related Tasks: None
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NEEDS STATEMENT: DD-25

ID/IP: Decontaminationand Decommissioning of Facilities IntegratedDemonstration

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.02.03

Focus Area: Facility Transitioning, Decommissioning, andFinal Disposition

Description of Need: Evaluationof RoboticCompatibilityand Deployment (Robotics/Automation)

Remote deploymentof characterization,decontamination,and dismantlementcapabilitieshas been
identified as a need throughoutthe proposedD&D ID activities. Existing productsand technology
developmentactivities havebeen identifiedfor a wide rangeof characterizationsensors and sampling
systems, decontaminationprocesses, anddismantlementtooling systems'. DOE OTD has several
robotic developmentactivities ongoing to produce remote/roboticdeploymentcapabilitiesto support
the D&D characterization,decontamination,and dismantlementrequirements.

R&D Objectives:

The proposed R&D will evaluate robotic compatibilityof the characterization,decontamination,and
dismantlementsystems. This includes actual interfacingof existing or developmentalD&D sensors,
processes or tooling with existing robotic hardwaresystems to evaluate robotic compatibility, and
establish interfacerequirementsandstandardsto applyto future remotelylroboticallydeployed D&D
systems. Evaluationsmust determinesupportand logistics requirementsneeded to realistically and
effectively deploy such systems for a variety of D&D scenarios, based on the specific D&D activities
identified within the D&D ID demonstrationdescriptions.

This is anticipated to be a two-to-three year activity. The focus for FY 95 activities will be to
establish interface standards, initial determination of the support and logistics requirements for robotic
deployment, and evaluations of actual robotic compatibility using existing sensors, processes, or
tooling deployed from existing OTD robotic systems. Out-year activities will focus on establishing
robotic deployment compatibility for characterization and decontamination and dismantlement
capabilities under consideration or development by the D&D ID.

Window of Opportunity:

The OTD Robotics Technology DevelopmentProgram will have several candidatedeployment
systems availableby the end of FY 94. These will include a dual-armmanipulationmodule
deployable from an overheadtelescoping mast or a vehicle, a mobile sensor platforminitially
configuredfor floor characterization,an internalpipe crawlersystem for pipe of 3-inch diameter, and
an internalduct crawlersystem. A mobile D&D vehicle system will be availablefrom an OTD
PRDA with Carnegie Mellon University by the end of calendar 1994.
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Other Applicable IDs/IPs: Robotics Technology Development Program (RTDP)

Currently Related Tasks:

_I_ Princival Investi2ator P! Phone TPO

RTDP D&D Coordinator 615-574-5691 J. Moore (OR)
W. Hamel (ORNL)

CMU PRDA J. Osbom (CMU) 412-268-6553
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NEEDS STATEMENT: DD-26

ID/IP: Decontamination and Decommissioningof Facilities IntegratedDemonstration

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.02.03

Focus Area: Facility Transitioning, Decommissioning, and Final Disposition

Description of Need: Operations Surveillance System (Robotics/Automation)

The Robotics and Automation portion of the D&D demonstrationsaddresses the cross-cutting
technology portions that are applicable to multiple technology demonstrations. The work of this
proposal would initially apply to a selected demonstration, but would be applied to other
demonstrations in essentially the same configuration.

The Operations Surveillance System is a hardware and systems improvement approach to the need for
quality, full-time oversight of remote operations. The latter includes protected human entry
application ('i.e. "plastic suit operations") and automated remote operations (i.e. robotic or tele-
robotic). The technology components related to remotesurveillance must address specific needs of
the D&D program. The remote overview of D&D sites is crucial to the quality overview,
documentation, and control of operations. The traditional approaches of direct entry of personnel to
oversee operations does not adequately addressthe ALARA aspects of personal safety or quality of
operations.

The hardware aspects of remote surveillance must addressthe quality, costs, and reliability aspects of
remote sensors (i.e. video, audio, etc.) in a highly cluttered and contaminated environment.
Currently available commercial systems are not directly applicable to such environments, due to
incompatibility with remote equipment, extreme costs, or functional limitations.

R&D Objectives:

The specific need is for a systems approachto remotesurveillance of remoteoperations. It is
anticipated that this would integrate the factors listed below into a systems approach:

• Surveillance packages will incorporate video, audio, lighting, and viewing control into
rugged deployment packages, sealed for decontamination. These packages will have
no exposed wiring, will meet Class I, Division I electrical classification, and will be
inexpensive.

• Field cabling from remote packages should utilize minimized wiring technology
(i.e. multiplexing or signal combining), due to the inherent problems of tethers.

• Multiple, simultaneous remote video displays will be developed for work areas.

• A systems approach will be developed for surveillance data recording, documenting,
and correlating with other information.

• Additional surveillance sensors will be provided, as applicable.
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Window of Opportunity:

Uranium processing facilities at the Fernald plant involve ongoing deactivation activities. These
activities can be directly and immediately improved with positive results from this concept evaluation.

Other Applicable IDs/IPs: EM-50 Robotics Technology Development Program, Underground
Storage Tank Integrated Demonstration

Currently Related Tasks:

T_k Princival Investi2ator PI Phone TPO

LDUA - Video and F.M. Heckendorn(SRTC) 803-725-5207 M. O'Rear (SR)
PhotographySystem
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NEEDS STATEMENT: DD-27

ID/IP: Decontamination and Decommissioning of Facilities IntegratedDemonstration

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.02.03

Focus Area: Facility Transitioning, Decommissioning, and Final Disposition

Description of Need: Materials Disposition Data Base (Systems Study)

General Need

The end of the Cold War, and the decision to reduce the size of the nuclear weapons production
complex, have createda need for DOE to deactivate, decontaminate, and decommission (DD&D) a
large number of facilities. The large quantities of waste that will result from DD&D will greatly add
to the cost of waste disposal, and may overwhelmthe solid waste operations of the DOE complex.

Specific Need

Systems studies are needed to define optimal materialsdisposal strategiesfor DD&D solid waste on a
site-by-sitebasis. The first task will develop a databaseof the inventoryof metals, other potentially
recyclablematerials,concrete, etc., that would result from DD&D across the complex.

R&D Objectives:

Define and develop a database of DD&D solid waste to support systems analyses of materials
dispositions alternatives. These alternativesincludethe recycling of metals andalternativesto the
burial of massive amounts of concreteas RadiationAdsorbedDose (RAD) waste. Data will include,
but will not be restrictedto, (1) volumes/quantities; (2) physical characteristics(e.g., type of metal,
other recyclablematerials,concrete, etc.); (3) hazardousconstituents(e.g., RCRA classification); (4)
waste categories (e.g., contact-handledlow-level waste class 1, remote-handledtransuranicmixed
waste); (5) locations (e.g., listed by DOE site, buildingnumber,etc.); (6) schedule of availabilityof
material; and (7) data sources.

This is a two-year effort. For FY 95, define and develop the database structure to support materials
disposition systems analyses and identify data sources to be used in FY 96. This effort will require
input from major DOE sites and from the Metals Recycle Program. This year's products should also
include plans for completing the second year effort. The plan should include cost and schedule
information. For FY 96, collect, enter and verify data in the database. Products will include the
database itself and appropriate support documentation.
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NEEDS STATEMENT: DD-28

ID/IP: Decontaminationand Decommissioningof Facilities IntegratedDemonstration

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.02.03

Focus Area: Facility Transitioning,Decommissioning, andFinal Disposition

Description of Need: Complex-WideSystem Studies (System Study)

general Need!

The end of the Cold War, and the decision to reduce the size of the nuclear weapons production
complex, have created a need for DOE to deactivate, decontaminate and decommission (DD&D) a
large number of aging surplus facilities. Comprehensive strategic plans must be developed for
facilities transition and DD&D for each major DOE site and for the integrated DOE complex, to
guide in detailed planning and implementation of the DD&D Program.

Specific Need

Comprehensive strategic technical planning, including economic evaluations, is recommended as a
necessary adjunct to the technology demonstrations to maximize capabilities in transitioning and D&D
given limited funds. A bottoms-up approach which takes advantage of individualand corporate
knowledge at the sites will conducted under broad guiding principles approved by Headquarters.

R&D Objectives:

Teams would be formed at the following major sites: the Rocky Flats Plant, Savannah River Site,
Idaho National Engineering Laboratory, the Hanford Reservation, and Oak Ridge National Laboratory
to produce comprehensive, site-specific strategic plans for transition and D&D of all site facilities
from their present status to their recommended end states. The teams would consist of an
experienced section of personnel representing DP, EM-60, EM-50, EM-40, and EM-30. Each team
would examine facility end-state options and consider the impact of new technologies and integration
of inter-site and multi-site issues on risk, life cycle costs, land re-use options, regulations, and waste
generation. Team efforts would be planned and coordinated by the integrating laboratory. The teams
would produce an integrated complex-wide plan to explicitly show how innovative technologies will
reduce the risks and costs associated with facilities transition and D&D.

A three-year maximum effort is envisioned, with the potential for continued funding.
For FY 95, each designated site will organize a team and develop a plan (including cost, schedule and
deliverables) to complete the task. This will involve meeting with the complex-wide facilitator and
representatives from other sites to develop standard guidelines and methodologies. The resulting
methodology will be verified by application to a representative facility at each site. For FY 96,
representatives from each site will develop a complex-wide plan for transitioning and D&D of
facilities. The effort should be leveraged to the extent possible for funds from EM-30/40/and 60.
The complex-wide plan will be based on integrating site plans developed using the standard
methodology. The complex-wide plan will identify transition, D&D, and waste management issues
and technology needs. In FY 97, products may include further developing complex-wide plans to
include stakeholder acceptance and the impacts of programmatic changes, recycle status and
deminimis standards.
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NEEDS STATEMENT: DD-29

ID/IP: Decontaminationand Decommissioningof Facilities IntegratedDemonstration

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.02.03

Focus Area: Facility Transitioning,Decommissioning, and Final Disposition

Description of Need: Real-Time Asbestos Characterization(Uranium - Asbestos)

Contaminatedasbestos andtransiterepresentsa significantD&D problemfor most DOE sites. Cost
associated with D&D and disposal of these materialsis a majorconcern. A wide variety of
contaminantsare represented, includingradionuclidesand hazardouschemicals (bothheavy metals
and organics). Two representativesites with significant near-termD&D plans are Fernald(where
D&D is at an advancedstate of planning)and Rocky Fiats (which is initiatingD&D planning).

R&D Objectives:

Current baseline technology for characterizationof asbestos-containingmaterial (ACM) is physical
observation, inspection for friability, manual sampling for laboratoryanalysis, transportation of the
sample to a laboratory, verification by visual examination, and transfer of documented results back to
the field sampling location. This process is labor-intensive and time-consuming, due to the suit-up
and containment requirementsand the logistics of physical transportation of samples and linking
documented results to field locations.

The in situ, real-timecharacterizationof insulationis needed to increase productivityand reduce labor
costs associated with characterization and dismantlement operations involving asbestos. The method
or analysis system must meet the following performanceobjectives: (1) verify the presence or absence
of asbestos fibers in less than 5 minutes; (2) if invasive measuresare required, the design shall
preclude containment or operator respiratoryprotection requirements; (3) a retrievable record of the
sample identification numberand corresponding results shall be an integral part of the system; (4) a
calibration/verification source will be supplied with the system; and (5) the system will be portable
and readily handled by one person.

Development of this system is estimated to require two years. The first year is expected to be proof
of principle prior to incorporating the technology into a field instrument.

Window of Opportunity:

D&D implementation at the Fernald site is already under way with CERCLA Removal Actions.
Detailed D&D planning and technology treatability studies to support the CERCLA Record of
Decision (ROD) (draft due in FY 97) have also commenced in the EM-40 program, providing an
excellent opportunity for EM-40/50 teaming in the FY 95 through FY 99 timeframe.

Other Applicable IDs/IPs:

Currently Related Tasks: None
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NEEDS STATEMENT: DO-30

ID/IP: Decontaminationand Decommissioningof Facilities IntegratedDemonstration

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.02.03

Focus Area: Facility Transitioning, Decommissioning, and Final Disposition

Description of Need: ImprovedStrippableCoatings (Uranium- System)

Contaminatedequipment used to process depletedandlow-enriched uraniumrepresentsa significant
D&D problemfor many DOE sites. Cost associatedwith D&D anddisposal of this equipmentis a
majorconcern. A wide variety of surface and subsurface contaminantsare represented, including
radionuclidesand hazardouschemicals (both heavy metals andorganics). Two representativesites
with significant near-termD&D plans are Fernald(where D&D is at an advanced state of planning)
and Rocky Flats (which is initiatingD&D planning).

R&D Objectives:

The uraniumprocess systems located throughoutthe complex are typically large, heavy industrial-type
facilities, which have accumulatedsignificant levels of surface contaminationthroughoutthe years of
operation. Innovativemethods to decontaminatethese large surface areas are needed. The
demonstrationof the use of strippable fixatives is desired to define the applicabilityof this technology
againstsurface washing and other alternativedecontaminationmethods.

Strippablecoatings are an acceptedprocedurefor decontaminatingsurfaces. Commercially available
strippablecoatings are subject to significant performancelimitations. The decontaminationfactor
achieved is generally low. There is considerablevariability in the ease of removal (stripping). For
applicationswhere items are coated, dismantledand transportedto a decontaminationarea for
stripping, the availablecoatings have limitedabrasionresistance. In field tests, improvedstrippable
coatings will exhibit performancethat overcomes the limitations cited above. For improved strippable
coatings, a successful plan must address the following factors in both initial testing and field
demonstrationphases:

• Identifydecontaminationfactors and limits of applicabilityon the following surfaces:
concrete, transite,carbon steel, stainless steel, and paintedsurfaces, all with varying
levels of surface roughness and corrosion.

• Identifyvarious applicationandremoval techniques for use on equipment, in
accessible areas; for use in overheadareas or from platforms;for use in cracked,
creviced, or gasketed areas; and for use in interior surfaces of equipment.

,, Identify limitations for applicationtechniques in dusty areas as impacts Personal
ProtectionEquipment(PPE), andadvantages in reduction of PPE use that may be
derived from the use of coatings.

• Identify interactionsbetween theuse of strippablecoatings and otherdecontamination
techniques, as well as with residual oils and organics that may remainon surfaces
from previous operations.
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, Examinepotentialuse of fixatives as a samplingtechniqueto determine
decontaminationefficiency andneeds for furoreadditionaldecontamination.

* Determinecompatibilitywith waste disposaltechniques.

Deliverable: A reportdescribingapplicabilityof examinedtechniquesat the variousprincipal DOE
uranium-contaminatedsites. The plan will be expectedto supporta two-year activity

_htat.l: Test the use of fixatives in limited areas on differentmaterials;evaluate application
techniques; conductsystem studies of waste disposal options, application/removal
options, etc.

P.hta_: Conduct field demonstration;emphasizeoperationalissues, cost efficiency, etc,

Window of Opportunity:

D&D implementationat the Fernaldsite is alreadyunderway with CERCLARemoval Actions.
Detailed D&D planning andtechnology treatability studiesto supportthe CERCLA ROD (draft due in
FY 97) have also commenced in the EM-40 program,providingan excellent opportunityfor EM-
40/50 teaming in the FY 95 throughFY 99 timeframe.

Other Applicable IDs/iPs:

Currently Rela2ed Tasks: None
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NEEDS STATEMENT.. DD-31

ID/IP: DecontaminationandDecommissioning of Facilities IntegratedDemonstration

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.02.03

Focus Ares: Facility Transitioning, Decommissioning,and Final Disposition

Deecrlptlon of Need: CharacterizationandDecontaminationTechnologies Applicable to Mercury
Contaminationof LithiumProcessingEquipment(Lithium)

Mercury-contaminatedprocess equipmentcan be found in lithium processing facilities, primarilyat
the DOE Y-12 Plant. There is an estimated7000 tons of mercury-contaminatedequipmentand piping
at this site. The piping andprocess equipmentdiametersvary from very small to extremely large.
Some process equipmentcontains considerableinternalcomponents. The primaryfocus for this
activity is the developmentof mercurysampling and monitoringtechnologies and mercury
decontaminationtechnologies applicablefor in situ internalequipmentcharacterizationand
decontamination. If in situ internalcharacterizationand decontaminationcan be successfully
accomplished, the threatof environmentaland/or increasedfacility contaminationduringequipment
dismantlementwill be greatlyreduced.

Technology Needs:

Two specific technology solutions related to internalequipmentmercury contaminationare required.

T,uk_: Technology is requiredfor real-time, certifiable, field characterizationfor mercury
contaminationinternalto the process equipment. The methodsmust include statistical
sampling plans to ensurethat the equipmentis completely characterized. The methods
must provide the capability for real-time mercurydetection, sampling, and monitoring
within the process equipment. Characterizationactivities will be requiredbefore,
during, and after decontaminationactivities. The proposed R&D shouldthoroughly
develop the characterizationmethod concept, implementlaboratory-levelcapabilityto
provide sufficient test datato proveviability and effectiveness, and provide a concept
for actualfield deploymentof the method. A one-to-two year effort is envisioned.
The results of this activity will provide a decision point for a request for a prototype
system for field testing.

_: Technology is requiredfor inexpensive, in situ, internalmercury decontaminationfor
the process equipmentand piping within the lithium processing facility. Successful in
situ decontaminationwill minimizethe amountof mercurythatmust be removed by
ex situ means, such as thermaldesorption. The proposedR&D shouldthoroughly
develop the decontaminationmethod concept, implementlaboratory-levelcapabilityto
provide sufficient test datato prove viability and effectiveness, and provide a concept
for actual field deploymentof the method. The decontaminauonmust addressthe
collection of the resultingmercuryand minimizationof mercury vapor generation
and/or release.
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Window of Opportunity:

This Integrated Demonstration must concur with existing and planned EM-30/40/50/60 activities
applicable to this area. This capability should be available to support the onset of D&D activities at
the Y-12 Plant currently scheduled to begin in FrY 98.

Other Applicable IDs/IPs:

Currently Related Tasks:

Task PrincitutlInvestigator _

EM-40 Y-12 D&D Y.C. Childs (ORNL) 615-576-8155 J. Moore (OR)
Technical Services
Activities
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NEEDS STATEMENT: DD-32

ID/IP: Decontamination and Decommissioning of Facilities Integrated Demonstration

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.02.03

Focus Area: Facility Transitioning, Decommissioning, and Final Disposition

Description of Need: Nickel Recovery and Decontaminationof Metals (Metals)

Demonstrations of decontamination and recycle technologies applicable to a wide range of scrap
metals available at numerous DOE sites, which are contaminated with radiological and/or undesirable
chemical species, are required to permit beneficial reuse of these metals within the DOE complex.
Such scrap metals include significant quantities of mild steel, stainless steel, nickel, aluminum, lead,
precious metals, and virtually any of the metals of commerce. Depending on the applications in
which the metals had been used, radioactive contaminants could include U, Thez_, Prz_,,Cst_r, Tc_,
Pu239, NP237 , tritium, fission products, and/or activation products. Chemical contaminants can include
mercury, lithium, and numerous heavy metals.

An Integrated Demonstration was initiated in FY 94 to clean, size, remelt, and fabricate stainless steel
Radioactive Scrap Metal (RSM) into 100 cubic feet boxes and/or 55-gallon drums for utilization in a
controlled release environment. An additional effort for the demonstration of an integrated process
for decontamination of GDP nickel has been proposed. Recommended efforts would concentrate on
bench-scale demonstration of electrorefining for Tc removal. On-going EM-30 programs at INEL
have been directed to establishing DOE-RSM inventories and evaluation of pyrometallurgical
decontamination technologies. Future demonstration efforts will be directed to processing and recycle
of other forms of contaminated metals within the DOE Complex. Metals recycle activities are
directed toward establishing regional RSM recycle industries.

Technology Needs:

For FY 95, metals recycle work needs to be initiated in the following areas:

Nickel Recovery: Initiation of the GDP Nickel recovery demonstrationprogram. Efforts in FY 95
should be directed to the demonstration of pyrometallurgical processing methods
for slag/metal separation of uranium and chemically active uranium daughter
products, and scale-up of electrorefining processing for Tc separation. It is
estimated that demonstration efforts on nickel processing would continu_ in FY 96.

Degont_rninationof Li_hklmProcessing Eo_u_ment(Ex Situ): Initiation of a demonstration of
technologies for the removal of mercury, lithium and depleted uranium from mild
steel, stainless steel and nickel components used in lithium processing operations.
Removal of such contaminants must be to a level sufficient to permit recycle of the
base metals for beneficial reuse within the DOE complex. The FY 95 results
should include recommendations for pilot-test equipment and demonstrations to be
carried out in FY 96.
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Dec0nt_mino)tion of Aluminum. Cot)per. Lead and Precious Metals: Initiation of three seeping studies
for developing process recommendations and flow sheets for decontamination of
aluminum, lead and precious metal scrap. The results of these studies should lead
to recommendations for process demonstratiom to be initiated in FY 96 and
following.

The described activities are expected to be carried out over the next five years, with a yearly
assessment to determine levels of continued funding.

Window of Opportunity:

Integrated Demonstrations must concur with existing and planned EM-30/40/50/60 activities
applicable to each area. Capabilities are needed to support the onset of D&D activities, such as those
at the Y-12 Plant, currently scheduled to begin in FY 98.

Other Applicable IDs/IPs:

Currently Related Tasks:

T_k Principal,l[nvesti_ator PI Phone

Stainless Steel Beneficial W.L. Bocttinger(SRTC) 803-725-4833 M. O'Rear (SR)
Reuse Program

EM-40 Y-12 D&D Y.C. Childs (ORNL) 615-576-8155 J. Moore (OR)
Technical Services
Activities

Advanced Technologies for D.R. Floyd (ORNL) 615-481-8455 J. Moore (OR)
Decontamination and

Conversion of Scrap Metal
(PRDA)

Catalytic Extraction C. Nagel (MIT) 617-487-7623 D. Trader (RL)
Processing of Contaminated
Scrap Metal (PRDA)

Characterizationof W. Lowry (SNL) 505-983-6698 P. Saxman (AL)
Radioactive Contamination

Inside Pipes with
the SEAMISTTM System (PRDA)

Recycling of Radioactive B. Frazee (INEL) 208-526-3775 T. Williams (ID)
Scrap Metal
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BURIED WASTE

INTEGRATED DEMONSTRATION



2.$ Buried Waste Integrated Demonstration

The Buried Waste Problem

It is estimated that some 3.1 million cubic metersof buriedwaste is located throughoutthe
Department of Energy (DOE) complex (as of 1990). This waste is predominantlylocated at DOE
facilities at Hanford, the Savanna_.River Site, Idaho NationalEngineeringLaboratory,Los Alamos
National Laboratory,Oak Ridge National Laboratory(X-10), andthe Rocky Flats Plant. The wastes
at these various sites have been buried or stored in severaldifferenttypes of structures,including
trenches, pits, buildings, storage pads, or otherspecific structures. Waste disposal activities at DOE
sites were conductedin accordancewith applicableregulationsand laws andaccepted engineering
practices at the time.

Approximately half of all DOE buried waste was disposed of before 1970. Disposal regulations prior
to 1970 permittedthe commingling of various types of waste (i.e. transuranic,low-level radioactive,
hazardous). As a result, much of the buried waste throughoutthe DOE complex is presently believed
to be contaminatedwith both hazardous andradioactivematerials. DOE buried waste typically
includes transuranic-contaminatedradioactivewaste (TRU), low-level radioactive waste (LLW),
hazardous waste per 40 CFR 261, greater-than-class-Cwaste per 10 CFR 61 55 (GTCC), mixed TRU
waste, and mixed LLW. Interstitialsoils are also believed to be contaminatedas a resultof these
disposal practices, andsubsequentreleases, thereby significantlyincreasing the volume of materials
requiring remediation.

Typical buriedwaste includes such items as constructionand demolitionmaterials (i.e. lumber,
concrete blocks, steel plates, etc.), laboratoryequipment(i.e. hoods, desks, tubing, glassware, etc.),
process equipment(i.e. heat exchanger, valves, ion exchange resins, HEPA filters, etc.), maintenance
equipment(i.e. hand tools, cranes, oils and greases, etc.), and decontaminationmaterials (i.e. paper,
rags, plastic bags).

At INEL, the host location for the BuriedWaste IntegratedDemonstration(BWID), a variety of
containers have been used for the disposal of buried waste. Containersused for the shipmentof
wasteattheINEL haveincludedsteeldrums(30-,40-,and55-gallon),cardboardcartons,and
woodenboxes(upto105in.x 105in.x 214in.).Largerindividualitemsweredisposedof
separatelyasloosetrash.Degradationofthewastecontainersisbelievedtohaveresultedin
contaminationoftheimmediatelysurroundingsoil.EstimatesofcontaminatedsoftsatINEL areon
theorderof8 millioncubicfeet.ThespecificgeologyattheINEL inwhichwasteisburiedinvolves
approximately10to30feetofsurficialsediments.Underlyingthesurfacesedimentsisalayerof
fracturedbasalt.Therearetwomajorthinsedimentaryinterbedsinthebasaltlayer,oneinterbedata
depthofapproximately1I0ft,andanotherinterbedat240ft.Datashowthatradioactive
contaminantshavemigratedfromtheburiedwasteseamstothe110ftinterbedandpossiblytothe
240ftinterbed.OrganicshavebeendetectedingroundwaterbeneathINEL (about600ftdepth).

INEL buried waste characteristics are generally representativeof other DOE buried-waste sites.
Remediationtechnology demonstrationsperformed at the INEL shouldprovide data useful for
remedial decision-making at the INEL, as well as at other DOE buried waste sites. Significant
remediation challenges are presentedby buried waste, particularly the pre-1970 buried TRU-
contaminated waste. DOE's Office of EnvironmentalRestorationis committedto resolving the issues
resulting from past disposal practices. DOE's Office of Technology Development supportsthese
efforts to ensure thatappropriatetechnological solutions are available to accomplish the selected
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remediation objectives, and that technology demonstrations provide data useful for remedial decision
making.

Buried Waste Integrated Demonstration Mission

The BWID supports the development and demonstration of technologies that, when integrated with
baseline technologies, form a comprehensive remediation system for the effective and efficient
remediation of buried waste throughout the DOE complex. The BWID is exploring four high-level
systems for the remediation of buried waste. These systems are illustrated in Figure 2-1. These
systems are the basis for the BW1D technological needs for FT 95 and out-years. Technology
demonstrations will be sponsored for these systems to obtain sufficient data to support remediation
feasibility studies.

__[ ....... Ex,itu..... oJSpO/ J

Retrieval Treatment InterimStorage

i i i i..ll . i i

C hl_r_l,_l[ed z_lltiorl I i I Cont_nmerlt_ Long Term
Stabilization Monitoring

_ Hi H

' 'in situ " Retrieval Disposal/
Treatment IntedmStorage

iiii

Long Term
"-- Monitodng

Jl

Figure 2-I. BWID Uses a Systems Approach for Technology Development.

Each system begins with site characterization and includes the following:

* retrieve/ex situ treat

* in situ treat/retrieve

* in situ treat/monitor

• contain/stabilize/monitor
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Each system is comprised of multiple technology processes. Individualtechnology processes are
integrated with surroundingprocesses and require specific input and output. To accomplish the
overall system requirements, each process must perform to its expected level.

Technology Development Oplmrtunities

Technology development opportunities exist within each technology process option illustrated in
Figure 2-1. These needs should be viewed as technological advancementsrequired to satisfy each
process requirement and thus improvethe baseline approach. Individual technology processes must
be reviewed in relation to the system for which they areproposed.

Technology development may involve laboratory, bench-scale, or full-scale equipment testing and
demonstrations, but the primaryemphasis is field deployable technologies. BWID utilizes a simulated
waste pit located adjacent to INEL's Subsurface Disposal Area to test and evaluate technologies. The
Cold Test Pit is 40 feet wide, 150 feet long, and 10 feet deep. The original pit contained 5 cells,
each representing a different waste configuration (random dumpeddrums, random dumped drums and
boxes, stacked drums, stacked boxes, and large objects). Three new cells were recently added to
support BWlD characterizationand retrieval demonstrations. These cells provide known targets and
waste forms to evaluate technologies. Rare earth tracershave been addedto the cells to evaluate
contamination control aspects of tested technologies.

All proposed technology development and demonstration should be designed to address the unresolved
technical issues facing the proposed technology. Therefore, the size of the demonstration equipment,
the proposed experimental design, and the performance goals should be appropriate to resolve the
technical issues. Proposed technologies that involve participants and technology sponsorsfrom
throughout the DOE complex, private industry, and universities will rank favorably. Collaboration
with other OTD-sponsored Integrated Demonstrations and IntegratedPrograms is encouraged. This
collaborative effort has been implemented to reduce duplication of effort, accelerate technology
development, and leverage DOE funding.

Technologies potentially viable for BWlD-sponsorship will be reviewed on their appropriateness to
the identified needs, their integration into the defined systems, their collaboration with the private
sector, and their schedule for field demonstration. Technical evaluations will utilize specific BWlD
performance indicators to estimate a proposed technology's effectiveness, implementability, life-cycle
cost, and other data requirements.

Points of Contact:

Jaffer Mohiuddin Kevin Kostelnik

DOE-Headquarters Technical Program Coordinator
(301) 903-7965 INEL

(208) 526-9642

George Schneider
DOE-Idaho
(208) 526-6789
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I
NEEDS STATEMENT: BW-1

ID/IP: Buried Waste Integrated Demonstration

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.02.01

Focus Area:

Description of Need: Site and Waste Characterization

BWID will support near-field and ground-based characterization techniques that are critical to
identifying and supporting the remediation processes for buried waste applications. Other Integrated
Programs and Integrated Demonstrations will support other characterization techniques.

Non-Intrusive Site Characterization

BWID Technical Contacts: Dick Callow (208) 526-2042
John Richardson (208) 525-0631

The objective of this effort is to provide logistical, physical, chemical and radiological information via
non-intrusive characterization techniques. This information will support the planning and execution of
future remedial action. Advanced non-intrusive technologies are needed to:

• locate the vertical pit and trench boundaries within + 2 ft.

• identify pre-retrieval characteristics, from ground surface or digface of waste types or
forms and distributions (i.e. shape, size, composition, and orientation).

• conduct surface assessment of radiological, chemical, biological or other critical risk
assessment source terms (hot spots).

• determine the depth to bedrock underlying waste pits and trenches within + 2 ft.

• determine the depth of the overburden/waste interface within + 20%.

• locate the position of large buried objects within + 2 ft.

• characterize regional geology and hydrogeology.

• determine soil/waste heterogeneity, integrity, and voids.

• recognize boundaries between clean and contaminated materials and soils.
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Intrusive Site Characterization

BWID Technical Contacts: Dick Callow (208) 526-2042
John Richardson (208) 525-0631

This effort provides logistical, physical, chemical, and radiological information via intrusive
characterization techniques. The information will support the planning and execution of future
remedial action. Advanced technologies are needed to:

• identify waste types, forms and distributions from borehole to digface.

• provide a detailed subsurface planar image of buried waste.

• provide a three-dimensional map of buried waste.

• determine the depth to bedrock underlying waste pits and trenches within + 1/2 ft.

• determine the depth of the overburden/waste interface within + 20%.

• locate radiological, chemical, biological or other critical risk assessment source terms
(hot spots).

• locate the position of large buried objects within + 1/2 ft.

• recognize boundaries between clean and contaminated materials and soils.

Non-Destructive Waste Assay and Characterization

BWlD Technical Contact: Tim Roney (208) 526-9712

This effort should categorize waste that has been exhumed in intact containers; retrieved, loose
waste/soil; retrieved, loose waste/soil that has been contained for transport; or waste/soil that has

undergone some form of treatment. Key waste assay technology attributes include high throughput
and low-cost methods to support waste segregation, per DOE, DOT, and EPA waste characterization

specifications. Advanced technologies are needed to:

• quantify transuranic radionuclides (i.e. plutonium, americium, etc.) - < 10 nCi/g and
> 100 nCi/g, and other radionuclides (cesium, strontium, etc.).

• rapidly identify and quantify transuranic and other radioisotopes for
excavated waste soil, rock, and debris.

• quantify hazardous constituents (i.e. oils, asbestos gasoline).

• identify pyrophorics (i.e. gasoline, kerosene).

• identify compressed gases.

• identify and quantify free liquids (i.e. acids, oils, water).
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• identify and quantify volatile organic compounds (i.e. trichloroethane, carbon
tetrachloride).

• develop real-time transuranic monitoring techniques for both airborne and loose
surface contamination (< 10 pCi/g and > 100 pCi/g).

• develop real-time hazardous waste monitoring techniques.

• determine bulk chemical composition (pretreatment feedstream characterization).

• develop real-time digital processing techniques for data
integration/reduction.

Window of Opportunity: Site characterization activities are on-going at many buried waste sites.
These activities will continue during Remedial Investigation phases. Opportunities exist now and in
the near-term (FY 95/96) for implementing technology improvements to existing site and waste
characterization technology.

Other Applicable IDs/IPs: Characterization, Monitoring, and Sensor Technology Integrated
Program, Uranium Soils Integrated Demonstration, Mixed Waste Landfill Integrated Demonstration,
Deactivation and Decommissioning Integrated Demonstration

Currently Related Tasks:

Princiv;_tInv¢_ti2ator pI phone TPO

Site Characterization:

High-Resolution D. Collins (PNL) 509-375-2726 D. Trader(RL)
HolographicImaging
of GPR

Non-Intrusive Site M, Donaldson (INEL) 208-526-t_,171 T. Williams (ID)
Characterization

Field Demonstration of B. Johnson 801-583-2697 T. Williams (iD)
Characterization

Technologies

Non-Intrusive Sensing of C. Schwenk (GJPO) 303-248-6116 P. Saxman (AL)
Environmentally Important
Objects

Gravity Field Measurements A. Edwards (INEL) 208-526-8358 T. Williams (ID)

Dig Face Characterization N. Josten (INEL) 208-526-7691 T. Williams (ID)

Imaging Infrared Inter- G. Moore (INEL) 208-526-4847 T. Williams (ID)
ferometer for VOC
Characterization
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Princioal Investi2atot PI Phone TPO

Very-I_ly Time-Domain C. Pfeiffer (INEL) 208-526-1893 T. Williams (ID)
ElectromagneticSensing L. Pellerin (GJPO) 303-236-1315 T. Williams (ID)
of Shallow Buried Waste

Virtual Environment T. Larson (INEL) 208-526-5579 T. Williams (ID)
Generationof Buried
Waste Sites

Geophysics Sensor C. Pfeiffer (INEL) 208-526-1893 T. Williams (ID)
Deployment Platforms
Evaluation

Waste Assay/Characte_on:

Combined Thermal/ K. Koop (LANL) 505-667-5372 P. Saxman (AL)
Epithennal Neutron (CTEN)
Interrogationof TRU Waste

Radioactiveand Hazardous T. Roney (INEL) 208-526-9712 T. Williams (ID)
Material Measurement
System

NDA Characterizationof H. Martz (LLNL) 510-423-4269 R. Scott (SF)
ContainerizedTRU/LLW
Waste (ComputedTomography)

Assay of Excavated Soils T. Roney (INEL) 208-526-9712 T. Williams (ID)
and Debris

High-Speed Digital T. Roney (INEL) 208-526-9712 T. Williams (ID)
Radiography

Field Deployment of C. Mclsaac (INEL) 208-526-0581 T. Williams (_D)
Mobile Rapid Transuranic
Monitoring Laboratory

Real-time Monitoring of J. Finke (INEL) 208-526-2031 T. Williams (ID)
TRU-contaminated Dust

Electrothermal Hollow S. Weeks (AMES) 515-294-4922 S. Webster (CH)
Cathode
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NEEDS STATEMENT: BW-2

ID/IP: Buried Waste IntegratedDemonstration

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.02.01

Focus Area:

Description of Need: Retrievalof UntreatedWaste

BWID Technical Contact: BradGriebenow(208) 526-0501

In FY 95, previously developed technologies will be integrated with newly identifiedtechnologies into
a full-scale retrieval system for demonstrationat the INEL Cold Test Pit. This full-scale retrieval
system demonstrationwill includesite characterization,retrieval, treatment andassayingtechnology.
The retrievalportionwill include two scenarios currentlyidentifiedby the Office of Environmental
Restorationas potential remedial alternatives:hot spot and full-scale retrieval. Hot spot retrieval
consists of retrieving a selected portionof a buried waste site in conjunctionwith an overall waste
containment/stabilizationremedy. Full-scale retrieval includes the complete excavationand
conveyance of waste from a buriedwaste site for treatment and disposal. The FY 95 retrievalsystem
demonstrationwill be conducted at a simulatedburiedwaste pit at the INEL (Cold Test Pit).
Individualtechnology demonstrationswill need to evaluate technology potentialto minimize secondary
waste generation,costs, andpersonnelexposure.

The primaryretrieval technology needs are presentlyunder development,includingremote
excavation, contaminationcontrol, and waste conveyance systems. In FY 95, emphasiswill be placed
on technologies supporting the integratedretrieval system demonstrationat the INEL Cold Test Pit.
Key technology gaps include movablecontainmentstructureand visual simulation,and control
systems for an unstructuredretrieval environmentto oversee the actions of the individualsubsystems.

Hot spot retrieval technology needs include:

• remote delivery system to move retrieval and supportequipmentto the hot spot
location.

• movablecontainmentstructuresin which operationswill be performed.

• contaminationcontrol.

• waste form removal.

• pit stabilization.

• methods to remotely exhumewaste areas of varying size.

Primary full-scale retrieval technology needs include:

• innovative remote exhumationtechniques to support80 cubic yards/8 hr shift retrieval
rate minimum.
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, contamination control techniques to maintain airborne contaminant levels below
IO,O00 X maximum permissible concentration in air.

. dust-free methods for placing exhumed waste into containers for subsequent
conveyance (98 % dust removal efficiency for dry soil).

. conveyance systems to move waste from dilate to processing area.

. innovative containment structures in which operations will be performed and that can
be mobilized from pit to pit as remediation is completed,

, automated data tracking system to record retrieved waste source
location and transportation/conveyance status.

* visual simulation/sensing capability to monitor and control operations
status and equipment location for collision avoidance and enhanced
safety and production.

Other full-scale retrieval technology needs include:

. systems to size-reduce objects (e.g. tanks, lathes, etc.) encountered at the digface for
subsequent conveyance and processing.

(, system health monitoring techniques to predict component failures prior to occurrence
to allow timely and cost-effective maintenance.

i •Window of Opportun ty. Retrieval is being considered as a potential remedial alternative for
selected buried waste sites at INEL, Hanford, Savannah River, ORNL, and other DOE facilities.
Primary opportunity for implementation planning of innovative technology begins in the feasibility
study phase of the cleanup assessment. Feasibility studies are now on-going at some sites, with others
planning for feasibility studies in FY 95 and 96.

Other Applicable IDs/IPs: Robotics Program, Uranium in Soils Integrated Demonstration,
Deactivation and Decommissioning Integrated Demonstration, Underground Storage Tanks Integrated
Demonstration

Currently Related Tasks:

Task PrincipalInvesti2ator Pl Phone TPO

Automated Waste P. Rice (INEL) 208-526-2884 T. Williams (ID)
Conveyance of Retrieved
Waste
ER/OTD Remote Excavation B. Burks(ORNL) 615-576-7350 J. Moore (OR)
Demonstrationat ORNL

Innovative End Effector P. Rice (INEL) 208-526-2884 T. Williams (ID)
to Minimize Dust
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Task PrincipalIn_flnmr _

ContaminatedlVlatcri.al G. Caner (PNL) 509-372-0607 D. Trader(RL)
Excavatlon/Handling/
ContainmentConcept

Full-ScaleTelerobotic J. Rawlins (INEL) 208-526-4304 T. Williams (ID)
Retrieval Demonstration

Cryogenic CuttingSystem D. Bingham(INEL) 208-526-1376 T. Williams (ID)

Cooperative Telerobotic K. Croft (INEL) 208-526-8276 T. Williams (ID)
Retrieval

System HealthMonitoring R. MacDonald(INI3L) 208-526-5071 T. Williams (ID)
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NEEDS STATEMENT: BW-3

ID/IP: Buried Waste IntegratedDemonstration

Work Breakdown Structure Number: C_.05.01.02.01

Focus Area:

Description of Need: Ex Situ Treatment

BWID TechnicalContact: Steve Bates (208) 526-6790

This effort performsdemonstrationson variousinter-relatedwaste pre-treatmenttechnologies, primary
treatment technologies, and associatedsecondarysystems (i.e off-gas systems) for the immobilization,
detoxification, volume reduction, and/or stabilizationof waste components. These demonstrations
should provide sufficient informationon technologies to suppo_ the ER Remedial Investigation/
Feasibility Study (RI/FS) process. Three interrelatedareas, pretreatment,primarytreatment,and
secondary treatment, shouldbe addressedfrom a systems viewpoint for the demonstrationand
evaluation of technologies for this effort. System recyclingshould be considered, as well as
secondary waste stream treatment.

In FY 95 and out-years, the BWID program will focus on-going treatmenttechnologydevelopment
activity, and initiateradioactivetesting in those areas. Radioactivetesting on bench- and pilot-scale
technology will facilitate ER decision-makingthroughthe RI/FS process.

Pretreatment

Pretreatmentof various retrieved waste streams may be required(dependingon the primary treatment
technology) to minimize the amount of waste to be treatedor to optimize the primary treatment of the
waste. A throughputgoal of 1-14 tons/hr is desirablefor these technologies. Advancedtechnologies
are needed for the pretreatmentof retrieved buriedwaste and contaminatedinterstitialsoils. These
technologies must be capableof:

• advanced sorting of retrieved waste into waste types (soils, metals, combustibles,
TRU, LLW, hazardous, etc.).

• assaying organics, hazardous, elemental, and radioactiveconstituents using continuous
or semi-continuous (batch)processes. This assay will be for large bulk volumes of
waste on a real-time or short-time basis.

• size reduction/volumereduction (i.e. shred, compact, cryofracture incineration of
combustibles, etc.).

• pre-processing retrieved waste to optimize treatments.
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Primary Treatment Technologies

Treatment of the waste will include processing solid, mixed, hazardous, and radioactive waste
associated with combustibles, metals, soil, and sludges and their associated structures (i.e. drums,
boxes, large metal objects, etc.). Treatment may be conducted using thermal, chemical, biological,
physical, and/or radiological methods for all or part of the waste streams. A "robust" primary
treatment system developed to minimize characterization and pretreatment is desirable. The
processing limitations (i.e. reliability in operation, maintenance, non-processable components, system
lifetime, feed size, heterogenous feed compositions, etc.) of the technologies should be determined.
Emphasis should be given to the volume reduction of the waste and the minimization/treatment of
secondary waste streams. This would also include the separation of delisted/recyclable portions of the
waste. The development of enhanced waste forms from the waste should also be evaluated. Final
waste forms must meet minimum waste acceptance criteria, including TCLP and other criteria that are
currently being established.

These technologies must be able to:

• treat a significant portion of contaminants retrieved from the waste stream.

• minimize the amount of untreated waste.

• contain all contamination during treatment.

• process any off-gases.

• minimize the generation of secondary waste.

• be verified.

Secondary Treatment Technologies

Pre-treatment and primary treatment technologies may require additional secondary systems. Some of
these systems will be integral parts of the technologies, but may be improved by new technologies.
Advanced technologies are needed, such as:

• Feed systems - including the delivery of waste streams in their associated structures to
the treatment system. The reliability in remote operation and process control must be
optimized.

• Off-gas systems - Various types of off-gas systems needed depend on the type of
treatment technology. The primary need lies in the treatment of off-gas for high-
temperature thermal treatments. The off-gas systems must remove regulated and
radioactive components from the off-gas while minimizing secondary waste streams.
Closed off-gas systems will be given a high priority.

• Secondary Waste stream treatment - The potential for various secondary waste streams
exists, which adds to the final disposal cost. Any methods to detoxify, reduce, or

treat secondary waste streams may be considered.
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* Final waste form verification - As the waste form is produced, the product quality of

the waste form must be verified prior to disposal. Extensive sampling is not desirable
due to the high analytical cost. NDA/NDE methods to verify final waste form quality
on a real-time or short-time basis is needed.

Window of Opportunity: Retrieval followed by ex situ treatment is being considered as a potential
remedial alternative for selected buried waste sites at INEL, Hanford, Savannah River, ORNL and

other DOE facilities. Primary opportunity for implementation planning of innovative technology
begins in the feasibility study phase of the: cleanup assessment. Feasibility studies are now on-going
at some sites, with others planning for feasibility studies in FY 95 and 96.

Other Applicable IDs/IPs: Uranium in Soils Integrated Demonstration, Mixed Waste Integrated
Program, In Situ Remediation Integrated Program, Supercritical Water Oxidation Program

Currently Related Tasks:

Tas......kk Principal Investigator PI Phone TP__.OO

Arc Melter Vitrification N. Soelberg (INEL) 208-526-6923 T. Williams (ID)

STRATEX for Soils B. Peters (ANL) 708-252-7773 S. Webster (CH)
Treatment

Graphite DC Plasma Arc J. Surma (PNL) 509-376-4905 D. Trader (RL)
Furnace

Non-Thermal Plasma L. Rosocha (LANL) 505-667-8493 P. Saxman (AL)
Secondary Off-Gas
Treatment

Modeling of Thermal M. McKeUar(INEL) 208-526-1346 T. Williams (ID)
Plasma Arc Technology
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NEEDS STATEMENT: BW-4

ID/IP: Buried Waste Integrated Demonstratiol_

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.02.0i

Focus Area:

Description of Need: In Situ Treatment

BWID Technical Contact: Steve Bates (208) 526-6790

In situ treatment of buried waste can serve two separate objectives, depending on the selected
remediation concept: (1) in situ treatment with long-term monitoring for in-place disposal; and (2) in
situ treatment prior to retrieval of the treated waste form, and, ultimately, disposal at an appropriate
facility.

In Situ Treatment/Long-term Monitoring

The objective of this effort is to perform demonstrations of in situ treatment, in which the processed
buried waste is to be left in place. The performance characteristics of the treated waste must provide
suitable containment or destruction of both hazardous and radiological waste constituents in both the
wastes and interstitial soils. This treatment must represent a "permanent" solution, in which long-
term contaminant release to groundwater, surface soils, or air is reduced to acceptable levels.
Advanced technologies are needed for the in situ treatment of buried waste and contaminated

interstitial soils for in-place disposal. These technologies must:

• treat all contaminants within the waste stream to provide long-term containment of
residual contaminants.

• treat to depths from 15 to 25 feet.

• minimize the amount of untreated wastes.

• contain contaminants during treatment to below regulatory levels.

• treat l_rocess off-gases to below regulatory levels.

• minimize generation of secondary wastes.

• be verifiable.

In Situ Treatment/Retrieval

For this concept, the primary purpose of the in situ treatment is to minimize the potential spread of
contamination during the retrieval process. This combination of in situ treatment followed by
retrieval must provide a significant advantage in contamination control over the retrieval of untreated
wastes. Advanced technologies are needed for the in situ treatment of waste and contaminated
interstitial soils. These technologies must:
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* produce a retrieval product using conventional retrieval technology.

* treat to depths from 15 to 25 feet.

• minimize the amount of untreated wastes.

* contain contaminants during treatment to below regulatory levels.

* treat process off-gases to below regulatory levels.

* minimize generation of secondary wastes.

* be verifiable.

Window of Opportunity: Primary opportunity for implementation planning of innovative technology
begins in the feasibility study phase of the cleanup assessment. Feasibility studies are now on-going
at some sites, with others planned for FY 95 and 96.

Other Applicable IDs/IPs: Mixed Waste LandfiU Integrated Demonstration, In Situ Remediation
Integrated Program

Currently Related Tasks:

T_k Principal Investigator pI Ph0n¢ TP___Q

Innovative Grout G. Loomis (INEL) 208-526-9208 T. Williams (ID)
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NEEDS STATEMENT: BW-5

ID/IP: BuriedWaste Integrated Demonstration

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.02.01

Focus Area:

Description of Need: Containment/Stabilization/Long-TermMonitoring

BWID Technical Contact: Guy Loomis (208) 526-9208

Technologies are needed to stabilize and contain radionuclideand hazardous buried waste
contaminants. The objective of these technologies is to reduce and/or eliminate the potential for
contaminants to migrate from the buried waste matrix. At the INEL Subsurface Disposal Area, the
primary release mechanism for buried waste contaminants is leaching from the waste matrix through
soils and fractured basalt to groundwater. Secondary release mechanisms include airborne dispersal at
the ground surface and vegetative uptakes.

BWID technology needs focus on containing and stabilizing contaminants within the buried waste
streams. Other Integrated Demonstrations and Integrated Programs are pursuing technologies to
contain and remediate contaminant plumes that have migrated from the source.

Stabilization and containment technologies must:

• demonstrate an effective reduction or elimination of contaminant releases through
surface dispersal and/or leaching.

• reliably deliver, mix and disperse stabilization agents (grouts, etc.), including
delivery of grout, into the waste matrix with sufficient energy to rupture
containers and mix with waste forms.

• serve as a barrier for inhibiting contaminant migration and be resistant to waste
contaminants and potential subsidence.

• not preclude subsequent treatment or waste retrieval.

• be verifiable to ensure the buried waste of concern is adequately stabilized and
contained.

• minimize generation of secondary waste (e.g., during capping, jet grouting, and well
plugging).

In order for containment and stabilization technologies to be considered a long-termremedy for
buried waste, adequate capability to predict and monitor performance of the contained buried waste is
necessary. Therefore, technology is needed to:

• provide long-term monitoring of contained and/or stabilized buried waste contaminants
through innovative intrusive and/or non-intrusive techniques.
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• verify that the buried waste source term of concern is adequately
stabilized and contained.

• improve predictive capabilities to evaluate long-term performance of various
containment and stabilization technologies for multiple waste types; includes increased

understanding of the grout/waste chemistry, long-term grout stability in the presence
of wastes and surface and groundwater, sensitivity of grout performance, and
development of new grouting agents

Window of Opportunity: The BWID intends to conduct individual technology performance tests in
FY 94 and FY 95. These technologies will support an integrated demonstration to evaluate a
complete containment and stabilization system for a simulated buried waste site beginning in FY 96.
This demonstration will evaluate both surface containment (capping) and subsurface stabilization/
containment technologies, as well as long-term monitoring technology.

Other Applicable IDs/IPs: In Situ Remediation Integrated Program, Mixed Waste Landfill
Integrated Demonstration

Currently Related Tasks:

P.ri_ipal Investigator PI Phone TPP..Q

Monolithic Confinement J. Alexander (PNL) 509-372-2112 D, Trader (RL)
of Fractured Basalt

In Situ Encapsulation J. Weidner (INEL) 208-525-5834 T. Williams (ID)
of Buried Waste
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NEEDS STATEMENT: BW-6

ID/IP: Buried Waste Integrated Demonstration

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.02.01

Focus Area:

Description of Need: Disposal and/or Interim Storage

BWID Technical Contact: Guy Loomis (208) 526-9208

Following retrieval and treatment of buried wastes, the resulting waste forms will be packaged for

either interim storage followed by disposal, or immediate disposal. Interim storage durations may
range from several days to years, pending the availability of a disposal facility. The waste form
packaging (drums, large boxes, etc.) and type (vitreous, grouted, untreated) may also vary, depending
on the selected retrieval and treatment technologies. Prior to interim storage or disposal, waste forms
must be characterized to ensure that disposal and storage regulations and acceptance criteria are met.

Currently, no disposal site exists for buried transuranic-contaminated wastes. The DOE Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant (WlPP) is presently undergoing testing and evaluation. The BWlD seeks
innovative disposal alternatives for transuranic-contaminated retrieved buried waste. Primary
technology needs include:

* investigate innovative disposal concepts for transuranic-contaminated
buried wastes, including reclassified TRU waste (e.g. TRU
transmutation to short-lived or stable isotopes).

* develop proposed specific waste acceptance criteria to define buried
waste treatment and packaging requirements.

• develop technologies that minimize the volume of waste requiring
disposal (waste segregation, treatment, packaging, certification - see
other need descriptions).

Window of Opportunity: Disposal and interim storage decisions for retrieved buried waste will be
documented in the Record of Decision ft,, each buried waste retrieval site. AvailabilLy of interim
storage/disposal facilities and their acceptance criteria will drive many aspects of the retrieval and
treatment alternative. Therefore, innovative alternatives to the present technology baseline are needed
during the feasibility study phase of the site assessment. Feasibility studies are either on-going or in
the planning stages for most sites. FY 95 through FY 97 is the present window of opportunity for
development of alternative disposal and interim storage concepts.

Other Applicable IDs/IPs: None

Currently Related Tasks: None
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SECTION 3.0

INTEGRATED PROGRAMS



CHARACTERIZATION, MONITORING

&

SENSOR TECHNOLOGY

INTEGRATED PROGRAM



3.1 Characterization, Monitoring and Sensor Technology Intcgrated Program (CMST-IP)

The CMST-IP delivers needed characterization, monitoring, and sensor technology to its customers
(EM/30/40/60) when required. For FY 95, these needs are grouped into the following focus areas:

• Expedited site characterization.

• Characterization and monitoring of high-level waste tanks.
t

• Characterization and monitoring of mixed waste, waste processes, and effluents.

• Characterization support for decontamination and decommissioning activities.

• Sensor development in collaboration with the robotics program.

• Sensor and field analysis equipment.

• Characterization decision support tools.

• Geophysical and hydrogeologic measurements.

Some of the needs listed above are being addressed in currently funded projects. Therefore, a list of

related FY 94 projects has been provided within each needs statement, in order to avoid proposals
that duplicate on-going work.

For proposed technology development, parameters/constituents of interest must be specified with
corresponding performance goals, including limits of detection, accuracy, and precision. Baseline
techniques (if they exist) must be identified with lists of performance specifications, so that figures of
merit the proposed technology can be compared. In addition, performance goals must be consistent
with the functional and operating requirements established by the customeI(s). TTPs must identify
specific customers. Evidence of communication with the prospective customers must be demonstrated
in TTPs.

It is also preferred that TTPs contain evidence of planned collaboration with EM-30/40/60 customers,
private industry, universities, or other government laboratories. The collaboration shall be aimed at
leveraging human and financial resources, and at facilitating the implementation and
commercialization of the proposed technology development. The importance of collaboration will be

reflected in the funding decisions.
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Refer to the Technology Needs Crosswalk Report(RUST Geotech Inc., January 1993,
DOE/ID/12584-117 Ed. 1), which provides details on site-specific needs. The same report also gives
those new in the field the names of DOE site contacts who have more detailed informationabout
needed technologies that may lead to collaborativeefforts.

Questions concerning the CMST-IP FY 95 needs should be directed to:

Caroline B. Purdy Paul Wang
CMST-IP ProgramManager Technical ProgramCoordinator
U.S. DOE Ames Laboratory
(301) 903-7672 (515) 294-6773

Eric M. Lightner Albert N. Tardiff
CMST-IP Projects Manager CMST-IP Projects Manager
U.S. DOE U.S. DOE
(301) 903-7935 (301) 903-7670

i
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NEEDS STATEMENT: CM-I

ID/IP: Characterization, Monitoring and Sensor Technology Integrated Program

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.01.08

Focus Area: Contaminant PlumeContainmentandRemediation;LandfillStabilization

Description of Need: Expedited Site Characteriza_._ion

Expedited Site Characterization (ESC) will decrease characterizationcosts, save time, be less
intrusive, and achieve regulatoryacceptance. Basic featuresof the ESC methodology include:

• comprehensiv; researchand planningbefore field work begins.

* use of minimally intrusiveandfield deployable techniques(an example of a minimally
intrusive techniqueis the use of the cone penetrometerto deploy or emplace both
sensors and samplingprobes for rapiddeterminationof contaminants, hydrogeologic
properties, and/or subsurfacesoil properties).

• soundjudgments based on rapidintegrationand analysis of data in the field.

* a dedicated technicalteam withdiverse expertise and strong field experience to
participatein decision-makingfrom initial planning, throughfield program/
implementation,to final reporting.

The success of implementing ESC methodologyto reduce site characterizationtime and cost has been
demonstrated at various sites. Results are well documented (Burton 1992; Burton, et al. 1993).
Wide-scale implementation of this methodology is necessary to ensure timely delivery of site data for
input to Records of Decision. Many DOE sites are contaminated with volatile organic compounds
(VOCs), heavy metals, inorganic anions, radionuclides, and combinations of the above. Proposals are
sought to implement ESC methodology at DOE sites.

Window of Opportunity: Present - FY 96

Other Applicable IDs/IPs: VOC-AridID, MWLID
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Currently Related Tasks:

Tas..__kk PrincipalInvestigator PI Phone TP__Q

ExpeditedSite J.C. Burton(ANL) 708-252-8795 S. Webster(CH)
Characterization,
Application to Federal
Facilities

Ames Expedited Site A. Bevolo (AMES) 515-294-6406 S. Webster (CH)

References:

Burton, J.C., "Prioritizationto LimitSampling andDrilling in Site Investigation,"in Proceedings of Federal
Environmental Restoration Conference and Er_ibition, pp. 242-251, Vienna, VA. April 1.5-17, 1992.
(NTIS Order No. DE922010513).

Burton, J.C., et al, "ExpeditedSite Characterization:A Rapid, Cost Effective Process for Preremedial Site
Characterization," Submitted to the Fourteenth Superfund Conference, Washington D.C., November 29-
December 2, 1993.
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NEEDS STATEMENT: CM-2

ID/IP: Characterization, Monitoring, and Sensor Technology Integrated Program

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.01.08

Focus Area: High-Level Waste Tank Remediation; Mixed Waste Characterization, Treatment, and
Disposal; Facility Transitioning, Decommissioning and Final Disposition;
Contaminant Plume Containment and Remediation, Robotics

Description of Need: Characterization and Monitoring of High-Level Waste Tanks

Approximately 200 large underground storage tanks (USTs) have been used to capture, process, and
store radioactive waste from weapons material production processes. These tanks contain highly
radioactive sludges, saltcake, and supernatant liquids. The major chemical constituents are nitrate and
nitrite salts, hydrated metal oxides, phosphate precipitates, transuranics, and isotopes of strontium,
iodine, cesium, and technetium. The environment within the tanks is highly radioactive, i.e., 100s to
1000 Rad/h_', caustic, and chemically harsh (Hanlon 1993).

The objectives of this effort are to provide characterization/monitoring technology to help resolve or
mitigate the waste tank safety issues, including tank leak monitoring, and to support activities required
for the retrieval, pretreatment, and processing of waste in single-shell tanks.

Technology development needs include:

• in situ measurement of fissiles (Pu, Am), moisture, thermal properties, fission

products (Sr, Cs), rheological and other physical properties, and head space gases
(hydrogen, nitrous oxide, ammonia).

• large-area imaging techniques to idemify hot spots, significant variations in layering,
overall stratigraphy, buried objects, etc.

• new waste sampling methods to obtain a representative portion of the solid, sludge,
slurry, liquid, crust, and/or vapor for analysis. Of special interest are the following:
sludge sampler with retention of dissolved gases; large-volume (25 liter) liquid
sampler; off-axis sampler to locations away from riser; and tank bottom sampler.

• screening methods to improve throughput of tank waste analysis in the hot cells.

Window of Opportunity: present - FY 2000

Other Applicable IDs/IPs: USTID; RTDP, MWLID, D&D
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Currently Related Tasks:

Tas__.kk PrincipalInvestigator PI Phone TP___QO

Imaging through T. Peters (PNL) 509-375-2101 D. Trader (RL)
Obscuration for
Sluicing

TRU and Moisture R. Brodzinski (PNL) 509-376-3529 D. Trader (RL)
Measurement in HLW
Tanks by Neutron
Activation

Electromagnetic Moisture R. Hockey (PNL) 509-375-2813 D. Trader (RL)
Measurement in Single-
Shell Tank Waste

In Tank Interface H. Tilley (SRTC) 803-725-1876 M. O'Rear (SR)
Detection Using Time
Domain Reflectrometry

Acoustic Characteri- D. Martin (AMES) 515-294-3344 S. Webster (CH)
zation in Stabilized
USTs

Sensing of Head Space G. Bastiaans (AMES) 515-294-3298 S. Webster (CH)
Gases & Continuous

_. In Situ Monitoring

Laser Ablation Mass S. Colson (PNL) 509-375-6882 D. Trader (RL)
Spectrometry Scanning
of Waste Tank Core

Samples

Cone Penetrometer for L. Bunes (PNL) 509-376-9942 D. Trader (RL)
In Situ Waste Tank
Characterization

Effects of Gamma R. Donohoe (LANL) 505-665-6794 P. Saxman (AL)
Irradiation on a

Fiber Optic-Based
Raman Probe

Problem Directed Rapid R. Jenkins (ORNL) 615-576-8594 J. Moore (OR)
Chemical
Characterization

Reference:

Hanlon, B.M., Tank Farm Surveillance and Waste Status Summary Report for June 1993. WHC-EP-O182-63.
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NEEDS STATEMENT: CM-3

ID/IP: Characterization, Monitoring and Sensor Technology Integrated Program

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.01.08

Focus Area: High-Level Waste Tank Remediation; Mixed Waste Characterization, Treatment, and
Disposal; Facility Transitioning, Decommissioning and Final Disposition;
Contaminant Plume Containment and Remediation, Landfill Containment

Description of Need: Characterization and Monitoring of Mixed Waste, Waste Processes and
Effluents

This section describes technology development needs in waste stream, diagnostics and controls for
processing of high-level, transuranic (TRU) and mixed low-level wastes. The objectives of this effort
are to provide characterizing technologies for segregating and routing incoming waste streams into
appropriate treatment processes; to provide effluent monitoring for optimizing treatment operation,
and for ensuring compliance with safety and applicable environmental requirements; and to assure
stability and integrity of final waste forms.

Specifically, these needs are grouped into the following areas:

Initial Waste Stream Characterization:

* Techniques that determine whether the waste is low-level waste, which is below 100
nCi/gram, or TRU waste.

* Reliable TRU assay in the presence of high gamma dose rates.

• Real-time measurements for lead, mercury, nitrates and organic content in waste
materials.

• Measurement techniques for assessment of mixed fission products and mixed
activation products in low-level was*.e.

Waste Process and Effluent Monitoring:
i

• Real-time monitoring for the detection of radionuclides, RCRA-listed heavy metals,
organics, and chlorine in thermal treatment off-gas to the level below regulatory
concern.

• Techniques that provide the capability of real-time/continuous measurements of
radionuclides, pH, total organic carbon, reactive compounds, particulates, RCRA-
listed heavy metals, tritium, and chelating agents at various measurement points as
well as in aqueous and organic waste tanks.

Window of Opportunity: Present - FY 2000

Other Applicable IDs/IPs: MWIP, MWLID, BWID, USTID, D&D
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Currently Related Tasks:

Tas._..kk PrincipalInvestigator PI Phone TP___Q

ContinuousEmission J. Demirgian (ANL) 708-252-6807 S. Webster (CH)
Monitoring of
Incinerators

Infrared Analysis of J. McClelland (AMES) 515-295-7948 S. Webster (CH)
Wastes (FTIR-PAS &
TIRS)

Associated Particle P. Hurley (EG&G-STL) 805-681-2472 K. McWilliam (NV)
Imaging

Technical and Program E. Stallings (LANL) 505-667-2236 P. Saxman (AL)
Support
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NEEDS STATEMENT: CM-4

ID/IP: Characterization, Monitoring and Sensor Technology Integrated Program

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.01.08

Focus Area: Facility Transitioning, Decommissioning and Final Disposition; Mixed Waste
Characterization, Treatment, and Disposal; Robotics

Description of Need: Characterization Support for D&D Activities

The following are characterization, monitoring, and sensor technology needs in support of D&D
activities:

,, Characterize a wide variety of materials (e.g. concrete, metal equipment, internal

surfaces, reactor vessel components, fuel storage sludge) to support D&D operations.
Three sampling systems are needed to remove concrete core samples from floors and
walls to remove sludge sample cores from the bottom of fuel storage pools, and to
collect samples from the inside walls of reactor vessels. Each system must address
heath and safety, containment, and radiological concerns pertinent to the specific
deployment.

* Design sampling systems that will not contaminate the sample with tool material. The
objective is to maintain sample integrity, the sampling tool should be easily
decontaminated, the system should be modular and adapt to a variety of sampling
scenarios, and the system should be adaptable for remote (automated) application.

• Develop a real-time alpha sensor suitable for use under a wide range of solution
conditions and activity levels to support D&D activities. The sensor should be useful
from the Ci/L level (flush solutions) to the I_Ci/L level (final decontamination
conditions). This sensor will be used for the analysis of decontamination and flush
solutions, will help resolve criticality issues, and will provide information to evaluate
the effectiveness of decontamination operations.

• Sensors are needed to determine, in realtime, RCRA-listed and other hazardous

organics, including PCBs, on complex process equipment (metal) surfaces and facility
structure (metal, concrete, transite, etc.) surfaces. It would be most useful to develop
instrumentation that is portable (for in situ measurements), that can discriminate
between organic compounds, and operate in harsh environments. The instrumentation

should be amenable to facility mapping through either large surface area coverage or
deployment by autonomous robotic devices. Instrument sensitivity at or below
regulatory limits is useful, but the emphasis should be on ease of use, reliability, and
ruggedness. The portion of the equipment placed within a contaminated environment
must be capable of being decontaminated for reuse, or have low cost, easily
disposable components.

• In situ, real-time trace inorganic measurement systems for continuous measurements
of NPDES species, such as iron, copper, and selected anions, such as chloride and
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fluoride. Sensitivity levels should meet or exceed those from current baseline
instrumentation.

Window of Opportunity: Present - FY 99

Other Applicable IDs/IPs: D&D ID, RTDP

Currently Related Tasks:

_cipal InvestigatOr PI Phone

Remote Sensing Systems L.R. Tinney (RSL) 702-295-8098 K. McWilliams(NV)
Development

Multi-Analyte, Single F. Milanovich (LLNL) 510-422-6838 R. Scott (SF)
Fiber Optical Sensor

PortableAcoustic Wave G. Frye (ANL) 505-844-0787 P, Saxman (AL)
Sensor Down Hole
Monitoring

Chlorinated and Aromatic B, Swanson (LANL) 505-667-5814 P, Saxman(AL)
Hydrocarbon Thin Film
Sensors

Direct SamplingIon M. Wise (ORNL) 615-574-4862 J. Moore (OR)
Trap Spec.
Instrumentation

SIMS Analysis: J. Delmore (INEL) 208-526-2820 T. Williams (ID)
Developmentand
Evaluation

RCRAMetals Analysis A. Koskelo (LANL) 505-665.4463 P. Saxman (AL)
by Laser Induced
Breakdown
Spectrometry

LA-ICP-AES Using a High A. D'Silva (AMES) 515-294-9317 S. Webster (CH)
Resolution Fiber
Optic lnterferometer

Improvementsin R. H6uk (AMES) 515-294-9462 S. Webster (CH)
ICP-MS

Infrared Analysis Wastes J. McClelland(AMES) 515-294-7948 S. Webster (CH)
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NEEDS STATEMENT: CM-5

ID/IP: Characterization,Monitoringand SensorTechnology IntegratedProgram

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.01.08

Focus Area: Mixed Waste Characterization,Treatment,and Disposal; Landfill Stabilization;
ContaminantPlume Containmentand Remediation;Facility Transitioning,
Decommissioningand Final Disposition; Robotics

Description of Need: Sensor Development in Collaborationwith the Robotics Program

This section describes sensor technology developmentneeds in supportof the Robotics Focus Area.
The objectives of this effort are to provide remotesensing, operationand control of equipmentto
reduce worker exposure, to increasethroughputof sample analysis, and to save cost. Specifications
on the end productof the proposed sensor developmentsuch as geometry, weight, volume, power
consumption, and supportingperipheralequipmentneed to be detailed.

Examples of sensor needs are groupedin the following types:

Physical State Sensors

* 3-D imaging and position sensors, especially ground-penetratingradar.

* Real-time, light-weight sensor to determine location of interfacebetween waste and
storage tank surface.

. Radiation, chemical, and environmentallyhardenedencoders; proximityand vision
sensors.

Chemical Sensors

* Non-contact, real-time sensor for PCBdetector for floors, walls and equipment.

. < 1 hour whole sealed drum and bin characterizationto determine if lead or other
hazardous materials are present.

* Real-time spectroscopy for detection of heavy metals and RCRA constituents.

Radiation/Electromagnetic/Geo-Physical Sensors

, Miniaturized alpha/gammasensor to detect mixed waste samples.

• Portable, real-time detector to recognize isotopes by radiationemitted.

• Real-time detection and differentiation of uranium, thorium, and their daughter
products.
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Window of Opportunity: Present - FY 2000

Other Applicable IDs/IPs: RTDP, D&DID, BWID

Currently Related Tasks: None
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NEEDS STATEMENT: CM-6

ID/IP: Characterization, Monitoring and Sensor Technology Integrated Program

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.01.08

i

Focus Area: Mixed Waste Characterization, Treatment, and Disposal; Landfill Stabilization;
Contaminant Plume Containment and Remediation; Facility Transitioning,
Decommissioning and Final Disposition; Robotics

Description of Need: Sensor and Field Analysis Equipment

Sensor and field analysis equipment are needed to:

• Detect and monitor contaminants in soils, groundwater, waste containers and process
effluents.

• Expedite site characterization.

• Monitor waste handling and waste treatment processes (e.g., retrieval of buried waste;
chemical separation and treatment processes; and decontamination and
decommissioning activities).

There is a special interest in sensors that are deployable by cone penetrometers or other minimally
intrusive means for use in subsurface and groundwater environments. Sensors for monitoring off-gas
from thermal treatment processes or for use in a robotic platform are not considered here. Their
needs are described in separate sections.

Contaminants of concern are volatile organic compounds (VOCs) in soils and groundwater (excluding
VOCs in soil gas); heavy metals, i.e., Hg, Pb, Cr v_and As; nitrate and cyanide ions; radionuclides,
i.e., Pu, U, Am, Th, Tc, 9°Sr, '37Cs, and 3H; and polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs). The VOCs of
principal concern are trichloroethylene (TCE), perchloroethylene (PCE), carbon tetrachloride, and
chloroform. Petroleum hydrocarbons are also of concern.

Window of Opportunity: Present - FY 2000

Other Applicable IDs/IPs: MWLID, BWID, VOCAID, USID, D&DID, RTDP, MWlP, ISRIP

Currently Related Tasks:

Tas......kk principal Investigator pI Phone TPO

Cone Penetrometer J. Walker (ANL) 708-252-6803 S. Webster (CH)
Support

TDR and Fiber Optic R. Knowlton (SNL) 505-848-0425 P, Saxman (AL)
Probes for the Cone
Penetrorneter
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Task principalInvestiRatgr pI Phone TPO

Development of Screening P. Doskey (ANL) 708-252-7662 S. Webster (CH)
and Quantitative Field
Methods

Sol-Gel Indication G. Wicks (SRTC) 803-725-3190 M. O'Rear (SR)
Program

Miniaturized Chemical G. Laguna (SNL) 505-844-5273 P. Saxman (AL)
FlowProbe Sensor

Development

Multi-analyte, Single F. Milanovich (LLNL) 510-422-6838 R. Scott (SF)
Fiber Optical Sensor

Portable Acoustic Wave G. Frye (SNL) 505-844-0787 P. Saxman (SF)
Sensor

Chlorinated and Aromatic B. Swanson (LANL) 505-667-5814 P. Saxman (SF)
Hydrocarbon Thin Film
Sensors

Remote Sensing Systems L. Tinney (RSL) 702-295-8098 K. McWilliam (NV)
Development

Air Quality Boundary P. Hemberger (LANL) 505-665-5735 P. Saxman (AL)
Monitoring for VOCs

Multi-Spectral Neutron J. Conaway (LANL) 505-667-2683 P. Saxman (AL)
Logging

Direct Sampling Ion Trap M. Wise (ORNL) 615-574-4862 J. Moore (OR)
Mass Spectrometry

SIMS Analysis J. Delmore (ORNL) 208-526-2820 T. Williams (ID)

RCRA Metals Analysis by A. Koskelo (LANL) 505-665-4463 P. Saxman (AL)
Laser-lnduced Breakdown

Spectroscopy

Air Quality Monitoring D. MacArthur (SNL) 505-843-8943 P. Saxman (AL)
for Alpha Contamination

Direct Measurement A. Schilk (PNL) 509-376-9510 D. Trader (RL)
Sr-90 and U-238 in Soils

LA-ICP-AES Using a High A. D'Silva (AMES) 515-294-9317 S. Webster (CH)
Resolution Fiber Optic
Interferometer

Improvements in ICP-MS R. Houk (AMES) 515-294-9462 S. Webster (CH)
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PrincipalInvestigator IPP_LEhg._ TPO

Arrayed Samplerfor R. Jenkins (ORNL) 615-576-8594 J. Moore (OR)
Collection of Vadose
ZoneVOCs

TechnologyPerformance M. Erickson(ANL) 708-252-7772 S.Webster(CH)
Specifications
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NEEDS STATEMENT: CM-7

ID/IP: Characterization, Monitoring and Sensor Technology Integrated Program

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.01.08

Focus Area: Mixed Waste Characterization, Treatment, and Disposal; Landfill Stabilization;

Contaminant Plume Containment and Remediation; Facility Transitioning,
Decommissioning and Final Disposition; Robotics

Description of Need: Characterization Decision Support Tools

Two types of computer software are needed to help expedite site characterization and related
activities: (1) tools to provide statistically based guidance for in-field, step-wise, dynamic planning
and execution of site characterization activities; and (2) tools to facilitate the generation of graphic
spatial displays of characterization information, including the concentrations of contaminants, geologic

structure, hydrogeologic properties, and the associated measurement uncertainties.

Tools of the first type are needed, for example, to help decide where to sample or measure next, and
when additional sampling or measurement is unlikely to add significant value to the characterization
information already collected. Their application should be consistent with the Data Quaiity Objectives
process (Neptune, Brantley, et al. 1990; Neptune, Moorhead, and Michael 1990).

Tools of both types are expected to be used together to facilitate site characterization planning and
related decision-making; understanding of characterization and monitoring data; estimation and
evaluation of contaminant migration potential and remediation alternatives; and communication with
the public and regulatory agency personnel concerning site characterization activities and findings.

The desired tools must function or interface smoothly with each other and the computer systems, and
other software tools commonly used for the generation of graphic spatial display of chemical,

geologic, hydrologic, and geographic information. The tools must support the simultaneous spatial
display of all the data types mentioned above, and the associated measurement, interpolation, or
extrapolation uncertainties. They must support the display of field, laboratory, and other
determinations of site characterization data and information. The tools (and appropriate computer
hardware) should be usable in a field office environment located at the characterization site.

Environmental professionals, such as chemists, geologists, hydrologists, and site remediation
managers, should be able to apply them with ease after only minimal training.

Window of Opportunity: Present - FY 96

Other Applicable IDs/IPs: MWLID, BWID, VOCAID, USTID, D&DID, USID, ISRIP
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Currently Related Tasks:

Tuk princip¢lInvestigator pl Phone ZI_

Remote Sensing System L. Tinney (RSL) 702-295-8098 K. McWilliam (NV)
Development

Data Fusion for S. Tomich (PNL) 509-376-9645 D. Trader (RL)
Characterizationand
Monitoring

Data Fusion for Buried D. Yocky (SNL) 505-844-5188 P. Saxman (AL)
Waste Locationand
Monitoring

ContaminantTransport C. Tsang (LBL) 510-486-5782 R. Scott (SF)
Modeling Studiesof
RussianSites

References:

Neptune, M. D., E. P. Brantley, M. J. Messner, and M. D. Michael. 1990. QuantitativeDecision-Making in
Superfund: A Data Quality ObjectiveCase Study. In Hazardous Materials Control Vol, 3, Number 3.

Neptune, M. D., A. L. Mc_,",rehead,and M. D. Michael. 1990. StreamliningSuperfundSoil Studies: Using
the Data Quality Objective Process. In Hazardous Materials Control. OSWER Proceedings.
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NEEDS STATEMENT: CM-8

ID/IP: Characterization,MonitoringandSensor Technology IntegratedProgram

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.01.08

Focus Area: Mixed Waste Characterization,Treatment,and Disposal; Landfill Stabilization;
ContaminantPlumeContainmentand Remediation;Facility Transitioning,
Decommissioning andFinal Disposition; Robotics

Description of Need: Geophysical and Hydrogeologic Measurements

Informationon site subsurfacegeologic structureand hydrogeologicpropertiesis needed for
estimation of contaminantmigration and evaluationof remediationalternatives. Additionalneeds
included in this section are non-intrusiveor minimally intrusivemethodsfor the characterizationof
burial trenchesand pits, includingboundaries and contents. Trench andpit contents of principal
interest includeuncontainedwastes and waste containersthat are made of metal, wood, and paper.

Specifically, the following are of interest:

, Improved in situ measurementsof transportparameters(hydraulicconductivity,
retardationfactor, diffusion coefficient), physical properties (porosity, density,
pressure), and moisturecontent in the umamratedzone; and

• Improved accuracy, to + 3 feet (1 ft. highly desirable), of locating trench or pit
boundaries, o_ determining overburdendepth, and of determiningthe center of odd-
shaped objects larger than a 55-gallon drum.

Window of Opportunity: Present - FY 97

Other Appficable IDs/IPs: BWID, MWLID, VOCAID, UISID, RTDP, ISRIP

Currently Related Tasks:

Task Pri,,'ncipalInvestieator PIPhone TPO

Cross-hole G. Elbring(SNL) 505-844-4904 P. Saxman(AL)
Compressional& Shear
WaveSeismic
Tomography

ElectricalResistance W. Daly (LLNL) 510-422-8623 R. Scott(SF)
Tomographyfor
SubsurfaceImaging

AnalogSite for J. Long(LBL) 510-486-6697 R. Scott(SF)
Characterizationof
FracturedRock
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Task Princip_lInvestigator PI Phone .T_P..Q

Remote Sensing System L. Tinney (RSL) 702-295-8098 K. McWilliam (NV)
Development

Airborne Miniature J. Nyquist (ORNL) 615-574-4646 J. Moore (OR)
Platforms

ContaminantTransport C. Tsang (LBL) 510-486-5782 R. Scott (SF)
Modeling Studies of
Russian Sites

International D. Bradley(PNL) 509-376-2796 D. Trader (RL)
EnvironmentalAssessment

Zero Tension Lysimeters M. Thompson(AMES) S15-294-1923 S. Webster(CH)

RabbitValley J. Dickerson (GJPO) 303-248-6293 P. Saxman(AL)
Geophysics
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MIXED WASTE

INTEGRATED PROGRAM



3.2 Mixed Waste Integrated Program

Mixed Waste Problem

Mixed waste is an immediate and complex challenge to EM's waste management responsibilities.
The Office of Technology Development must continue to address these major issues:

* DOE sites cannot treat 60 vol % (75 % of waste streams) of currently stored waste

using existing technology without modification.

* Deficiencies and gaps in existing technologies prevent fast and effective
implementation of waste treatment systems.

• Federal and state laws and DOE compliance agreements require rapid commitment to
schedules, technologies and facilities for treating mixed waste. This time constraint

requires continued national coordination of a highly focused set of technology
development initiatives to allow incorporation of innovative technologies, with
commensurate cost savings.

Physical Situation

During the next five years, the DOE will manage over 1,200,000 m3 of mixed low-level waste and
mixed transuranic waste at 50 sites within 22 states (see Table 3.1). More than 1200 individual

mixed waste streams are comprised of various chemical matrices containing a wide range of both
hazardous and radioactive contaminants. Since these waste streams were generated over a 50-year

period, the containment and packaging varies widely (e.g., drums, boxes, buried waste).
Heterogeneity makes characterization difficult -- implementation of sampling plans is costly and
causes risk to workers, while representative samples are hard to obtain.

DOE-managed mixed waste has been categorized into treatability groups attempting to clarify this
complex situation. The volume of each major treatability group has been estimated and can serve to
focus technology development initiatives for mixed waste treatment.

Regulatory Situation

Mixed waste contains hazardous waste (governed by the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
(RCRA)), and radioactive contaminants (governed by DOE Orders). Requirements specified under
these regulations sometimes conflict. Generally, RCRA requirements are prescriptive, while DOE
Orders generally require interpretation (compare: RCRA Land Disposal Requirements for leach rates
of hazardous species and DOE Order for performance assessments of radionuclide migration from a
disposal site).
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Table 3.1. DOE-Managed Mixed Low-Level Waste and Mixed Transuranic Waste Volumes.

,_ rr ' r,,r,m, ' I ' _L, .,,,r, '' ,,.,,,,, ,,r ,,.,,,,.,,,,.,_ I ,, II I [ IIHII II "lllq_ II LLL - "

Source of Mixed Waste Volume (m3)

Current Site Inventories
Mixed Low-Level Waste 247,036
Mixed Transuranic Waste 57,945

i i

Operations Generated (Five-Year Projection)
Mixed Low-Level Waste 279,900
Mixed Transuranic Waste 2,840

I I II I1 II II I I II I I I I

Environmental Restoration (Five-Year Projection)
Mixed Low-Level Waste
Mixed TransuranicWaste 620,000

330

Total 1,208,051
,,, , , , ,,,, ,,,,1,,,' Jilt, , , ,,,, , 'I ,, I n _|P"'='' " ' ,,,,n

Disposal criteria have not been established for mixed waste. Selection of disposal sites, and, in turn,
radioactive disposal criteria, should be based on performance assessments. Performance assessments
for radioactive waste disposal do not take credit for the form of the waste. Delisting of mixed waste
from regulation under RCRA after treatment has not been accepted/approved. Treatment of mixed
waste using the debris rule has not been demonstrated/approved. No deminimus level exists for
radioactivity. The risks to public and workers due to storage of legacy waste is not well defined;
therefore, priorities cannot be established on a risk-based cleanup strategy.

The Congress recognized problems associated with mixed waste management and enacted the Federal
Facility Compliance Act of 1992. The Act waives sovereign immunity for Federal facilities, thereby
allowing DOE to be subject to fines and penalties for failure to manage mixed waste according to
RCRA. This congressional mandate for the DOE to treat it's mixed waste establishes a 3-year
timetable (ending in October 1995) for development of site treatment plans, during which time the
waiver of sovereign immunity is delayed. The Act gives states approval authority over the site
treatment plans. Differing state requirements for the treatment plans are anticipated. After plans
have been reviewed, it is further anticipated that equity brokering between states will occur regarding
treatment, storage and disposal facility location. The National Governors' Association is providing a
forum for states, EPA and DOE to discuss FFCAct implementation. The Western Governors'
Association is actively seeking feedback from industry, and has formed the DOIT (Development of
On-Site Innovative Technologies) committee to foster the development of innovative technologies for
mixed waste management.

Environmental restoration waste is regulated under state laws, Nuclear Regulatory Commission
regulations, RCRA, and CERCLA. Federal Facility Agreements have been negotiated at each site
with a timetable for restoration of facilities. The restoration of a particular waste area group, or
operable unit, is determined through the formal CERCLA process. This process uses specific
technology selection criteria and analysis. Waste streams are identified in the Records of Decisions
that are generated through the CERCLA process. Generally, environmental restoration mixed waste
streams will result from soils or groundwater restoration, or facility D&D activities. However, until
a ROD is established, there is uncertainty regarding the resulting waste stream types, composition,
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and volume -- the informationevolves as the CERCLAprocess is followed. For example, were a no-
actiondecision reached, there would be no resultingwaste streams.

At several sites, a generalpublic distrustof DOE makesit difficult to permitprocesses. This leads to
subsequentdelays or preventsdeploymentof solutions, For example, the lack of public acceptanceof
incinerationhas causeddifficulty in obtainingpermits;however, incinerationis the "best demonstrated
available technology" for treatmentof combustiblewaste. Therefore, technical issues are linked to
legal or perceptual issues, making overcoming "major obstaclesto progress" a complex process, i

I

Technology Development

In response to the need for a comprehensive and consistent approach to mixed waste technology
development, the Office of Technology Development has established the Mixed Waste Integrated
Program (MWlP) to ensure that treatment capability is developed. This program is problem-oriented,
and supportsDOE waste management needs and environmentalrestoration needs. MWlP has
identified technology areas that cover the range of processes required. The program work breakdown
structure reflects technology areas as follows: (1) materials handling, (2) chemical/physical treatment,
(3) waste destruction/stabilization, (4) off-gas treatment and rival waste forms production and
assessment, (5) systems integration, and (6) process monitoringand controls.

Emerging Technologies Systems Intetq'atlon

Mixed waste technologies mustbe capableof processing a range of types and levels of radioactivity,
hazardous constituentsand waste matrices. The complex combinationof mixed waste characteristics
makes the need for treatmenttrains(i.e., series of unit operations)apparent. The performance
requirementsfor and capacityof treatmenttrainswill vary, due to the wide spectrum of waste
volumes, packaging, chemical matrices, contaminants,and extent of waste stream characterization;
therefore, technology cannotbe developed "a projectat a time"; the analysis of problemsand
developmentof technical solutions must be conductedusing a systems approach. Methodologies to
evaluate technical solutions for process performance, risk, cost, and regulatoryacceptancehave been
developed, but are not widely acceptedbecause a pathwayto acceptabilityhas not been established.

Regulatory and public issues must be integratedwith technical issues and treatedon a systems basis.
Methodologies for obtainingpublic involvementare implementedthroughsite-specific efforts and do
not, necessarily, support the implementationof innovativetechnologies. Office of Technology
Development efforts to providetechnical assistanceregardingmixed waste treatmentoptions and
innovative technologies to the Office of Waste Managementhave been initiated.

Adaptation of Commercially Available Equipment

Existing technical solutions are inadequate-- 60 vol%of mixed waste (75% of waste streams) require
improvementsto existing technology before waste can be treated(see Table 3.2). Processes available
to treat hazardousconstituentshave had limited demonstrationsfor the treatmentof hazardousand
radioactiveconstituents. The fate of the radioactivespecies in these processes has not been fully
determined. Only a few waste streams have been identifiedthathave no treatmentcapability. It is
evident thatimprovementof technologies is the primary challengeof mixed waste technology
development.
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Table 3.2, Applicability of Existing Treatment Technologies to DOE Mixed Waste.

I _1 _ I IIII I I III ................. I HIll IIIII[lllllll I I I1[ I _ I il I _l II I I.

Treatmenttechnology TreatmeiitteclmololD' Status
exl_ exit.s, but needs undetermined

Low.Level modification
WasteStreams ................ ........" ..........................

Numberof Quantity(m3) Number Quantity(m3) Numberof Quantity(m_)
streams of streams

streams
Ill, Ill , I I I 111Illl I I It I I ,ll,lll, Ill I

Contacthandled:
304 93,000 797 81,000 85 28,700

[lllll[lll II IIII I I I I II I I II I [11 I]

Remotehandled:
9 6,000 13 38,400 2 10

iii iii iii||iiii i i.i ii II ii I ,...,,., ,.,.,,,,,

Total MLLW 313 99,000 810 119,400 120 28,710
Percent 25% 40% 65% 48% 10% 12%

I IIIIIIIIII I I II II IIIIIIII1_111I I II IIII II II

MWIP MISSION

The MWIP identifies, develops, anddemonstratestechnologies for treatmentof DOE mixed low-level
wastes into forms acceptable for disposal. These technologies must have improvedperformance,
reduced risk, andminimized life-cycle costs over existing technology, or provide treatmentfor waste
streamsfor which no currenttreatmenttechnologyexists.

Objectives have been establishedto achieve the statedmission throughboth developmentof innovative
technology and evaluationof existing technology for the solution of mixed waste treatmentproblems.

(1) Develop and demonstrateimprovedor alternativetechnologies to andfilling
technology gaps in, baseline treatmentplansdeveloped by the Office of Waste
Managementusing actualDOE mixed waste streams.

(2) Develop mixed waste treatmenttechnologies, such as mobile treatmentunits, for DOE
mixed wastes thathave limited treatmentcapacity requirements.

(3) Assess theneed for and prove the feasibility of productionof enhanced waste form(s)
for low-level mixed waste.

(4) Develop and demonstratethe capabilityto characterizeto treat to assure appropriate,
butnot excessive up-front characterization,while treating to meet disposal
requirements.

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES

Significant problem-oriented technology development is in progress (see Table 3.3); therefore,
narrowly-defined technology development needs have been identified. Technology development
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opportunities exist within the following technology areas: chemical/physical treatment; waste

destruction/stabilization; off.gas treatment; and final waste forms production and assessment.

Table 3.3. FY 93 Mixed Waste Technology Development Activities.

,,,,,, , .,i,i _. m , IIIIIIIlfl , II IIIIII I I tll .__ I -- .......=,, _ i,,, _. , _ tit

Waste Streams Sludges HeterogeneousDebris OrganicLiquid Special Waste

Aqueous and organic
liquids

Technkal Area Soils ,,,jI p i Hl_lllml I mill liiliil I It " lilt I II I .L I IIlill ] .

MaterialHandling • Characterizeto treat
• Remote material

handling
f iiiii i i i i __ II ]]| iiii I I i j ii III ii I [ IIIfl _ II i i ii i II i

Chemical/Physical • Bioeatalyst destruction • Decontaminationof • Mercurycontrol
Treatment of nitrlte/nitrate equipment, technologies

• Freeze crystallization containers
technology

' I i ii iii __ iiii I II IllllI IHII IIIJ ........ . ...... 11111 II I "

Waste • Steam reforming of • Fixed-hearthplasma- • Steam
Destruction/ organics and nitrates arc furnace reforming
Stabilization • Fixed-hearthplasma- of organics

arc furnace and nitrates
LIL_ IIII II I __ _ I I _ I I II li II III I III I Jl

Off-gas Treatment • Monitoringusing • Real-time monitoring • Monitoring • Elemental, total
tunablediode laser of alpha emissions using speciated

• Real-timemonitoring • Membrane/Steel tunable mercury monitor
of alphaemissions HEPA filter diode laser • Mercuryvapor

• Membrane/Steel • Real-time removal and

HEPA filter monitoring control
of alpha s Real-time
emissions monitoringof

alpha emissions
,i i. 11111, ,11 i 11111,i , 11H,,Ii, i i ,.,.,.,,,, ,11 1,1,1. i, 1,1. 11 11 ,., 11,i i,|.

FinalWaste • Chemically bonded • Sulfur polymer
Forms ceramics cement

s Polyethylene
• Vitrification

i I in ii lilll ili [ ii
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Each technology alternativemust be reviewed in relationto the system for which it is proposed.
Evidence that principal investigatorsunderstandthe proposed work in the context of MWIP objectives
and systems, and presenta scientifically-validapproach,will be weighed heavily in final proposal
seh'ction. Technology development may involve laboratory,bench-scale, and/or integratedsmall-
scale equipmenttesting anddemonstrationsof specific portions of the flowsheet.

Re_,Jearcherswith questions abouta given technologyarea should contact:

Paul Hart, Ph.D. Jan Berry
ProgramManager Technical ProgramCoordinator
U.S. DOE Oak RidgeNationalLaboratory
(301) 903-7456 (615) 574-6907

Clyde Ward Cliff Brown
MaterialsHandling Chemical/Physical Treatment
SRTC Rocky Flats Plant
(803) 725-5891 (303) 966-3667

John McFee Nina French
Waste Destruction/Stabilization Off-GasTreatment

IT Corporation SNLCA
(505) 262-8740 (510) 294-3185

John Mayberry
Final Waste Forms
SAIC-Idaho
(208) 528-2116
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NEEDS STATEMENT: MW-1

ID/IP: Mixed Waste Integrated Program

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 0i.05.01.02.05

Focus Area: Mixed Waste Characterization, Treatment, and Disposal

Description of Need: Closed Loop Off-gas Systems

In the Off-gas Treatment technical area, there is a need to develop/demonstrate a closed-loop off-gas

system for thermal treatment processes used to treat mixed waste. Current technologies for thermal
treatment of mixed waste of interest to MWIP include incinerators, vitrifiers, and plasma furnaces.
However, these types of processes emit an off.gas that contains pollutants such as toxic heavy metals,
radionuclides, and acid gases. Even with the use of pollution control devices that minimize the

release of these pollutants, there is public concern over the use of these thermal treatment processes
because of the emissions, as well as the lack of real-time instrumentation to monitor the releases of
heavy metals, each of the radionuclides, and various hydrocarbon species. Use of a closed-loop off-
gas system can help alleviate these concerns and significantly reduce the difficulty in sighting and
permitting a mixed waste thermal treatment facility.

Window of Opportunity: FY 94 - 97

Other Applicable IDs/IPs: CMST

Currently Related Tasks:

PrincipalInvestiRator Pl Phone _

ContinuousMonitor D. Ottesen(SNLCA) 510-294-3567 P. Saxman(AL)
Tunable Diode Laserfor
Nit3

Control and Recovery D. Sparger(SNLCA) 510-794-2537 P. Saxman(AL)
of Vapor Phase Mercury

Developmentof a Real- R.E. Gritzo (LANL) 505-667-0481 P. Saxman (AL)
Time Monitor for Alpha
Emissions

ContinuousMonitor for J. Wang (SNLCA) 510-294-2786 P. Saxman(AL)
Mercury in Gases and
on Solids
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NEEDS STATEMENT: MW-2

ID/IP: Mixed Waste IntegratedProgram

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.02.05

Focus Area: Mixed Waste Characterization,Treatment,and Disposal

Description of Need: ExpeditedDemonstrationof a Mixed Waste Treatment Technology

In the area of Chemical/Physical Treatment & Waste Destruction& Stabilization, there is a need to
perform expedited treatmentdemonstrations on mixed waste streams employing new or existing
(modified for the treatment of radionuclides)waste treatment technologies. Upon proposal approval
and release of funds, the expedited demonstration would be expected to occur within one year.
Proposals received for review should addresspermitting issues, mixedwaste stream candidates,
private sector participation and a specific timeline for achieving the demonstration in one year on an
actual mixed waste stream. Several technologies currentlybeing demonstratedinclude vitrification,
plasma arc destruction and steam reforming. New activities are not needed in these areas. The major
thrust will be towards technologies that treat a wide variety of waste streams or the highest volume
streams in the inventory (sludges, solids), and private sector participation.

Window of Opportunity: FY 95 - 96

Other Applicable IDs/IPs:

Currently Related Tasks:

pcincivalInvestigator pl Phone P.T.P_Q

SteamReformingof L. Bustard(SNL) 505-845-8661 P. Saxman(AL)
MixedWaste

PlasmaHearthProcess G.C. McClellan(WHC) 208-533-7257 T. Williams(ID)
RadioactiveTest

Low-LevelMixedWaste D.F. Bickford(SRTC) 803-725-3737 M. O'Rear (SR)
VitrificationProcess
Limits
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NEEDS STATEMENT: MW-3

ID/IP: Mixed Waste Integrated Program

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.02.05

Focus Area: Mixed Waste Characterization, Treatment, and Disposal

Description of Need: Development of Process Monitoring and Control Waste Treatment Technology

In the Systems Analysis technical area, there is a need to develop hardware and software systems that
support thermal and non-thermal treatment technologies for low-level mixed waste. Systems that are
capable of interfacing several treatment technologies are desired. Process monitoring and control
systems proposed should be capable of continuously monitoring all aspects of a given treatment
system (air contaminants, temperature, pressure, feed rate, final form, etc.) and perform real-time
feedback of the data to control the system.

Especially important to this need is real-time monitoring of off-gas species such as radionuclides,
heavy metals, carbon monoxide and hydrocarbons. Proposals that include overall process control will
be evaluated more closely.

Window of Opportunity: FY 95 - 97

Other Applicable IDs/IPs: CMST-IP

Currently Related Tasks:

principalInvestigator PI Phone TPO

Process Monitoring K.P. Carney (INEL) 208-533-7263 T. Williams (ID)
and Control

Waste Stream W.D. Bostick (ORNL) 615-574-6825 J. Moore (OR)
Diagnostics And Control
for Treatment of MW

Diagnostic & Control W.S. Shepard (MSU) 601-325-2105 S. Webster (CH) [
Analytical Laboratory (DIAL)
at Mississippi St. Univ.
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NEEDS STATEMENT: MW-4

ID/IP: Mixed Waste Integrated Program

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.02.05

Focus Area: Mixed Waste Characterization, Treatment, and Disposal
/

Description of Need: Application of the Debris and Empty Container Rules

In the Chemical/Physical Treatment technical area, there is a need to apply the Debris and Empty
Container Rules to mixed waste treatment, which can result in the following:

* Simplify processes and associated characterization requirements.

* Shorten the RDDT&E timeframe, since alternate treatment technologies are Best
Demonstrated Available Technologies (BDAT).

* Reduce the cost of processitig and disposal by existing RCRA regulations.

To date, all work conducted toward evaluating debris technologies (extraction, destruction, and
immobilization) has focused on hazardous waste. Now there is a need to explore the performance of
the debris technologies to mixed waste.

Demonstration, testing, and evaluation is leading to performance measurement of a debris technology
with actual mixed waste debris. The evaluation should measure performance standards, evaluate
safety, determine secondary waste generation, measure radioactive constituent behavior, and perform
an equivalency determination for thermal desorption, biological/chemical destruction, or for any non-
BDAT method.

Window of Opportunity: FY 95 - 98

Other Applicable IDs/lPs: None

Currently Related Tasks:

Task PrincipalInvestigator PI Phone TPO

TreatmentTechnology R.J. Gehrke (INEL) 208-526-4155 T. Williams (ID)
Analysis for Mixed Waste
Containers and Debris
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NEEDS STATEMENT: MW-5

ID/IP: Mixed Waste Integrated Program

W'BS No.: 01.05.01.02.05

Focus Area: Mixed Waste Characterization, Treatment, and Disposal

Description of Need: Low-Temperature Mixed Waste Treatment Processes

In the Waste Destruction/Stabilization technical area, research, development, demonstration, testing,
and evaluation of emerging alternatives to thermal waste destruction technologies capable of treating a
wide variety of DOE wastes is needed to simplify waste processing, respond to stakeholder concerns,
and lower life-cycle costs (a non-thermal treatment option is one that treats one or several DOE
heterogeneous wastes at low temperature (an approximate 3000C limit) and converts hazardous
organics and organic matrices into gaseous products or inorganic salts). Processes that can treat
heterogeneous wastes including mixed solids, metals, inerts, organics, sludges, and previously
solidified wastes are of interest. This work will involve engineering studies and technology
demonstrations to bring the technology to full-scale implementation.

Certain applications of Wet Oxidation, Acid Digestion, and Chem Char technologies may meet the
specified need. Other technologies can be considered if the requirements are met.

General requirements of proposed technologies:

* Proposed technologies must be able to treat a wide variety of waste streams. These
wastes must be identified, along with references to any prior testing of the waste streams.

• Information on process residue volumes and immobilization options must be provided.
The process residues should be very low in residual organic materials, and preferably low
in elemental (fixed) carbon.

• Process information identifying destruction chemistry is required.

• Information on life-cycle costs must be provided.

• The process should not result in an excess safety hazard over existing technologies.

• Bench-scale or larger test results should be referenced or provided.

Window of Opportunity: To meet the MWIP needs, a bench-scale or pilot-scale demonstration of
the process must be completed by FY 96.

Other Applicable IDs/IPs: This technology would be particularly applicable to sites where
stakeholder demands make thermal technologies difficult or impossible; therefore, the Rocky Flats IP
should be applicable. In addition, any IP or ID involving waste destruction is a possible candidate.
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CurrentlyRelatedTasks:

Task Pri_cip_lhtvestieator PIPhone TPO

MWIP DraftDocument,
Alternatives to Thermal
TreatmentTechnologies L. Nenninger (SAIC) 301-924-6170 None
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NEEDS STATEMENT: MW-6

ID/IP: Mixed Waste IntegratedProgram

Work Breakdown Structure: 01.05.01.02.05

Focus Area: Mixed Waste Characterization,Treatment, and Disposal

Description of Need: Long-TermPerformance Assessment of Final Waste Forms

In the Final Forms technical area, there exists a critical concern in assessing the long-term
performance of a disposal facility in the durability of the solidified waste. Leaching of toxic
components of the waste has been identified as the first step by which these metals impact human
health. The capacity of the waste form to resist leaching is directly related to its ability to retain its
physical and chemical character over time. The ability to predict physical and chemical integrity of
the solidified waste, over time, needs to be developed as a final waste form test procedure. Related
to the issue of integrity, the mechanisms by which waste forms release their toxic constituents need to
be understood and modeled. MWIP-developed waste surrogate waste recipes will be used as waste
input. Copies of DOE/MWlP-18 "Surrogate Formulations for Thermal Treatment of Low-Level
Mixed Waste: Part IV -- Waste Water Treatment Sludges" may be obtained from John Mayberry,
208-528-2116.

Window of Opportunity: FY 94 - mid/96

Other Applicable IDs/IPs:

Currently Related Tasks:

T_k PrincipalI/avesti_ator PIPhone TP__O

PerformanceCriteria E. Franz(BNL) 516-282-7103 S. Webster(CH)
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3.3 In Situ Remediation Integrated Program (ISRIP)

The In Situ Remediation Integrated Program develops in situ technologies to remediate contaminated
groundwater and soils in an Integrated Demonstration or for immediate use by the customer (i.e., the
Office of Waste Management, the Office of Environmental Restoration, or the Office of Facility
Transition and Management). The ISRIP is divided into four sub-programs: (1) Containment, (2)
Chemical/Physical Treatment, (3) Biological Treatment, and (4) Subsurface Manipulation. In FY 95,
the ISRIP will focus on tools for installing subsurface barriers and in situ bioremediation. Specific
needs include:

Containment

* Emplacement technologies for installing horizontal and angled barriers beneath waste
sites.

* Emplacement technologies for viscous liquid barriers.

* Emplacement technologies for installing permeable reactive barriers.

. Integrity verification of subsurface barriers and performance monitoring.

In Situ Bioremediation

* Methods to increase rates of in situ bioremediation of DNAPLs.

* Methods for improving the efficiency of the degradation of chlorinated solvents.

• Biostimulation for the remediation of mixtures of chlorinated solvents.

• Bioaugmentation for the biological treatment of mixtures of chlorinated solvents.

• Rapid method to detect in situ biodegradation products.

• Biotreatment technologies for toxic inorganics and radionuclides.

A summary of current ISRIP technology development efforts is available from:

Mary E. Peterson Jeffrey S. Walker
Technical Program Coordinator ISRIP Program Manager
Battelle, Pacific Northwest Lab Department of Energy
P.O. Box 999 19901 Germantown Road
Battelle Blvd Germantown, MD 20874
Richland WA 99352 301-903-7966
509-372-4655
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NEEDS STATEMENT: IS-1

ID/IP: In Situ Remediation Integrated Program

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.01.09

Focus Area: Mixed Waste Characterization, Treatment, and Disposal; Landfill Stabilization
Contaminant Plume Containment and Remediation

Description of Need: Methods to increase rates of in situ bioremediation of DNAPLs

Goa__.[: Develop techniques for enhancing bioavailability of Dense Non-Aqueous Phase
Liquids (DNAPLs) for bioremediation by 1997

Proposed research should conduct quantitative bench-scale studies of methods to increase
bioavailability of contaminants or to increase rates of biodegradation of DNAPLs. Anticipated work
includes examination of the use of surfactants (including biosurfactants) to increase rates of DNAPL
degradation, methods to increase production of biosurfactants from natural populations, and promising
techniques for bioaugmentation. The bioaugmentation task may include examination of strains of
microbes capable of direct or nearly direct degradation of DNAPLs that are resistant to high
concentrations and can degrade sorbed contaminants.

Research projects should address the types of soils and compounds found at DOE sites. This
evaluation must be supported with laboratory technical data of sufficient quality and applicability that
the technology can be reliably evaluated for demonstration at any DOE site.

Other Related ID/IPs: VOCs in Arid Soils, Non-VOCs in Non-Arid Soils

Currently Related Tasks:

Tas....._k PrincipalInvestigator ..PIPhone

NAPL Contaminated J.E. Heir (ANL) 708-252-7335 S. Webster(CH)
Soil/Groundwater
Rernediation
Using Foams
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NEEDS STATIgMENT: IS-2

ID/IP: In Situ Remediation Integrated Program

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.01.09

Focus Area: Mixed Waste Characterization,Treatment, andDisposal; Landfill Stabilization
Contaminant Plume Containment and Remediation

Deacrl_ion of Need: Improvedefficiency for degradationof chlorinatedsolvents.

_gl: Complete development of in situ bioremediation for single organic contaminants (specifically
trichloroethylene, tetrachloroethylene,carbon tetrachloride, and chloroform) for groundwater
remediation by 1995.

DOE has performed or is planning several field demonstrationsof in situ bioremediation technologies.
This need area seeks to resolve any technical issues identifiedduringthese demonstrationsto enable
the transferof the technology to other DOE sites.

Anticipatedwork includes:

• improvingthe efficiency (rate, percentdegraded,by-productsformed) throughthe
identificationof degradationmechanisms and metabolicpathways, especially for carbon
tetrachlorideand chloroform.

• identifying copper-resistantstrains for methanotrophicdegradationof TCE.

• improvingoperational procedures for anaerobic and aerobic degradation processes for
carbon tetrachloride/chloroform.

• identifying nutrients, their optimal chemical forms (i.e., nitrousoxide, nitrate ion, or
ammonium ion) and ratios/concentrations for anaerobic degradation of chlorinated
solvents.

Research projects should address the types of soils and compounds found at DOE sites. This
evaluation must be supportedwith laboratorytechnical data of sufficient quality and applicability so
the technology can be reliably evaluated for application at any site.

Other Related ID/IPs: VOCs in Arid Soils, Non-VOCs in Non-Arid Soils

Currently Related Tasks:

PrincivalInvestigator Pl Phone

Bioremediationof PCB K.T. Klasson(ORNL) 615-574-6813 J. Moore(OR)
Contamination

MixedChlorinated R. Skeen(PNL) 509-375-3903 D. Trader(RL)
SolventBioremediation
in the UnsaturatedZone
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NEEDS STATEMENT: IS-3

ID/IP: In Situ Remediation Integrated Program

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.01.09

Focus Area: Mixed Waste Characterization, Treatment, and Disposal; Landfill Stabilization
Contaminant Plume Containment and Remediation

Description of Need: Biostimulation of Mixtures of Chlorinated Solvents.

_.gl: Develop in situ bioremediation of soil contaminated by mixtures of chlorinated
solvents by 1996.

Chlorinated alkanes and alkenes are primary contaminants and co-contaminants at many DOE sites.
There have been significant efforts in laboratory and field investigations on the aerobic biodegradation
of TCE using methanotrophic processes. However, many DOE sites are contaminated with mixtures
of chlorinated solvents including PCE, TCE, CC14, CHC_ and TCA. Only TCE and CHCn are
readily biodegradable under methanotrophic conditions.

The proposed research should conduct quantitative bench-scale studies of biostimulation methods
addressing mixtures of chlorinated solvents, primarily PCE, TCE, CC14, CHCn and TCA. This
research is to be conducted under anaerobic conditions and can include sulfate reduction and/or

methanogenesis. Since published information on anaerobic treatment has emphasized PCE and TCE,
primary importance is given to the anaerobic transformation of CCI4, TCA and CHC_3. It is
suggested that bacterial consortia be evaluated, rather than pure strains. Research should be
conducted under conditions where material balances can be achieved. Investigators may choose to
investigate the anaerobic fate of single compounds, but emphasis should be on the biodegradation of
mixtures of the five compounds listed above. Concentrations of chemicals in the mixture should be
studied in a range from I00 ppb to 10 ppm.

The expected outcome of this research is an increased understanding of biodegradation rates and
efficiency, and better control of in situ bioremediation processes for the destruction of mixed
chlorinated solvents. Better descriptive models of the in situ bioremediation processes are sought, as

well as performance evaluation of the proposed process on the types of soils and compounds found at
DOE sites. This evaluation must be supported with laboratory technical data of sufficient quality and
applicability so the technology can be reliably evaluated for demonstration at any DOE site.

Other Related ID/IPs: VOCs in Arid Soils, Non-VOCs in Non-Arid Soils

Currently Related Tasks:

princi13alInvestigator EL.P.h.9_

Mixed Chlorinated R. Skeen (PNL) 509-375-3903 D. Trader (RL)
Solvent Bioremediation
in the UnsaturatedZone
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NEEDS STATEMENT: IS-,;

ID/IP: In Situ RemediationIntegratedProgram

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.01,09

Focus Area: Mixed Waste Characterization,Treatment,andDisposal; Landfill Stabilization
ContaminantPlume ContainmentandRemediation

Description of Need: RapidMethodto Detect In Situ BiodegradationProducts

_: Develop the techniquesfor determiningthe performanceandextent of bioremediationand
fate of contaminants, includingthe fate/performanceof natural(intrinsic)attenuationby
1996.

One problemwith in situ bioremediationis determiningthe functionalcapabilityof the environmentto
degrade a contaminant,and the activity of degradersthatare presentor are beingstimulated. In
order for in situ bioremediationto be properly implementedandcontrolled, rapidmeasurementsof
these parametersare essential. Areas of interestare:

* Nucleic acid probes to indicatethe total amountof genetic code for a contaminant
degradingenzyme (DNA/RNA) andthe relative activityby quantifyingthe mRNA
concentrationsfor these enzymes. New, improved,or automatedtechniquesfor rapid
nucleic acid extraction,purification, isolation, and increasedsensitivity of nucleic acid
probes as a characterizationand monitoringtool for in situ bioremediationneed to be
developed. Proposed work should focus on improvingnucleic acid recoveryand probe
sensitivity in the applicationof these probes to actual bioremediationprojects(note that
PCR techniqueshave previouslybeen appliedto DOE projects; use of PCR alone for
selected probes is not considereda valid researchproject for this need).

. Innovativeways to determine the rateand extentof biodegradationof chlorinated solvent
mixtures using stable isotope measurementsof carbonandchlorine need to be
investigated. Researchshould analyze the possibility thatdifferentchlorinatedsolvent
classes have differentstable isotope signals that will allow mineralizationproducts (carbon
dioxide, microbialbiomass, boundresidues, and chloride release) to be trackedand
distinguishedin environmental samples. Researchshould also develop proceduresand
mechanismsfor obtainingmass balance in the laboratoryand the field by monitoringthe
disappearance,assimilation, and respirationof targetchemicals.

• Technologies for the down-hole or in situ detectionof biodegradationproductsin real
time or short time (less than one day) are needed. Productsresultingfrom the in situ
biodegradationof chlorinatedhydrocarbons(e.g. TCE, TCA, DCE, PCE, and CC14)exist
in the subsurface. Concentrationsof these products(e.g. ethanes, ethenes,
dichloroethylenes, vinyl chloride, andepoxides of these compounds) in the subsurface
range from low parts per million to parts per billion, at depths rangingfrom 0-500 feet.
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Projects in this area must propose a programfor initiatingstudies at the bench scale, proceeding to
soil and groundwatertest cells, and then finallymoving to field-scale demonstration. Interfacingthe
field mass balanceapproacheswith the use of (or developmentof) mathematicalmodels is
encouraged.

The expected outcomesof this researchinclude a new capabilityto rapidlyperformquantitativeand
qualitativeassessments of bioremediationactivities, bettercontrol of in situ bioremediationprocesses,
reduced costs for verifying mass balance andbiodegradation,and reliable measurememof natural
attenuation. Products of this researchmust be developedfor eventualuse at actualbioremediation
projectsby those responsiblefor the remediation.

Other Related ID/IPs: VOCs in Arid Soils, Non-VOCs in Non-AridSoils

Currently Related Tasks: None
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NEEDS STATEMENT: IS-5

ID/IP: In Situ RemediationIntegratedProgram

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.01,09

Focus Area: Mixed Waste Characterization,Treatment,and Disposal; LandfillStabilization
ContaminantPlume Containmentand Remediation

De_rlption of Need: BiotreatmentTechnologies for Toxic Inorganicsand Radionuclides

f,Lo.gl: Advance biotreatmentof heavy metals and radionuclidespast conceptual stage to
demonstration by 1997.

Many DOE sites are contaminated with heavy metals and other toxic elements and
radionuclides in subsurface and surface soils. Major toxic inorganics are Pb, Cr, As, Zn, Cu,
Hg, Cd, while major radionuclidesat DOE sites are T, U, Sr-90, Pu, Cs-137, and Tc. These
are often found in combinations with each other and with toxic organics, particularly
chlorinated solvents (TCE and CClJ. The treatmentof these sites requires a two- or three-
step process: metals must be removed from the soil panicles, then either chemically altered to
reduce toxicity, or concentrated in a form that can be easily recovered, and finally flushed
from the subsurface and recovered.

Proposed work should include quantitative bench-scale studies of concepts for mobilization,
concentration and subsequent recoveryof toxic elements and radionuclides in the subsurface,
which cannot be readily removed by groundwaterpumping or soil washing. Processes of
interest include microbial productionof chelators (including organic acids), and microbial
oxidation/reduction of heavy metals. Proposals in this area should include an optional pilot-
scale experiment (approximately20 to 30 cubic yards of soil) to demonstratehydraulic control
of the mobilized metal.

Researchprojects should address types of soils and metals found at DOE sites. This
evaluation must be supportedwith laboratory technical data of sufficient quality and
applicability for the technology to be reliably evaluated for demonstrationat any DOE site.

Other Related ID/IPs: VOCs in Arid Soils, Non-VOCs in Non-Arid Soils, Mixed Waste Landfill,
BuriedWaste, Mixed Waste, UndergroundStorage Tanks

Currently Related Tasks:

PrincivaiInvestigator Pl Phone T_I_Q

Biosorptionof Uranium B. Faison(ORNL) 615-576-0484 J. Moore(OR)

BiomassRemediation W. Goldberg(MSE) 406-723-8225 O. Staats(PETC)
System
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NEEDS STATEMENT: IS-6

ID/IP: In Situ RemediationIntegratedProgram

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.01.09

Focus Area: High-Level Waste Tank Remediation;Mixed Waste Characterization,Treatment,and
Disposal',Landfill Stabilization;ContaminantPlume ContainmentandRemediation

Description of Need: EmplacementTechnologies for InstallingHorizontal and Angled Barriers
Beneath Waste Sites

Develop new technologies for horizontal and angled barriers(bothpermeable and
impermeable)and obtain verified performancedata by 1996.

A need exists to develop and field test a meansof mechanicallymixing or emplacingbarrier-forming
liquids and solids into the soil beneathwaste sources, to create a permeable or impermeable
continuousbarrier. Soil propertiesrange from clays typically found on the east coast, to the
sandy/gravelly soil found at Hartford. Some waste sites featurethe presence of cobbles, boulders,
and agglomeratedsoils. The requireddepthof the barriertypically rangesfrom 10 to 60 feet.
Special cases exist where a barriermay be requiredat a depthgreaterthan 200 feet. The required
area of a barrierbeneatha waste site ranges from a fractionof an acre to more than 100 acres.

The primarychallenge in this need area is achieving uniform mixing or emplacing of the soil and
barrier-formingmaterialsnecessary to create a continuousbarrier. The barrieremplacement
technology must be consistent with constraintsposed by the barrier-formingmaterials(e.g., Portland
cement sets over time andcannotbe remixed). A horizontalbarriermust also be capable of being
joined to a vertical barrierto createa leak-tightbasin for thecase when an impermeablebarrieris
required. A technology capableof creatingV-shaped barrierswill be considered. The technology
must be consistent with the requirementthat(1) the integrityof the barrierbe verifiable during or
immediatelyafter its installation,and (2) the performanceof the barriercan be monitoredover its
design lifetime.

The expected outcome of the effort includes developmentand/or adaptationof equipment capable of
installingbarriersbeneath waste sites, and testing and evaluationof their critical componentsin the
field. The evaluationmust be assess feasibility, applicability,andcost-effectivenessof the technology
andquality of the barrierproduced.

The scale of testing should result in a barrierapproximately50 ft. by 100 ft., which can be scaled-up
to largerdimensions. Researchproposals should define the parametersthat will be measured and
describe the approachfor obtainingmeasurements. After the barrieris emplaced andtested, it shall
be uncovered and visually inspected. Additional laboratorytesting of samples of thebarrierto verify
uniformityshall be defined in the proposal. The successful proposermust involve the participationof
industry(engineeringfirms and/or equipmentcompanies, as applicable). The involvementof experts
at national laboratoriesand universities is strongly encouraged. Subcontractswith industryand other
experts, as appropriate,must be establishedon a schedule that enables completion of work within 3
years. Cost effectiveness and performance in subcontractingto industrywill be consideredduring the
review of proposals for this need.
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Other Related ID/IPs: VOCs in Arid Soils, Non-VOCs in Non-Arid Soils, Mixed Waste Landfill,
Buried Waste, Mixed Waste, Underground Storage Tanks

Currently Related Tasks:

_incipal Inv©stiaator _ T_

Developing/Demonstrating D.E. Ridenour(FERMCO) 513-738-6772 R. Warner(FN)
Methods of Placing In
Situ Grout Barriers

Soil FreezingTechnology R.E. Adams (ORNL) 615-435-3115 J. Moore (OR)
Applications

Mixed Waste LandfillID: B. Wemple (SNL) 505-844-2230 P. Saxman (AL)
Hybrid DirectionalBoring
andHorizontal Logging

Mixed Waste LandfillID: J.W. Mercer (SNL) 505-845-7562 P. Saxman (AL)
Anlge Drilling and Boring
Using Sonic Technology
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NEEDS STATEMENT: IS-7

ID/IP: In Situ Remediation Integrated Program

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.01.09

Focus Area: High-Level Waste Tank Remediation; Mixed Waste Characterization, Treatment, and
Disposal; Landfill Stabilization; Contaminant Plume Containment and Remediation

Description of Need: Emplacement Technologies for Viscous Liquid Barriers !

G_..Q._:Develop methodologies to efficiently emplace viscous liquid barriers by !996.

Viscous liquid barriers are a relatively new class of impermeable barriers. They can be installed as
horizontal and/or vertical barriers. The barrier material is emplaced as a low-viscosity liquid which,

after emplacement, forms an impermeable high-viscosity barrier under the ambient subsurface
conditions. Several classes of materials (e.g., colloidal silica gels, waxes, polysiloxanes and
polybutenes) have been or are being developed for use as viscous liquid barriers. The desired
viscosity characteristics (i.e., initial low viscosity to facilitate subsurface emplacement and high post-
emplacement viscosity) are achieved, for example, by heating the material during emplacement or by
promoting polymerization or gellation after emplacement. To meet the DOE need, it will be necessary
to emplace the viscous liquid barriers in horizontal (floor) and vertical (wall) configurations (or
possibly in V- or bowl-shapes).

The properties of viscous liquids make them amenable to subsurface manipulation techniques that can
be applied to facilitate emplacement within the soil. For example, some materials can be made to
flow preferentially into heated zones, and electrolyte materials can be made to flow in the direction of
a voltage gradient.

New activities should develop and evaluate at small scale (20 to 40 CY tank), methods for emplacing
and evaluating the integrity of viscous liquid barriers. Innovative approaches and adaptations of
existing technologies are encouraged. Proposals must include an option for the full-scale
demonstration of the technology after it has been tested at pilot scale. Proposals that address barrier
emplacement using adaptations of conventional technologies (e.g., injection or permeation grouting),
in conjunction with heated liquid delivery and subsurface heating systems, may be moved directly into
field demonstration without first evaluating the technology at pilot scale. The work scope for the
field demonstration should address emplacement and testing of prototype horizontal (approximately
100 - 500 ft2 at a depth of about 10 to 20 ft) and vertical (approximately 10 ft high by 50 ft long)
barriers in either the vadose or saturated zones. The field test location should be instrumented to
monitor the effects of emplacement (e.g., local soil heave and effects of subsurface heating) and the
performance (e.g., hydraulic conductivity) of the emplaced barrier(s). The scope should also address
using destructive (i.e., post-test excavation or core sampling) and nondestructive (e.g., geophysical,
tracer, or well logging) techniques for evaluating the characteristics of the barrier(s).
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Collaboration with an industrial partner is a requirement for this project. The partner should be
experienced in installing containment barriers, and should be involved in all phases of the design,
construction, and/or installation of the barrier system. Participation by university and other national
laboratory experts in reactive material technology and barrier design is strongly encouraged. Cost
effectiveness and performance in subcontracting to industry will be considered for this need.

Other Related ID/IPs: VOCs in Arid Soils, Non-VOCs in Non-Arid Soils, Mixed Waste Landfill,
Buried Waste, Mixed Waste, Underground Storage Tanks

Currently Related Tasks:

TMk Principal Investigator PI Phone TP_..O0

Containmentof K. Pruess (LBL) 510-486-6732 R. Scott (SF)
Conmminentsthrough G. Moridis (LBL) 510-486-4746
Physical BarriersFormed
From Viscous Liquids
EmplacedUnder Controlled
Viscosity Conditions

Evaluationof Two New J.L. Rea (SNL) 505-845-8728 P. Saxman (AL)
Flowable Grouts

Hydraulicand Diffusion J. He_ser(BNL) 516-282-4405 S. Webster
Barriersin the Vadose

Zone SurroundingBuried
Waste

t
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NEEDS STATEMENT: IS-8

ID/IP: In Situ RemediationIntegratedProgram

Work Breakdown Structure Number : 01.05.01.01.09

Focus Area: High-Level Waste TankRemediation;Mixed Waste Characterization,Treatment,and
Disposal; Landfill Stabilization;ContaminantPlume ContainmentandRemediation

Description of Need: EmplacementTechnologies for InstallingPermeableReactive Barriers

Go_: Develop and adapttechnologies for emplacementand field testing of barriers(1997)

A reactive barrieris an innovative containmenttechnology to preventthe migrationof contaminantsin
a groundwaterplume, while allowing waterto pass througha treatmentbarrier. The reactive barrier
may be used in conjunctionwith an impermeablewall when the transverseextent of the plume is
broad, in order to direct the contaminatedplume toward the reactivebarrierthatserves as a
permeable window throughthe hydraulicbarrier.

A key issue affecting the technical feasibilityof reactivebarriersis that the reactivematerialmay
become exhausted and need periodic replacement. A closely related issue that affects economic
feasibility is that an improperlyinstalledreactive barrierwill not achieve its design capacity for
contaminantsand will requiremore frequentreplacement.

The proposed R&D should develop a method andperform pilot-scale (20 to 40 CY tanks)
experimentsfor installing a reactivebarrier systemwith the capabilityto maintainit. Featuresto be
demonstratedinclude keying the system into a hydraulicbarriersuch as a slurrywall; attainingthe
design hydraulicproperties (flow ratevs. hydraulicgradient)and plume cutoff characteristics;and
satisfactoryrecovery of treatment material andreplacementwith fresh sorbent. The small-scale
experimentshould use several reactive materialsand address the installationof reactive barriers in a
number of differentsoil types andconditions, such as cobbles, stratificationor geologic intrusions.
The pilot-sc_e test should be operated for a period of time to sufficientlydemonstrateat least one
reactive barrierreplacementcycle following saturationor near saturationof the barrier. As a
minimum, the barrierwill be monitored for hydraulicgradient, groundwatervelocity, and inlet and
outlet groundwatercomposition for the period of time between each reactive material replacement.

The reactivematerials used in the proposed system shall be provenfor the targetcontaminant(s).
Reactive materials undergoinglaboratoryinvestigationby the In Situ RemediationIntegratedProgram
should be considered as candidatematerials, as well those developed in otherprograms.

The proposed work should also include an optional full-scale system demonstrationat a site involving
uncontaminatedgroundwater. A surrogatedissolved chemical species shouldbe used to evaluate the
barrierperformanceusing a sorbent tailored to the surrogate species. The sorbentmaterial and
surrogatespecies should simulate the contaminantand reactivematerialsexpected to be demonstrated
at the candidatesite. The proposed reactivebarriersystem demonstrationshould be conductedat a
scale sufficient for predicting the performanceof a full-scale system. The impermeablewalls need to
extend from the reactive barriera distance sufficient to demonstratekeying the reactivebarriersystem
to the impermeable barrier. The materials and methods to be used for constructingthe cutoff walls
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and installing the reactive barrier system must be amenable to the type of soil/sediment at the
candidate demonstration site.

Participation by an industrial partner is a requirement for this project. The partner should be
experienced in installating containment barriers, and shall participate in all phases involving the
design, construction, and/or installation of the barrier system. Participation by university and other
national laboratory experts in reactive material technology and barrier design is strongly encouraged.
Cost effectiveness in subcontracting to industry will be considered in evaluating proposed activities for
this need.

Other Related IDflPs: VOCs in Arid Soils, Non-VOCs in Non-Arid Soils, Mixed Waste Landfill,
Buried Waste, Mixed Waste, Underground Storage Tanks

Currently Related Tasks:

Task PrincinalInvestiaator PI Phone

Chemical Barriers S. Morrison(GJPO) 303-248-6369 P. Saxman (AL)
Feasibility and Field
Demonstration

Chemically Enhanced K. Cantrell (PNL) 509-376-8647 D. Trader(RL)
Barriers to Minimize
ContaminantMigration

Development and Testing D. Janecky(LANL) 505-665-0253 P. Saxman(AL)
of a Water-Permeable
Reactive Barrier
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NEEDS STATEMENT: IS-9

ID/IP: In Situ RemediationIntegratedProgram

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.01.09

Focus Area: High-Level Waste Tank Remediation;Mixed Waste Characterization,Treatment, and
Disposal; LandfillStabilization;ContaminantPlume ContainmentandRemediation

Description of Need: IntegrityVerification of SubsurfaceBarriersand PerformanceMonitoring

Goa___!:Develop andverify technologies to evaluateand test the integrityof subsurface barriers and
for monitoring subsequentperformar_ceby 1997.

The focus of this need areais to develop andadapt technologies for verifying thatemplaced
subsurface barriersmeet design criteriaand then perform as plannedover the design lifetime. The
verification of integrity of impermeablebarriersis extremely challenging when the level of leakage
permitted is very low. It may be difficult to measurethe integrityof cold joints in certainbarrier
applications, such as grout barriers. Monitoring the long-termperformanceof a subsurfacebarrieris
made difficult by the generally large size (up to 5,000,000 ft2 ) of subsurface barriers.

Techniques and methods for evaluatingemplaced subsurfacebarriersrequire developmentand
demonstration. The developmentof subsurface barriershas barely advanced to the field testing
phase; thus, there is little informationon the quality of joints createdbetween individualsegments of
subsurface barriers. Moreover, little informationexists on the homogeneityof the barrier within
segments installed in field tests conductedto date.

Barrierverificationtechnologies must be able to detect the location andmeasure the magnitudeof
barrierdiscontinuities. These barrierdiscontinuitiesshouldbe measuredto check for conformitywith
design requirements,e.g., hydraulicconductivity and reactionwith contaminants. Researchersmust
recognize that important discontinuitiesmay exist on a micro-scale (fractions of an inch). Thus,
surface geophysical techniques thatfeaturelimited spacialresolutionare inadequate. The use of
tracer gases andliquids for verificationtesting may be a promisingbasic approachthat requires
development and refinement.

Barrier monitoring technologies must enable observationsor predictions of loss of barrier
performance. Parametersmeasuredmust againbe relatedto barrierperformance. The proposershall
define the parameters to be measured, describe how they will be analyzed and quantified, and explain
how those parameters relate to barrierperformance.

The expected outcome of the effort includes developmentandtesting of verificationand monitoring
techniques in the field. Testing may be conducted in an engineered test bed that facilitatestesting of
numerousbarriers undera variety of simulatedconditions.
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Participation is required by an industrial partner experienced in containment barrier installation for all
phases involving the design, construction, and/or installation of the barrier system. Inclusion of a
partner experienced in performance evaluation and integrity verification is highly recommended.
Experts in reactive material technology and barrier design from universities and other national
laboratories are strongly encouraged to take part. Cost effectiveness in subcontracting to industry will
be considered in the evaluation of proposals for this need.

Other Related ID/IPs: VOCs in Arid Soils, Non-VOCs in Non-Arid Soils, Mixed Waste Landfill,
Buried Waste, Mixed Waste, Underground Storage Tanks

Currently Related Tasks:

Tas.__.kk PrincipalInvestieator PI Phone TP..__O

Developing/Demonstrating D.E. Ridenour (FERMCO) 513-738-6772 R. Warner (FN)
Methods of Placing In
Situ Grout Barriers

Mixed Waste Landfill ID: W. Hanson (LANL) 505-667-3331 P. Saxman (AL)
Barriers and Post-Closure
Monitoring

Mixed Waste Landfill ID: R. Finley (SNL) 505-844-8351 P. Saxman (AL)
Subsurface Barrier

Emplacement Development
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EFFICIENT SEPARATIONS AND PROCESSING

INTEGRATED PROGRAM



3.4 The Efficient Separations and Processing Integrated Program (ESPIP)

Mission and Scope of ESPIP

The missionof the Efficient Separations and Processing integratedProgramis to provide appropriate
separations technologies (and associated processes) to treat a wide spectrum of radioactive and/or
hazardous defense wastes, including high-level wastes (HLW), low-level wastes (LLW), transuranic
wastes (TRU), hazardous wastes, and mixed wastes (radioactive and hazardous). ESPIP supports
applied R&D leading to demonstration or use of these separations technologies. Pilot demonstration
of technologies is the responsibility of other organizations within DOE's Office of Environmental
Management.

Targeted Technical Areas

Separations methods are needed to treat essentially all DOE defense wastes. These methods
concentrate the contaminants and/or purify waste streams for release to the environment, or for
downgrading to a waste form less difficult and expensive to dispose. Initially, ESPIP R&D efforts
focused on treatment of HLW from underground storage tanks, because of the potential for large
reductions in disposal costs and hazards. As the program has grown, more effort has been directed
toward large volumes of other radioactive, hazardous, and mixed waste at DOE facilities. High-level
tank waste will remain an important focus for ESPIP R&D.

For more information on this program, please contact:

Teresa Fryberger Jack Watson
Program Manager Assistant Technical Program Coordinator
DOE/HQ 615-574-6795
301-903-7688

Dr. William Kuhn

Technical Program Coordinator
509-367-0458
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NEEDS STATEMENT: HS-I

ID/IP: Efficient SeparationsandProcessing IntegratedProgram

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.02.04

Focus Area: Mixed Waste Characterization,Treatment,and Disposal

DmcripOon of Need: Radionuclideand/or Toxic ComponentRemoval

New and improved separationsmethods are needed to treat a wide variety of mixed wastes at many
DOE facilities. These wastes containsufficient radioactivityand toxic materialsto be handledunder
provisions of the Atomic Energy Act and the Resource Conservationand Recovery Act. This situation
poses regulatory problems. In addition, if the waste or some portion of it is destined for HLW
disposal, the presence of certainspecies in the waste streammay inhibit the formation of a durable
glass or may generate a toxic, difficult to handle, off-gas stream. Potentialproblemspecies include:

• _;ulfatesand Halogens: Substantialamountsof sulfates can result in liquid phase
segregationin the melter, leading to increased volatility of alkali, alkali earth, and
radionuclideelements. The molten sulfate salt liquor is corrosive, and can lead to
rapidand severe attackof stainlesssteel and high nickel alloys. Halogens, and in
particularchlorides, are volatile, tend to be corrosive, andcan produce volatile metal
from being containedin the glass. There is a need to remove sulfurand halogens
from the incoming waste stream.

• Volatile Metals: R&D on high-temperaturemetalprocessing in glass melters indicates
that glass may not be able to capture a high percentage of the metal contaminants
during waste form processing. The percentage of metal that remains in the glass is
dependenton factors such as the melter temperature,chloride content, carboncontent,
metal volatility, presenceof a cold cap, and excess air. However, most of the heavy
or toxic metals exited with the off-gas or remained in the melter head space deposits.
There is a need to removereadily volatilized metals, both radioactive and RCRA
regulated, and metals that form volatile oxides from the waste stream. These include
Cs, Pb, Hg, Rb, Bi, Cd, Ag, and As.

Separation of radioactivematerials from the toxic materials could allow each portion of the waste to
be handled under only one set of regulations, thus reducing handling and disposal costs. For
example, removal of regulated organics prior to a thermal treatment system may allow the mixed
waste stream to be treatedas a low-level waste if the organics were the only RCRA regulated
materials.

The majority of stored mixed wastes at DOE facilities aresolid, but substantial volumes of liquid
mixed wastes also exist. For some solids, innovative methods such as selective leaching may be
considered for certain wastes. It is important to minimize the secondary wastes produced, to recycle
as much of the process reagents as possible, and to concentrate the recoveredcontaminants for
disposal or reuse. More standardadsorptionand extractionmethods may be adapted for separating
components dissolved in waste solutions.
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R&D work on mixed wastes must include the use of real wastes from DOE sites and not solely
simulants. Solid wastes are particularly difficult to simulate, and experimental results can be highly
dependent upon properties of the solids used. For projects targeting melter problems, development of
separation processes should be done in parallel with Ilia-, vitriflers, and off-gas system development,
to insure appropriate coordination of requirements and definition of maximum allowable
concentrations of problem species in the waste feed and the melt.

Window of Opporttmlty: FY 95 - 98

Other Applicable IDs/IPs: MWIP, MWLID, Pu in Soils, U in Soils

Currently Related Tasks:

Princioal investieator _ TPO

Solid Sequestering G. Jarvinen(LANL) 505-665-0822 P. Saxman(AL)
Agents for the Removal
of Transuranicsfrom
RadioactiveWaste

Fission ProductChemistry M. Attrep(LANL) 505-667-0088 P. Saxman (AL)

Aqueous Biphasic Systems D.Chalko (ANL) 708-252-4399 S. Webster(CH)
Rad Waste Pretreatment

High Capacity, Highly D. Wester (PNL) 509-376-4522 D. Trader(RL)
Selective Sequestrants
for Innovative
Chemical Separation

Vacuum Distillation E. Garcia (LANL) 505.667-0794 P. Saxman(AL)
Separationof Plutonium
Waste

Removal & Recovery of R. Fish (LBL) 510-486-4850 R. Scott (SF)
Toxic Metal Ions/Aqueous
Waste Streams

Derivatives of Natural D. Hoffmann(LLNL) 510-423-5031 R. Scott (SF)
Complexing Agents for
the Removal of Plutonium
from Waste Waters
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NEEDS STATEMENT: E$-2

ID/[P: Efficient Separationsand Processing IntegratedProgram

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.02.04

Focus Area" High-Level Waste TankRemediation

Description of Need, Sludge Processing

Participantsin Hartford'sTri-PartyAgreement(TPA), wishing to minimize chemical risks and
associated programmaticdelays, recentlydecided to pursuealkaline washing of tanksludge. The
suitabilityof this path will be confirmedby testing sludge washingprocesses using real waste. Full
dissolution of sludge and treatmentof the resultingacidic solution is not considered baseline
technology of treatmentof Hartfordtank waste; however, since it remains an importantoption until
alkalinewash is proven, activities on acid side andother treatmentswill be pursued.

The suitability of the new TPA strategywill depend largely on the volume of the high-level waste
(HLW) that would result from vitrificationof the sludge. Since the cost of HLW disposal is high,
there is an incentive to minimize the fractionof the sludge going to HLW disposal. This leads to two
closely related, but opposing goals: (I) to remove from the sludge sufficient amounts of constituents
thatcan be sent to the low-level waste (LLW) form, thus significantlyreducing the HLW form
volume; or (2) to remove from the sludge sufficient amountsof those constituentsthatcannot be sent
to the LLW form so that the remainingsludge can be disposed of as LLW. The first involves partial
removal of abundantnonra,lioactiveconstituents, while the second requiresdissolutionfollowed by
nearlycomplete removal of dilute radioactiveconstituents.

To reach either goal, innovativeprocesses are needed that involve minimal technical risk and
complexity and do not generate substantialvolumes of secondary waste. The process should be
efficient (involving minimumadditionof process chemicals, particularly any that incinerateinto forms
other than gases), selective (removing only the needed constituents),and rapid(can be scaled up for
practicaltreatmentof millions of gallons of tank waste). For example, it would be desirableto
remove bulk constituents,such as aluminum,iron, sodium, etc., from the sludge while requiring
minimal separationof HLW constituents from the leachate, in orderfor it to be disposed of as LLW.
That is, constituents such as transuranics,Sr-90, U, etc., would be left in the sludge. There is a
particularincentive to remove phosphatefrom the sludge, because it is sparingly soluble in
borosilicate glass and would requireproductionof a largemass of glass if it is not leached from the
sludge.

The success of any selective washing or leaching process will dependon the properties of the sludge.
Therefore, eventual testing using real sludges will be required,andmust be anticipated and defined in
proposals for new technologies.

Window of Opportunity: FY 97 for determinationof alkalinetreatmentcapability

Other Applicable II)s/IPs: USTID, MWIP
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Currently Related Tasks:

T._ P_in¢lvalInvestigator _

Sludge Wuhing & C. McOinnis(ORNL) 615-576-6845 J. Moore (OR)
Dissolutionof ORNL
MVST Wute

Technology Evaluation L. Lauerhus (PNL) 509-376-0458 D. Trader(RL)
and Process Definition S. Seeman(PNL) 509-376.1178

Alkaline TankSludge R. Quinn (PNL) 509-376-6911 D, Trader(RL)
Treatment
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NF_DS STATEMENT: ES-3

ID/IP: Efficient Separationsand Processing IntegratedProgram

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01,02.04

Focus Area: High-Level Waste Tank Remediation;Mixed Waste Characterization,Treatment,and
Disposal; LandfillStabilization

Description of Need: immobilizationand In Situ Treatment

Chemical separationprocesses involve contactinga waste streamwith a separatingagent (e.g.,
sorbent, extractant)in some physical support(e.g., packedbed, immisciblephase) and thenphysically
separating the waste streamfrom the support, typically by flow. The separatedspecies are left behind
in the support andare typically removed so they can be routed to a waste form. However, in at least
two cases, it is undesirableto removethe species from the physical support. In the first case, waste
can be minimized by converting the physical support(e.g., a packed bed of the separatingagent)
directly into a waste form that incorporatesthe separatedspecies. In the second case, the physical
supportis left in place as part of in situ treatmentof groundwater. Sequesteringagents developed
under ESPlP will be utilized by the ISRIPfor the developmentof in situ technologies to remove and
immobilize contaminantsfrom groundwaterin situ.

Separationprocesses are needed thatexchange, sorb, or sequesterfission products (Cs, Sr, Tc, I, Ni,
Sin, etc.) from a varietyof waste streamssuch that the physical support, separatingagent, and fission
products can be formed directly into a waste form suitablefor long-termstorage or disposal. The
resultingwaste form must endure irradiationand chemical changes associated with decay of
radionuclidesto decay products. Candidatewaste streams include:

• acid or alkaline high ionic solutions removedfrom HLW tanks or resulting from
processing of sludge removedfrom such tanks.

• complexed Sr in high pH supernatant in tank wastes.

• decontaminationwaste streams.

• miscellaneous aqueous waste or process streams.

Window of Opportunity: FY 95 - 99

Other Applicable IDs/IPs: USTID, MWIP, MWLID, ISRIP
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Currently Related Tasks:

]h-incivalInvestilator PI phone __Q

Fission Product M. Attrep(LANL) 505.66?-0088 P. Saxman(AL)
Chemistry

Wute Separationand N.E. Brown (SNL) 505-845-8180 P. Saxman (AL)
PretreatmentUsing
TitanateIon Exchangers

High-Capacity, Highly D. Wester (PNL) 509-376-4522 D. Trader(RL)
Selective Sequestrantsfor
InnovativeChemical
Separation
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NEEDS STATEMENT: ES-4

ID/IP: Efficient Separations and Processing IntegratedProgram

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.02.04

Focus Area: Contaminant Plume Containment and Remediation

Description of Need: Soils and GroundwaterTreatment

Separation methods are needed to remove contaminants selectively and efficiently from groundwater
and soils. Treated water must meet appropriate regulations for residual contaminant concentrations,
and the separation method needs to remove as little additional (non-contaminant) materials as possible.
To minimize waste generation, it is desirableto concentrate the toxic and/or radioactivecontaminant
so it can be incorporated in as small a waste volume as possible. Removal of additional non-
contaminants will dilute the final waste form and result in greater waste volumes. When it is possible
to recycle the contaminants, highly selective removalprovides a more nearly pure "product" (less

i additional materialmixed with the material removed) for recycle. Selective adsorbents or extractants
with high capacity, good mass transfer rates and/or kinetics, and high selectivity could be used ex situ
for treating groundwaters pumped from aquifers. Such adsorbents may find applications in situ as
"adsorptive barriers," which prevent underground transport of radioactive and toxic contaminants.

Even moderately small quantities of highly toxic contaminants with low solubilities in water can
contaminate very large groundwater plumes. Many groundwater plumes result from contaminants that
are concentrated in soils. In many cases, the most practical approach, and often the only permanant
solution to ending problems with contaminated plumes, is to remove the source. That source can be
contaminated soils. Volatile contaminants are commonly vaporized from contaminated soils, using
either in situ or ex situ operations. However, most radioactive and toxic metal contaminant (except
for mercury) cannot be removed by simply flushing the soil with air and/or heating the soils to i

moderately high temperatures. In those cases, selective leaching approaches are needed.

It is desirable to have a highly selective leach process that does not remove large portions of the soil
other than the contaminants. Removal of other excessive materials will result in larger waste
volumes, and could produce a highly degraded "clean" soil that will not support plant life and has
little or no future economic use. Since leach processes should not produce excessive wastes, it is
desirable to maximize the recycle of leach liquor. This may involve recovery of the contaminants
from the leach liquor so that all or most of the liquor can be recycled for further leaching. It may
involve minimizing "consumption" of leaching reagents by reaction with non-toxic components that do
not need to be removed from the soil. There are a wide variety of both radioactive, toxic, and heavy
metal contaminants in the groundwaters and soils at DOE facilities. Some of the most common are
uranium, technetium, trichloroethylene, and PCBs.
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Other Applicable IDs/IPs: ISRIP, MWIP, Pu in Soils, U in Soils, VOCs in Arid Soils, VOCs in
Non-Arid Soils

Currently Related Tasks:

Task _PrincipalInvesti2ator Pl Phone TPO

Solid Sequestering G. Jarvinen(LANL) 505-665-0822 P. Saxman(AL)
Agents for the Removal
of Transuranicsfrom
RadioactiveWaste

Fission Product M. Attrep(LANL) 505-667-0088 P. Saxman (AL)
Chemistry

Waste Separationand N.E. Brown(LANL) 505-845-8180 P. Saxman (AL)
PretreatmentUsing
Titanate lon Exchangers

AqueousBiphasic Systems/ D. Chaiko (CH) 708-252-4399 S. Webster (CH)
RAD Waste Pretreatment

High-Capacity, Highly D. Wester (PNL) 509-376-4522 D. Trader(RL)
Selective Sequestrants
for Innovative
Chemical Separation

Removal & Recovery of R. Fish (LBL) 510-486-4850 R. Scott (SF)
Toxic Metal Ions/Aqueous
Waste Streams

Derivativesof Natural D. Hoffmann(LLNL) 510-423-5031 R. Scott (SF)
Complexing Agents for
the Removalof Plutonium
fromWaste Waters

.°
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NEEDS STATEMENT: ES-5

ID/IP: Efficient SeparationsandProcessing IntegratedProgram

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.02.04

Focus Ar_: Facility Transitioning,Decommissioning, and Final Disposition

DeP,.mlptlonof Need: Aqueous Processing

The need tO decontaminate and decommissionDOE facilities is growing. New separationmethods
are needed for leaching material from surfaces, recoveringand concentratingradioactiveandtoxic
materialsremoved in decontamination,and removingthe toxic and/or radioactivematerials so
decontaminatingfluids can be reused. When regulationspermit, it will also be desirableto purify
metals and other materials from decommissionedfacilities sufficientlythatthese materials can be
released and sold for use in the marketplace. ESPIP's role in decontaminationfocuses on minimizing
the potentially huge volume of D&D wastes. It is anticipated thatmany technologiesdeveloped for
HLW by ESPIP could be modified to meet this requirement.

Selective leaching processes are also needed to remove contaminantsfrom contaminatedmetals _ld
structuralmaterials at DOE facilities. Leachingmethods must be efficient (remove a sufficient
fraction of the material from the solid), selective (not remove too much inert or additional material
from the solid), and rapid. Furthermore,methods are needed to remove contaminantsfrom the leach
liquors, usually for disposal in small volumes. It is desirable to recycle as much of the leach liquor
as possible, andminimize the wastes generatedin the process. The contaminantson equipmentand
structural surfaces at DOE facilities includeessentially all radioactiveelements, common solvents such
as TCE and PCBs, and a few toxic metals - in particular, mercury.

Decontaminationmethods need to be developedfor use with specific materials and contaminants
found at DOE facilities. Although good characterizationstudies can allow some materials and their
surfaces to be simulated, all R_D needs to aim at testing leach procedureswith actualmaterials from
a specific DOE problem. Investigationof methods for recoveringcontaminantsfrom decontamination
solutions must be directed at a specific solutionsthat have a significant chance for being adoptedfor
D&D of specific DOE facilities. Such studiesare particularly importantwhen the ability to
concentratethe contaminantsandrecycle the leach liquors is an importantconsiderationin adoptionof
thatdecontaminationapproach.

Other Applicable H)s/IPs: MWIP, D&DID
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Currently Related Tasks:

Tuk Princival Investilator Pl Phone TPO

Solid Sequestering G. Jarvinen(LANL) 505-665-0822 P. Saxman(AL)
Agents for the Removal
of Transuranicsfrom
Radioactive Waste

Fission Product M. Attrep (LANL) 505-667-0088 P. Saxman(AL)
Chemistry

Waste Separationand N.E. Brown (SHL) 505-845-8180 P. Saxman(AL)
PretreatmentUsing
Titanate Ion
Exchangers

Magnetically Assisted L. Nunez (ANL) 708-252-3069 S. Webster(CH)
Chemical Separations

High-Capacity, Highly D. Wester (PNL) 509-376-4522 D. Trader(RL)
Selective Sequestrants
for Innovative
Chemical Separation

Removal _..Recovery of R. Fish (LBL) 510-486-4850 R. Scott (SF)
Toxic Metal Ions/

Aqueous Waste Streams

Derivatives of Natural D. Hoffmann (LLNL) 510-423-5031 R. Scott (SF)
Complexing Agents for
the Removal of Plutonium
from Waste Waters
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NEEDS STATEMENT: ES-6

ID/IP: Efficient Separationsand Processing IntegratedProgram

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.02.04

Focus Area: High-Level Waste Tank Remediation

Description of Need: Transuranic Element Removal

There is a need to remove transuranic elements and other selected components from high-level wastes
(HLW) in undergroundstorage tanks at Hartfordand other DOE sites. This would allow
concentration of those components into a minimum volume of HLW for ultimate disposal in a
geologic repository, Present plans include incorporation of the HLW into borosilicate glass that will
be sent to the repository. This is expected to be the most costly waste form per unit volume for tank
wastes. Concentration of materials that must go to the HLW repository could have important cost
benefits. Sufficient separation of these components would allow the remaining materials to be
incorporated in a low-level waste form, which would be less costly and conserve space in the
repository.

Transuranium elements may need to be removed from the alkaline supernates from some of the tanks
to permit these materials to be incorporated in LLW. Sludges (solid precipitates) in HLW storage
tanks are also expected to be washed or leached to remove selected materials, and the washing er
leaching may dissolve sufficient transuranium materials that the liquorswould be unacceptable for
incorporation in a LLW. It would then be necessary to remove the transuranium components from
the leach liquor so it can be returned to the HLW. The potential need for removal of transuranium
materials from leach liquors may depend upon how "aggressive" the leach step will have to be to
remove sufficient fractions of other materials that hinder formation of borosilicate glass.

Optional approaches to minimizing the HLW produced by alkaline sludge treatment include actual
acid dissolution of the sludge, followed by a series of separation steps to separate and concentrate the
components that need to be incorporated in the HLW from those that can go to the LLW forms.
Since dissolution is likely to involve use of nitric acid, separation methods for removing transuranium
elements from dissolution liquors would need to operate with acid solutions.

It is important that R&D on transuraniumseparations be related to a potential scenario or flowsheet
that could be used with HLW in DOE storage tanks. This means that proposed work needs to include
pH and compositions of solution that exist or could result from processing of material in DOE tanks.

Transuranic (TRU) elements exist in many DOE wastes. These include:
,t

• sludges precipitated from alkaline tank wastes, either acid or alkaline solutions formed by
leaching or dissolving tank sludges, and complexed TRU species in high pH supernatant
in tank wastes.

,, decontamination waste streams.

• solid wastes, including mixed waste and buried waste.
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• miscellaneous aqueous waste or process streams.

Consequently, innovative methods are needed that remove:

• TRU elements from acid streams (e.g. 1M HNO3); new processes should surpass existing
solvent extraction processes.

• TRU elements from high ionic strength (up to 10_M)alkaline (pH up to 14) streams,
including complexed species.

• very small concentration of TRU elements from waste waters and process streams.

• TRU elements from solid wastes.

In all cases, methods are needed that:

• are efficient (remove virtually all TRU elements from waste and release virtually all TRU
elements to effluent streams), selective (do not remove transition metals, ideally do not
remove lanthanides, etc.), and rapid (can be implemented at an industrial scale).

• generate minimal secondary wastes and do not require challenging separations to further
treat effluent steams.

• are economical (especially for treatment of waste water and miscellaneous waste streams)
and are simple to maintain and operate.

Other Applicable IDs/IPs: USTID, MWIP

Currently Related Tasks:

Tas__.kk PrincipalInvestigator PI Phone TP___QO

Fission Product Chemistry M. Attrep (LANL) 505-66%0088 P. Saxman (AL)

Solid Sequestering Agents G. Jarvinen (LANL) 505-665-0822 P. Saxman (AL)
for the Removal of
Transuranics from
Radioactive Waste

Vacuum Distillation E. Garcia (LANL) 505-667-0794 P. Saxman (AL)
Separation of Plutonium
Waste

Russian Separations Work J. Rea (SNL) 505-845-8728 P. Saxman (AL)

Magnetically Assisted L. Nunez (ANL) 708-252-3069 S. Webster (CH)
Chemical Separations

Advanced Processing for P. Horwitz (ANL) 708-252-3653 S. Webster (CH)
Clean Option
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Task Pri_cipfl,.Investigator PI Phone TPO

Aqueous Biphasic Systems/ D. Chaiko (ANL) 708-252-4399 S. Webster (CH)
RAD Waste Pretreatment

Pyrochemical Treatment T.A. Todd (INEL) 208-526-3365 T. Williams (ID)
and Immobilization of
Idaho Chemical Processing
Plant High-Level Waste
Calcine

Technology Evaluation L. Lauerhass (PNL) 509-376-0458 D. Trader (RL)
and Process Definition S. Seeman (PNL) 509-376-1178

Calcine Residue Leaching G. Culley (PNL) 509-376-5655 D. Trader (RL)

Removal & Recovery of R. Fish (LBL) 510-486-4850 R. Scott (SF)
Toxic Metal Ions/

Aqueous Waste Streams

Derivatives of Natural D. Hoffmann (LLNL) 510-423-5031 R. Scott (SF)
Complexing Agents for
the Removal of Plutonium
from Waste Waters
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NEEDS STATEMENT: ES-7

ID/IP: Efficient Separationsand Processing Integrated Program

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.02.04

Focus Area: High-Level Waste Tank Remediation

Description of Need: Fission ProductRemoval

Optimum treatment of high-level wastes in storage tanks at DOE facilities will require separationof
several fission products. Cesium, strontium,and relatively short-life fission produetsareresponsible
for the largest fractionof the heat generatedin HLW storage tanks. These components are also
responsible for gammaradiationthat createsthe need to use extensive shieldingand remoteoperations
when handlingthe wastes. Removal of these elements woulddecrease thedifficulties and hazardof
handlingor treating these materials_ Removal of these materialsfrom the liquid supernatein many
tanks would allow remainingmaterials to be treatedas low-level waste, so disposal would be both less
costly and less hazardous. Small quantitiesof these elements may occur in wash or leach liquors
from washing or leaching of the solid precipitates(sludges) in the tanks. These are also likely to be
alkaline solutions with high sodium concentrations. If the tank solids (sludges) are dissolved for more
extensive separationand concentrationof the various sludge components, traces of cesium, and,
especially, strontiummay need to be separatedfrom the otherdissolved components of the sludge.
Such separations are likely be from acid solutions.

Selected long-lived components must be separated waste components that need to be sent to LLW.
Technetium is the most notable example. This element can exist in different valence forms, is often
distributed te different streams during waste processing, and has a high mobility from many waste
forms.

R&D on fission product separations must address conditions that exist in DOE tank wastes or could
result during treatment of those wastes. This may involve highly alkaline and high sodium content
supernates or wash/leach liquors, as well as acid solutions that would result from possible dissolution
of the solid sludges. In evaluating any selective separation agent, it is important to test the methods
in the presence of all potential competing components. This is especially important when the target
components, such as fission products, exist at only trace concentration levels, but other elements that
can behave similarly are present at much higher concentrations. Removal methods need to be highly
specific for target components and must removp them in a concentrated form.
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Other Applicable IDs/IPs: USTID, MWIP

Currently Related Tasks:

P_IncipalInvestiaator PI Phone TP___QO

Fission Product M. Attrep (LANL) 505-667-0088 P. Saxman(AL)
Chemistry

Russian SeparationsWork J. Rea (SNL) 505-845-8728 P. Saxman(AL)

Waste Separation and N, E. Brown (SNL) 505-845-8180 P. Saxman(AL)
PretreatmentUsing
TitanateIon Exchangers

Advanced Processing for P. Horwitz(ANL) 708-252-3653 S. Webster (CH)
Clean Option

Aqueous Biphasic Systems D. Chaiko (ANL) 708-252-4399 S. Webster (CH)
RAD Waste Pretreatment

Sludge Washing& B. Moyer (ORNL) 615-574-6718 J. Moore (OR)
Dissolution of ORNL
MVST Waste - Technetium
Extraction

High-Capacity, Highly D. Wester (PNL) 509-376-4522 D, Trader(RL)
Selective Sequestrants
for Innovative

Chemical Separation

Technology Evaluation L. Lauerhass (PNL) 509-376-0458 D. Trader (RL)
and Process Definition S. Seeman (PNL) 509-376-1178
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NEEDS STAT__: ES-8 i

ID/IP: Efficient Separationsand Processing IntegratedProgram

Work Breakdown Stnmmre Number: 01.05,01.02.04

Focus Area: ContaminantPlume Containmentand Remediation

Description of Need: TritiumRemoval

Tritium removal from both wastewatersandgroundwaterspresentsparticularlydifficult problems, To
remove tritiumfrom water, an isotope separationprocess is needed. There are no highly specific
adsorbentsfor tritiumor tritiatedwater, andthe separationfactorsavailable are sufficiently low that
many separationstages are needed. Although the separation factors for separationof hydrogen
isotopes are among the highest available for any isotope separation, they are still low compared to
those often available for removing most other inorganiccomponents from wastes or groundwater.
This makes the capital andoperatingcosts for high throughputsystems very high; most isotope
separationsystems operatewith much lower throughputsthan those often needed for treatingmajor
wastes and groundwaterflows.

Innovative hydrogen isotop_ separation methods are needed to extendthe range of conditions for
which it is practicalto treatwastes for tritium removal. Since severalmethods have been developed
andused in the past, it is necessarythatany R&D on tritium removal be suffl,; 'atly innovativeand
potentially betterthan the methods availablepresently. The current"standard"technologyrn_,_, be the
hydrophobicwater-hydrogencatalytic process being employed by the Canadianno_:i_r progra_ for
removing tritium from heavy watercoolant in their reactors. This wouldbe a suitablestandardfor
comparingany new tritiumseparation concept. Although there would be some merit in using the
waste or groundwaterin its existing form as feed to a tritium separationsystem, special feed
preparationsuch as demineralization, evaporation,or even electrolysismay be needed.

Other Applicable IDs/IPs: ISRIP, MWIP, InnovativeTechnologies

Currently Related Tasks:

T_k princivalInvestigator _

Separationof HTO D. Nelson(PNL) 509-376-0875 D. Trader(RL)
UsingMembranes

AqueousPhaseCatalytic A. BirchenaU(WSRC) 803-644-5030 M. O'Rear(SR)
ExchangeDetritiation
of Waste
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NEEDS STATE_.. ES-9

ID/IP: Efficient Separationsand ProcessingIntegratedProgram

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.02.04

Focus Area: High-Level Waste TankRemediatton;Mixed Waste Characterization,Treatment,and
Disposal

DmcHption of Need. Organicand/or Nitrate/NitriteDestructionand/or Separation

Nitrates aM nitrites constitutethe largest fractionof wastes at some DOE sites, and these components
can increase the volume requirementsfor disposal and/orstorage. Nitratesand organic compounds
complicate waste processing andare not easily incorporatedinto some waste forms; they can even
increase the leaching of other componentsfrom waste forms. Organiccompounds can include
solvents that act as ligands forsomemetalsor radioactive componentsof the waste, and reduce the
effectiveness of some methods for removingthose metals from the waste.

New and improved methods are needed to destroy nitratesand/or selected organic compounds. The
methods should have significant potentialadvantages over current technologies. For instance,
improved methods would operateon solid as well as liquid wastes, would be suitable for liquids with
high concentrationsof solids, wouldmore easily operate in highly radioactive environments,or could
offer greater safety or robustnessfor a variety of wastes. Where nitratescan be used (such as sodium
nitrateor nitricacid) or where organiccompounds can be recycled, effective recovery methods will
have advantages over destructionmethods. Most currentapproachesinvolve destruction of these
materials. It is importantto direct the R&D focus toward a current,specific DOE problem.
Investigatorsmustbe preparedto conductsome or most of the tests withactual DOE wastes.

Other Applicable II)s/IPs: MWIP, MWLID

Currently Related Tasks:

pl'incioalInvestiaator pl Phone

Development& Evaluation D. Hobbs(WSRC) 803-725-2838 M. O'Rear(SR)
of Electrochemical
of DestroyingNitrates
andNitritesin HLW
and LLW

SignificantVolume D. Herring(PNL)_ 509-373-2532 D, Trader(RL)
Reductionof Tank
Wasteby Selective
Crystallizationof Sodium
Nitrateas a CleanSalt

NaNO 3 Separationfrom R. Boardman(INEL) 208-526-3732 T. Williams(ID)
TankFarmWastes
by FreezeCrystallization
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MINIMUM ADDITIVE WASTE STABILIZATION PROGRAM



4.1 MinlmmmAdditive Waste Stablllm_on Program (MAWS)

The MinimumAdditive Waste StabilizationProgramwas establishedin 1991 as a DOE Office of
Technology Development feasibility study. The programuses mixed wastes requiting remediationas
resources for vitrificationto producea stable anddurableglass or slag final waste form for disposal,
The place chosen for initial demonstrationwas a FernaldCERCLA site (OU-I, Pit 5) containing
sludges, soils, and variousother wastes amenableto vitrification. Initialsuccess of high-waste
loading at Fernaldhas indicatedthatvitrificationmy be a cost-effective treatmentfor large volumes
of mixed wastes, which can be pursuedfor other DOE complex waste streams.

In the MAWS concept, waste streamsare viewed as resourcessince they contain the basic
components from which a glass or glassy slag can be made. The challenge is to combine these
resources in such a way thatminimizes the use of non-wasteadditives, yet yields a processable and
durablefinal waste form for disposal. The benefit to this approachis that the volume of the final
waste form is minimized(waste loading is maximized)since little or no additives are used.
Vitrification itself results in volume reductionthroughevaporationof water, combustionof organics,
and compaction of the solids into a non-porousglass. This implies a significant reductionin disposal
costs due to volume reductionalone, andminimizes futurerisks/costs due to the long-termdurability
and leach resistanceof glass andslags.

This is accomplished by using integratedsystems thatare both cost effective andproduce an
environmentallysound waste form for disposal. Individualcomponenttechnologies may include
vitrification, thermal destruction,soil washing, gas scrubbing/filtration,and ion exchange waste water
treatment. The particularcombinationof technologies will dependon the waste streamsto be treated.
At the heart of the MAWS programis vitrificationtechnology, which incorporatesall primaryand
secondarywaste streamsinto a final, long-term, stabilized glass waste form.

In the Fernald application,an integratedtechnology system was utilizedto determine the feasibilityof
remediatingmultiple waste streams, The system includeda joule heated melter (approximately
1100C) complete with off-gas system, a soil washing system, andan ion exchange waste water
treatmentsystem. The study was conducted using a systems approachwhere mixed waste sludge
contaminatedwith U andRCRA metals, soil contaminatedwith U, andwastewatercontaminatedwith
U from soil washing were inputsto the treatmentsystem. Durableglass, clean soil, clean water, and
clean off-gas were outputs.

Laboratorycrucible studies achieved high-waste loading(up to 90% on a wet basis) while producing
quality glass (i.e. passes Toxicity ConcentrateLeachateProcedure (TCLP) andcompares favorablyto
the high-level waste glass Product ConsistencyTest (PCT) test standards). A radioactive, continuous
bench-scale melter test was successfully completed (10 kg/day and 100 kg/day glass productionrate),
which produced similar quality glass and off-gas meeting specified standards. The pilot-scale system,
which includes a 300 kg/day glass productionmelter, a 0.25 ton/day soil washing system, and a 100
gallons per minute(GPM) ion exchange waste watertreatmentsystem for radioactivetesting is
currentlyon-site at Fernald. Testingwas initiatedin September1993. Preliminaryanalyses indicate
an estimatedtotal life-cycle cost savings of $720M for the 8 pit wastes at Fernald, when comparing
the MAWS vitrificationapproachto cementation.
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Program Scope/Activities

Implementationof MAWS includes the following elements:

• Compositional Envelope Studies - These studies will identifyfeasible waste streamblends
based on crucible melts. The cruciblemelts are not thermalprocess-specific, butare intended
to focus on the chemistry involvedin incorporatingwaste into a quality, durablefinal waste
form.

On-goine _ctivities: Cruciblemelt studies using actualradioactivewastes from selected DOE
sites will determinethe feasibilityof the MAWS concept. This activity is expected to
continue into FY 95 and beyond, based on site needs andoutcomeof crucible melts. Two
activities include compositionaldevelopmentfor glass where glass formers andfluxes are
present, and compositionaldevelopmentfor glassy/slag ('nighermetal contentwaste).

• Technology Development - Technology candidateswill be identifiedbased on waste needs and
preliminary crucible studies. High temperaturemeltertechnologies will be investigatedfor
wastes that have differentprocessing requirementsthanwastes at Fernald. Potential
industry/universityand NationalLaboratoryparticipantswill be identified for participationin
technology testing/development.

O_-g0ine activities: Preliminarytests were completedin FY 93 using plasmatechnology to
determinefeasibility of creatinga quality waste form by combininghigh percentages of metal
with soil. The resulting waste form is currentlybeing evaluatedusing TCLP and PCT tests.

• Final Waste Form Analysis - Final waste forms will be evaluatedusing various leachability
and durabilitytests. Modeling will be used to predictbehavior.

_On-goingactivities: TCLP andPCT tests are underwayto evaluatewaste forms from
Fernald, as well as from the plasma testing. A vapor phase test is being used to further study
characteristics/durabilityof the Fernaldglass.

• Cost - total life-cycle cost will be calculatedand comparedto other treatmentalternatives.

On,goine activities: Only preliminarycost calculationshave been completed to date for the
Fernalddemonstration. More detailed calculationsare planned for FY 94 pending approvalof
FY 94 budget.

A site demonstrationis planned for FY 95, which will requireidentificatio_andselection of an
appropriatesite(s). This will include assessmentof site waste needs andregulatory
commitment/urgency.

MAWS Objectives

• Develop and implementvitrificationtechnology systems that are viable and affordable
(life-cycle cost) to remediatemultiplewaste streams.
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• Employtechnology systemsthatwill be a combinationof existing equipmentif
appropriate,or develop new technologies if needed, in order to achieve the widest
application of MAWS.

• ,View waste streamsas vitrification resources to minimize additivesfor vitrification.

• Employ technologies to accomplisheffective treatmentof the primarywaste, such as
destructionof organics andencapsulationof radioactiveand inorganicconstituents
(such as toxic metals).

• Implementtechnologies to result in enhancedwaste forms thatwill standup to the
most rigorousset of standardsthatexist/will be developed for quality and durability.

• Produce an enhancedwaste form and address secondarywastes including minimization
where possible, recycling, andidentifying or providingtreatmentsolutions acceptable
for storage and/or disposal.

• Minimize total volume (enhancedfinal waste andsecondarywastes) for disposal.

• Involve industry/universitiesas much as possible in technology developmentto
promote technology commercializationand produce competitive, cost-effective
solutions.

• Develop technologies using a staged approach. Use testing data tO establish site
demonstrationsand eventuallydevelop and operate full-scale treatment. Prove
processes acceptable for transferto the end-user to facilitate and acceleratewaste
treatment/remediation.
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NEEDS STATEMENT: MA-1

ID/IP: Minimum Additive Waste StabilizationProgram

Work Breakdown Structure Number: GS21

Focus Area: Mixed Wute Characterization,Treatment,andDisposal

Description of Need: Treatmentsysten_ for the following vitrificationtechnologies, both laboratory
andpilot scale, are_'tteededto verify compositionalstudies in operational
systems, preferablycapableof radioactivemixed waste testing, but surrogates
testing will also be considered:

- Microwave technology.
1

- Plasma technology.

- High-temperaturejoule heated melting.

- Otherhigh-tmnperaturesystems for productionof enhancedwaste forms.

The treatmentsshould be able to meet a,,many objectives as possible while operating in both
oxidizing and reducingmodes. Off-gas samplingand analysis will be required. Level of effort will
be dependenton outcome of high-temperaturevitrificationdevelopment/testingwork being completed
in FY 94; however, all types and scales of the above technologies shouldbe proposed for inclusion.
Those thatrequire the least amountof developmentwork are preferable(demonstratedtechnology,
existing equipmentand facility for testing), butothers will be considered if they may deliver
significant tmprovementsover existing technology when developed.

Waste feed materials may include sludges, soils, asbestos, and/ordebris (metal andnon-metal),
wastes typical of a site requiringcieanup. Waste feed capabilitiesof the system must be appropriate
to handle a variety of wastes, either throughpretreatmentor direct feed. The types of contaminants
may include organics, toxic metals, andradionuclides. Typically, the wastes to be addressed are low-
level mixed wastes, but may also containsmall amounts of TRU radionuclides(< 100 nanocuriesper
gram).

Window of Opportunity: FY 95 - 2000

Other Applicable IDs/IPs: Mixed Waste IntegratedProgram

Currently Related Tasks:

Task principalInvestigator pl Phone TPO

Compositional I. Pegg (CUA) 202-319-6700 S. Webster(CH)
Envelope

High-Temperature I. Pegg (CUA) 202-319-6700 S. Webster(CH)
Vitrification

MAWSatFernald I. Peg8 (CUA) 202-319-6700 S. Webster(CH)
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NEEDS STATEMENT: MA-2

ID/IP: MinimumAdditive Waste StabilizationProgram

Work Breakdown Stntcture Number: GS21

Focus Area: Mixed Waste Characterization,Treatment,and Disposal

Description of Need: Off-gas system operation/optimization:

- Technologies for separationof problemcontaminants(particulates,salts, radionuclides)
in off-gas system to facilitatesecondarywaste treatment.

- Recycle of off-gas midresulting wastes.

- Minimizedoff-gas andvolatility of toxic metals andradionuclides.

The above needs are expectedto be addressedsimultaneouslywith developmentof the vitrification
processes (systems approach).

Based on compositionaldevelopmentstudies completed in FY 94, testing will be conducted in
selected high- tenq_eraturesystems to determinesegregationof waste constituents,particularlytoxic
metals and radionuclidesbetween waste form andsecondarystreams.

Window of Opportmdty: FY 95 - 2000

Other Applicable H)s/IPs: Mixed Waste IntegratedProgram

Currently Related Tasks:

Task PrincivalInvestigator Pl Phone TPO

MAWSat Fernald I. Pegg (CUA) 202-319-6700 S. Webster(CH)
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NEEDS STATEMENT: MA-3

ID/IP: MinimumAdditive Waste StabilizationProgram

Work Breakdown Structure Number: GS21

Focus Area: Mixed Waste Characterization,Treatment,and Disposal

Description of Need: Wastepretreatmenttechnologies (if primarytechnologies do not address):

- High-activity tankwastes (separation).

- High organics/combustibles(incinerationor other).

- Low solids (incineration).

- High metals (separation/cleaning).

- High mercury content(separation/recovery).

These may include various separationand/or incinerationunit operationswherethe outputsare
suitable for feed to the melter or can be readilydisposed or recycled. These systems will be
implementedsimultaneouslywith vitrificationand off-gas equipmentchosen for inclusion into the
MAWS Program.

Window of Opportunity: FY 95 - 2000

Other Applicable IDs/IPs: Mixed Waste IntegratedProgram

Currently Related Tasks: None
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NEEDS STATEMENT: MA-4

ID/IP: Minimum Additive Waste Stabilization Program

Work Breakdown Structure Number: GS21

Focus Area: Mixed Waste Characterization, Treatment, and Disposal

Description of Need: Demonstration site selection is needed, including:

- Site needs including specification of waste types, planned technology activities.

- Regulatory commitments-ROD dates or other regulatory imposed dates.

- Waste stream data (chemical and radionuclide, volume).

- Management and technical team for site demo.

- Anticipated stakeholder involvement and reception of demonstration effort.

Based on response to needs statement as well as other data gathered on site needs, a demonstration
site will be selected and is planned for initiation in FY 95.

Window of Opportunity: FY 94 - 95

Other Applicable IDs/IPs: None

Currently Related Tasks: None
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NEEDS STATEMENT: MA-5

ID/IP: Minimum Additive Waste Stabilization Program

Work Breakdown Structure Number: GS21

Focus Area: Mixed Waste Characterization, Treatment, and Disposal

Description of Need: Life-cycle cost and system scale-up analysis. There is a need for
system/computer modeling that would allow for simulation of technical operation, and calculate
resulting life-cycle cost. These systems/programs should be easily adaptable to specific technology
applications employed in MAWS. Such modeling would be useful in evaluating capabilities of the
system:

- Based on preliminary data, design and size system scale-up units.

- Use to optimize system (temperature, pressure, feed rate, off-gas treatment and recycle,
etc).

- Use to calculate life-cycle costs.

Window of Opportunity: FY 94 - 2000

Other Applicable IDs/IPs: All

Currently Related Tasks: None
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NEEDS STATEMENT" MA-6

IDflP: Minimum Additive Waste StabilizationProgram

Work Breakdown Strucnn'e Number: GS21

Focus Area" Mixed Waste Characterization,Treatment,andDisposal

Description of Need: Quality assurance/independentverificationof compositionalmodel for
predictingdurability. Modeling informationdeveloped in the compositional envelope task may
requiresome qualityverification. The level of verificationwill depend on intendeduse of the
information,which has not been expressly determinedat this time.

Window of Opportunity: FY 95 - 2000

Other Applicable IDs/IPs: Mixed Waste IntegratedProgram

Currently Related Tasks: None
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NEEDS STATEMENT: MA-7

ID/IP: Minimum Additive Waste StabilizationProgram

Work Breakdown Structure Number: GS21

Focus Area: Mixed Waste Characterization,Treatment,and Disposal

Description of Need: Improvements/developmentfor:

- Electrodedurabilityand life.

- Redox measurementin the melt.

- Hot-gas sampling and analysis.

Window of Opportunity: FY 95 - TBD

Other Applicable IDsflPs: MWIP, CMST-IP

Currently Related Tasks: None
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SUPERCRITICAL WATER OXIDATION PROGRAM



4.2 Supercrltlcal Water Oxidation Prollram

SCWO Program Mission

The SupercriticalWaterOxidation(SCWO)programaims to develop a viable supercriticalwater
oxidation technology for the treatmentof hazardousand mixed radioactivewaste.

SCWO Program Approach

The program will make maximumuse of currentlyavailable SCWO informationfrom pilot plant test
projects, focus researchand developmenton essential technology improvements,and seek to minimize
costs. To accomplish this strategy, the program will consist of threeprojects, several technical
review groups, and private industryparticipation.

1. HazardousWaste Pilot Plant(HWPP) Demonstration- This demonstrationwill identify
technology needs and demonstratecurrentlyavailable SCWO technology for processing
hazardouswaste and surrogateradioactivewaste of interestto DOE. The HWPP will be
designed and constructedby private industry, therebyincorporatingthe latest private industry
technology into the project. Any technology developmentneeds identified by the program
participantsduringdesign, design reviews, constructionoperation,or dataevaluationwill be
provided to the SCWO Researchand Development (R&D) managerand incorporated into the
SCWO R&D Project Plan.

2. SCWO R&D - This project will seek technology improvementsrequiredto demonstrate that
SCWO is a safe, cost-effective technology for processing mixed waste. SCWO R&D tasks
will emanatefrom the HWPP and mixed waste pilot plant (MWPP)demonstrationprojects.
Only technologydevelopmentthatdirectlysupports the demonstrationprojectswill be
included in the SCWO R&D project. Technicalsupportgroups (TSGs) will provide
recommendationsto the SCWO R&D project and demonstrationprojects, but only those tasks
endorsedby the demonstrationprojectswill be pursued.

3. Mixed Wgste Pilot Plant (MWPP_D_monstration- This activity will demonstrate
improvementsand new technology from the first two projects. It will includethe design,
construction, operation,datacollection, anddataevaluationof the MWPP. This plant will be
capable of at least 500 gal/day of liquid waste throughput. It will be used to demonstratethat
SCWO technology can safely andeffectively treatingapplicableDOE mixed waste.

Supercritical Water Oxidation

This technology holds promise for treatinga portionof DOE mixed waste. Unlike incineration,
SCWO can easily be designed as a full containmentprocess with no release to the atmosphere.
SCWO can achieve the high destructionefficiencies for hazardouswastes such as polychlorinated
biphenyls (PCBs) or dioxins. In comparisonto plasmatreatmentmethods and incineration,SCWO
processes achieve high organic destructionefficiencies at much lower temperaturesandwithout NO_
production° When contrastedto many thermal treatmenttechnologies, SCWO can process wastes
with low concentrationsof organics. SCWO has potentialpermittingadvantages over other waste
destruction technologies, because EPA has determinedthat SCWO is appropriatelyclassified as a
treatmentfacility, rather than as an incineratoror a thermaltreatmentprocess.
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In the SCWO process, a waste containingan oxidizablecomponentis brought togetherin water with
an oxidizer at condit_,onsabove the critical temperature(374°C) and criticalpressure (22 MPa) of
water. At these conditions, the reaction mixture is a single phase, resulting in rapidreaction rates,
not limitedby diffusion across phase boundaries. The solvent propertiesof supercriticalwater are
differentfrom those of liquid water; nonpolarcompoundsbecome soluble, andsalts become insoluble.
Thus organic wastes are highly soluble at supercriticalconditions, promotingfast reactions, while
inorganic salts tend to precipitate, facilitating separationof reactionproducts.

Technology Development Opporttmities

Technology developmentopportunitiesexist in supportof the SCWO program. The specific needs
identified in documentare viewed as either technological improvementsrequiredfor mixed waste
demonstrationof SCWO technology, or fundamentalknowledge requiredto safely operate SCWO
systems. Research anddevelopmentactivities shouldbe demonstratedon laboratoryor bench scale
systems. All proposed technologies should be scheduled for deployment into theHWPP or MWPP.

Collaboration is a valuable componentof any proposedactivities throughthe SCWO program.
Proposed activities should includeparticipantsfrom theprivate sector and universities, when
appropriate.

The SCWO Programrequests interested investigatorsto submitfor review full length preliminary
Technical Task Plans, in accordancewith the EM-50-FY 94 Guidance and Format, proposing
technological solutions for the identifiedneeds of FY 95. Each proposedtechnology will be evaluated
relative to the following set of criteria:

• T_chnicalApproach- Clearly state the intendedapproachand, specifically, how it will be
conducted. The approachshouldbe technicallysound, providefor decision points, and
provide a methodology that will ensure the intendedresults will be achieved. The
proposalshould be based on scientifically soundprincipals. The principles investigator
should demonstratean understandingof the fundamentalsof the proposedtechnology.
Backgroundinformationshould show that the PI has anunderstanding of the literature
and on-going past, present, and associated work.

* _chedule - The proposed schedule should provide a logical sequence of activities.
Proposals must support the overall SCWOprogram schedule, and should provide for
testing of the technology on one of the two SCWO pilot plants. Appropriate milestones
should be identified. Several milestones should be identified throughout the fiscal year,
so that on-going progress can be evaluated.

• I_g.C.gl]Zl_ - Deliverablesshould be identifiedthatwill provide the SCWO Program
with the informationrequiredto determine the status, performance,and whether
continuedactivities are warranted.
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SCWO Program Points of Contact:

Jaffer Mohiuddin Kevin Price

DOE-Headquarters DOE-Idaho
(301) 903-7965 (208) 526-5192

John Belier
TechnicalProgramCoordinator
(208) 526-1205

s
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NEEDS STATEMENT: SC-i

ID/IP" SupercriticalWaterOxidationProgram

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01,05.01.02.09

Focus Area:

Description of Need: CorrelationBetween Surrogatesand Radionuclides

Testing performedby the SCWO programhas been conductedusing surrogatesin place of actual
radionuclides. These surrogatesare anticipatedto be used in futuretesting of the HWPP, because
they provide importantinformationwithout the constraintsassociated with mixed waste processing.
There is limited researchon how these surrogates, ur,der SCWO conditions, correlateto the
radionuclidesthey represent. Researchis requestedon radionuclidesof concern underSCWO
conditions to understandtheir chemical andphysical interactions,solubility, volatility, etc. Further
informationon the surrogates to be used and the radionuclidesthey representcan be found in the
reportMixed Waste Survey for the Supercritical Water Oxidation Program, EG&G-WTD-10984,
September 1993.

Window of Opportunity: Initialcorrelations shouldbe complete by the middle of FY-96 to support
testing on the HWPPand design efforts for the MWPP.

Other Applicable IDs/IPs: Mixed Waste IntegratedDemonstration

Currently Related Tasks:

princivalInvestigator _

Mixed Waste Survey C. Barnes (INEL) 208-526-0864 T. Williams (ID)
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NEEDS STATEMENT: $C-2

ID/IP: Supercritical Water Oxidation Program

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.02.09

Focus Area:

Description of Need: Salt Separation/I)ehalogenation

Many DOE wastes contain components that will deposit or form corrosive species if processed in
a SCWO system. The program seeks to demonstrate low-cost, effective pretreatment schemes to
remove or destroy these species. Wastes being considered for demonstration testing include;
100% TPAM-SOL, PCB-contaminated mixtures of oils such as ethylene glycol, ethanolamines,
and motor oil; a "combustible solids" waste containing paper, cloth, and plastics including PVC;
spent activated carbon loaded with chlorinated hydrocarbons, a halogenated solvent waste
containing carbon tetrachloride, TCE, and freon; and an organic sludge containing 30% calcium
silicate plus a mixture of oils and chlorinated solvents. Testing needs to demonstrate the ability
to remove organic halogens, sulfur, and phosphorus to a level of 100 ppm and the removal of
nonoxidizable solids to about 400 ppm. Specific information on the wastes to be tested can be
found in the report Mixed Waste Survey for the Supercritical Water Oxidation Program, EG&G-
WTD- 10984, September 1993.

Window of Opportunity: Technologies must be demonstrated on bench scale by the middle of
FY 96 to support testing on the HWPP and design efforts for the MWPP.

Other Applicable IDs/IPs: Mixed Waste IntegratedDemonstration

Currently Related Tasks:

IMncivalInv_ilator pl _on© TPO

SaltSeparation C. Barnes(INEL) 208-526-0864 T. Williams(ID)
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NEEDS STATEMENT: SC-3

ID/IP: Supercritical Water Oxidation Program

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.02.09

Focus Area:

Description of Need: Materials for the High-Temperature and Pressure SCWO Processing

The high temperatures, pressures, and corrosive environments associated with SCWO processing
limit the type of materials that can be utilized for SCWO systems. The SCWO Program must
identify and demonstrate materials of construction for SCWO process equipment, particularly the
reactor, heat exchanges, and pressure let-down system. These materials must resist corrosion
and degradation as well as thermal shock and interaction with radionuclides present in the wastes.
Materials must be shown to be resistant in environments anticipated for processing DOE mixed
wastes, including high concentrations of:

Halogens, particularly CI and F
Acids, including hydrochloric, sulfuric, phosphoric
Alkali metals
Ammonia

Metals in paint wastes
Metals in waste water treatment spent carbon
Heavy metals

The program will support testing of innovative materials that have the potential of enhancing the
life of SCWO system components.

Window of Opportunity: Materials should be available by the middle of FY 96 to support
testing on the HWPP and design efforts for the MWPP.

Other Appfieable EI)s/IPs: Mixed Waste Integrated Demonstration

Currently Related Tasks:

Tas.__kk PrincivalInvestigator PIPhone TPO

SCWOCorrosionTesting K. Garcia(INEL) 208-526-8852 T. Williams(ID)

Duel-ShellReactor R. Robertus(PNL) 509-376-0293 D. Trader(RL)
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NEEDS STATEMI_NT: SC-4

ID/IP: Supercritical Water Oxidation Program

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.02.09

Focus Area:

Description of Need: Processes for Separating Radionuclides at SCWO Conditions

SCWO conditions provide unique potential for separating radionuclides. At SCWO conditions, a
majority of the inorganics precipitate out as solids. The SCWO program will support innovating
concepts for separating radionuclides from other inorganics and into specific species under
supercritical water conditions.

Window of Opportunity: Proofs-of-concept should be complete by the middle of FY 96 to
support testing to ensure incorporation of design constraints into the MWPP design. Pilot testing
should be performed within the MWPP.

Other Applicable IDs/IPs: Mixed Waste Integrated Demonstration

Currently Related Tasks: None
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NEEDS STATEMENT: SC-5

ID/IP: Supercritical Water Oxidation Program

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.02.09

Focus Area:

Description of Need: Deposition Chemistry Conditions

Processing of many materials with SCWO has resulted in deposits on system components such as
reactor walls, let-down valves, nozzles, and exchanger tubes. In some cases, the deposits have
resisted normal means of removal due to their "stickiness." The program will support research
to develop an understanding of the chemistry of deposits at SCWO conditions. Examples include
chemical forms of deposits, the role of materials of construction in deposition, and waste
characteristics that determine the strength of adhesion. Testing would be required to be
performed on wastes expected to be tested in the HWPP. These would include such species as
sodium or calcium chloride or carbonate and other common ions such as sulfate, silicate, nitrate;
species resulting from corrosion such as iron, nickel, and chromium; and RCRA-hazardous and
heavy metals common in DOE wastes such as mercury, lead, and cadmium.

Window of Opportunity: Knowledge should be developed by the middle of FY 96 to support
testing on the HWPP and design efforts for the MWPP.

Other Applicable IDs/IPs: None

Currently Related Tasks: None
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NEEDS STATEMENT: SC-6

ID/IP: Supercritical Water Oxidation Program

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.02.09

Focus Area:

Description of Need: Mixing

Irrespective of the SCWO reactor volume or shape, a SCWO system must bring together water,
waste, and oxidant. Complete mixing of these components is required for both efficient and safe
operation of SCWO systems. The SCWO program will support innovative processes for ensuring
effective mixing of fluid components.

Window of Opportunity: Processes need to be demonstrated by the middle of FY-96 to support
testing on the HWPP and design efforts for the MWPP.

Other Applicable IDs/IPs: None

Currently Related Tasks: None
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NEEDS STATEMENT: SC-7

ID/IP: Supercritical Water Oxidation Program

Work Breakdown Structure Number: 01.05.01.02.09

Focus Area:

Description of Need: Measurement of Corrosion

In situ measurement techniques are needed to accurately measure general corrosion, pitting, and
stress corrosion within SCWO systems. The SCWO program wiU support techniques that are
able to measure corrosion within a SCWO reactor under conditions that consist of pHs near 1,
temperatures of 650°C, and pressures of 4000 psi.

Window of Opportunity: Processes need to be complete by the middle of FY 96 to support
testing on the HWPP and design efforts for the MWPP.

Other Applicable IDs/IPs: None

Currently Related Tasks:

T_k princitaalInvestieator PI Phone TPO

RemoteMeasurement K. Garcia(INEL) 208-526-8852 T. Williams(ID)
UsingElectrochemical
Methods

RemoteMeasurement D. Mac,donald(PSU) S14-S63-7772 T. Williams(ID)
UsingUltrasonicMethods
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5.0 HOW TO GET INVOLVED: WORKING WITH THE DOE OFFICE
OF ENVIRONMENTAL RESTORATION AND WASTE MANAGEMENT

The U. S. Department of Energy provides a range of programs and services to assist universities,
industry, and other private sector organizations and individuals interested in developing or applying
environmental technologies. Working with DOE Operations Offices and management and operating
contractors, the Office of Environmental Management uses conventional and innovative mechanisms
to identify, integrate, develop, and adapt promising emerging technologies. These mechanisms
include contracting and collaborative arrangements, procurement provisions, licensing of technology,
consulting arrangements, reimbursable work for industry, and special consideration for small
business.

Cooperative Research and Development Agreements (CRADAs)

EM will facilitate the development of subcontracts, R&D contracts, and cooperative agreements to
work collaboratively with the private sector. EM uses CRADAs as an incentive for collaborative
R&D. CRADAs are agreements between a DOE R&D laboratory and any non-Federal source to
conduct cooperative R&D that is consistent with the laboratory's mission. The partner may provide
funds, facilities, people, or other resources. DOE provides the CRADA partner access to facilities
and expertise; however, no Federal funds are provided to external participants. Rights to inventions
and other intellectual property are negotiated between the laboratory and participant, and certain data
that are generated may be protected for up to 5 years.

Consortia will also be considered for situations where several companies combine their resources to
address a common technical problem. Leveraging of funds to implement a consortium can offer a
synergism to overall program effectiveness.

Procurement Mechanisms

DOE/EM has developed an environmental management technology development acquisition policy
and strategy that uses phased procurements to span the RDDT&E continuum, from applied R&D
concept feasibility through flail-scale remediation. DOE EM phased procurements make provisions
for unsolicited proposals, but formal solicitations are the preferred responses. The principle
contractual mechanisms used by EM for indus: ial aridacademic response include Research
Opportunity Announcements (ROAs) and Program R&D Announcements (PRDAs).

EM uses the ROA to solicit advanced research and technologies for a broad range of cleanup needs.
The ROA supports applied research ranging from concept feasibility through full-scale demonstration.
In addition, the ROA is open continuously for a full year following the date of issue, and includes a
partial procurement set aside for small businesses. Typically, ROAs are published annually in the
Federal Register and the Commerce Business Daily and multiple awards are made.

PRDAs are program announcements used to solicit a broad mix of R&D and DT&E proposals.
Typically, a PRDA is used to solicit proposals for a wide-range of technical solutions to specific EM
problem areas. PRDAs may be used to solicit proposals for contracts, grants, or cooperative
agreements. Multiple awards, which may have dissimilar approaches or concepts, are generally
made. Numerous PRDAs may be issued each year.
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In addition to PRDAs and ROAs, EM uses financial assistance awards when the technology is
developed for public purpose. Financial assistance awards are solicited through publication in the
Federal Register. These announcements are called Program Rules. A Program Rule can either be a
one-time solicitation or an open-ended, general solicitation with annual or more frequent
announcements concerning specific funding availability and desired R&D agreements. The Program
Rule can also be used to award both grants and cooperative agreements.

EM awards grants and cooperative agreements if fifty-one percent or more of the overall value of the
effort is related to a public interest goal. Such goals include possible non-DOE or other Federal
agency participation and use, advancement of present and future U.S. capabilities in domestic and
international environmental cleanup markets, technology transfer, advancement of scientific
knowledge, and education and training of individuals and business entities to advance U.S.
remediation capabilities.

Licensing of Technology

DOE contractor-operated laboratories can license DOE/EM-developed technology and software to
which they elect to take title. In other situations where DOE owns title to the resultant inventions,
DOE's Office of General Counsel will do the licensing. Licensing activities are done within existing
DOE intellectual property provisions.

Technical Personnel Exchange Assignments

Personnel exchanges provide opportunities for industrial and laboratory scientists to work together at
various sites on environmental restoration and waste management technical problems of mutual
interest. Industry is expected to contribute substantial cost-sharing for these personnel exchanges. To
encourage such collaboration, the rights to any resulting patents go to the private sector company.
These exchanges, which can last from 3 to 6 months, are opportunities for the laboratories and
industry to better understand the differing operating cultures, and are ideal mechanisms for
transferring technical skills and knowledge.

Consulting Arrangements

Laboratory scientists and engineers are available to consult in their areas of technical expertise. Most
contractors operating laboratories have consulting provisions. Laboratory employees who wish to
consult can sign non-disclosure agreements and are encouraged to do so.

Reimbursable Work for Industry

DOE laboratories are available to perform work for industry or other Federal agencies, as long as the
work pertains to the mission of a respective laboratory and does not compete with the private sector.
The special technical capabilities and unique facilities at DOE laboratories are an incentive for the
private sector to use DOE's facilities and contractors expertise in this reimbursable work for industry
mode. An advanced class patent waiver gives ownership of any inventions resulting from the
research to the participating private sector company.
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EM Small Business Technology Integration Program

The EM Small Business Technology IntegrationProgram(SB-TIP)seeks the participationof small
businesses in the EM Research, Development, Demonstration,Testing, andEvaluationprograms.
Through workshopsand frequentcommunication,the EM SB-TIP provides informationon
opportunitiesfor fundingand collaborativeefforts relative to advancingtechnologies for DOE
environmentalrestorationand waste managementapplications.

EM SB-TIP has establisheda special EMprocurementset aside for small firms (500 employees or
less) to be used for applied researchprojectsthroughits ROA. The programalso serves as the EM
liaison to the DOE Small Business InnovationResearch(SBIR) ProgramOffice and interfaceswith
other DOE smaUbusiness offices.

Contact:

David W. Geiser, Acting Director
InternationalTechnology Exchange Division
EM-523
Environmental Restoration and Waste
Management Technology Development
U.S. Department of Energy
Washington, D.C. 20585
(301) 903-7940

EM Central Point of Contact

The EM Central Point of Contact can provide readyaccess to prospective researchand business
opportunities in waste management,environmentalrestoration,and decontaminationand
decommissioningactivities, as well as informationon EM-50 IPs and IDs. The EM Central Pointof
Contact can identify links between industrytechnologies and program needs, and can provide
potential partners with a connection to an extensive complex-wide network of DOE Headquartersand
field program contacts. It is the best single source of information for private-sector technology
developers looking to collaborate with EM scientists and engineers. It provides a real-time
information referral service to expedite and monitor private-sector interaction with EM.

To reach the EM Central Point of Contact, call 1-800-845-2096 during normal business hours
(Eastern time).

Office of Research and Technology Applications

The Office of Research and Technology Applications(ORTAs) serves as a technologytransferagent
at the Federal laboratories,provides internalcoordinationin the laboratoryfor technology transfer,
and acts as an externalpoint of contactfor industryand universities. To fulfill these purposes,
ORTAs licenses patentsand coordinatestechnologytransferactivities for a laboratory'sscientific
departments. It also facilitatesone-on-one interactionsbetween laboratoryscientific personnel and
technology recipients, and provides informationon laboratorytechnologies with potentialapplications
in private industry for state and local governments.
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For more information about these programs and services, please contact:

Claire Sink, Director
Technology IntegrationDivision
EM-521

EnvironmentalManagementTechnologyDevelopment
U.S.DepartmentofEnergy
Washington,D.C. 20585
(301)903-7928
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PUBLICATIONS

Informationon completed andon-going projects can be obtained from a numberof sources. The
Office of Technology Development, throughits Offices of Researchand Developmentand
Demonstration, Testing, and Evaluation,has publisheda FT' 93 Program Summary (GPO DOE_EM-
0lOP), which summarizessignificantFY 93 programmaticinformationandaccomplishments. Contact
1-800-845-2096 for informationaboutthis andother resources. Fact sheets and technology
summarieshave been writtenfor the following programs:

1. Buried Waste IntegratedDemonstration

2. Characterization, Monitoring, and Sensor Technology Integrated Program

3. Dynamic Underground Stripping Integrated Demonstration

4. Efficient Separations and Processing Integrated Program

5. Environmentally Conscious ManufacturingIntegratedDemonstration

6. Heavy Metals Contaminated Soils Project

7, In Situ Remediation Integrated Program

8. Minimum Additive Waste Stabilization Program

9, Mixed Waste IntegratedProgram

10. Mixed Waste Landfill Integrated Demonstration

1I. Resource Recovery Project

12. Robotics Technology Development Program

13, Rocky Flats Compliance Program

14. Supercritical Water Oxidation Program

15. UndergroundStorage Tank IntegratedDemonstration

16. Uranium in Soils Integrated Demonstration

17. U.S. Department of Energy/U.S. Air Force Memorandumof Understanding Program

18. Volatile Organic Compounds in Arid Soils Integrated Demonstration

19. Volatile Organic Compounds in Non-Arid Soils Integrated Demonstration

20. Waste Component Recycle, Treatment, and Disposal Integrated Demonstration
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6.0 EM Program Overview

Organization Structure

The EM organizationwas establishedto providevisibility, focus, and accountabilityfor DOE's waste
management and cleanup efforts.

The EM Office of Policy and Program Information (EM-4) serves as a central coordinate for
DOE/EM public participation and program informationactivities. EM-4 establishes policy and
guidance, and conducts and coordinatespublic participation activities inside and outside the agency.
It's goal is to identify public concerns, nee&, and objectives throughtwo-way communications
between DOE and the public before decisions are made. This interactive process improvesDOE
understanding of public concerns, and enhances the public's understandingof DOE decisions and
subsequent technology development activities.

The EM Office of Planning and Resource Management (EM-10) supports program office financial
management, procurement,and administrativeactivities and coordinates the annual update of the EM
Strategic Plan and Five-Year Plan.

The EM Office of Oversight and Self-Assessment (EM-20) performs independent internal oversight
within EM to ensure compliance with environmental and safety laws/regulations and with DOE
Quality Assurance policies. EM-20 is also charged with enhancing the technical validity and cost-
effectiveness of programs and projects. In addition, it is responsible for independent cost estimating
functions.

The EM Office of Waste Management (EM-30) has program responsibilities for waste management
at all DOE sites, including the treatment, storage, and disposal of several types of waste: transuranic,
low-level radioactive, mixed, and solid sanitary. EM-30 is also responsible for the storage,
treatment, and processing of defense high-level radioactivewaste, waste minimization efforts, and
corrective activities at waste management facilities.

The EM Office of Environmental Restoration (F,M-40)has program responsibilities for remediating
inactive hazardousand radioactive waste sites at all DOE installations and some non-DOE sites,
including remedialactions and decontamination/decommissioningactivities.

The EM Office of Technology Development (EM-$0) has program responsibilities for developing
better, faster, cheaper, and safer technologies for meeting DOE's 30-year goal for environmental
restorationand waste management, and for managing crosscutting activities.

f

The EM Office of Facility Transition and Management (EM.60) plans, implements, and manages
the orderlytransition of facilities from their operationalbase to EM-30 and EM-40 and their
subsequentdisposition. EM-60 establishes and implementsa consistentprocess to safely deactivate
anddispose of DOE facilities.
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Office of Technology Development EM.50

The Office of Technology Development (EM-50) has the overall responsibility to develop
technologies to meet DOE's 30-year goal for environmental restoration. Activities within EM-50
include applied research and development, and demonstration, testing, and evaluation of new and
existing technologies.
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